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Preface 

 

Starting in the spring of 2021, our new director, Jane Lin, and the two WASC 

Coordinators sat down to discuss the WASC Self-Review process for the upcoming 

year. During this discussion, a preliminary timeline was set for taking our staff through 

our school wide self-review. Some of our new staff members were unfamiliar with 

WASC. At a dedicated staff meeting, we presented and explained what WASC is. We 

also discussed the value and importance of WASC as a school as we strive for 

continuous improvement. Finally, we presented and shared the benefits of WASC 

Accreditation for our students and community? 

Next, we begin to learn and to become more  familiar with the process and components 

found within the study. Focus groups were established based on experience and 

knowledge. Each staff member was assigned to one of four groups: 

1. Organization for Student Learning 

2. Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 

3. Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth 

4. School Culture and Environment. 

These groups have been working together to address the various writing prompts and 

documenting evidence found in Chapter 3. Administration and WASC Coordinators 

have worked with other staff members in completing Chapters 1 and 2. Along with these 

Focus Groups, we have continued our WASC Committees which have been working for 

the last three years on our school wide goals found in our Action Plan. In addition, we 

have also continued our Home or Department Groups where staff members teaching 

the same subject area meet and share ideas. 

In an effort to involve all stakeholders, we have tried to share the WASC process and 

our self-review with them. Information regarding WASC has been presented to our PTO 

members. Our principal, who oversees our school as well as the regular elementary, 

middle, and high schools, was invited to our staff meeting to observe the process and 

staff working together to address prompts found in Chapter 3. Our director continues to 

inform and share information regarding our self-review and WASC in general. Other 

information is being shared with our stakeholders through our school website. Surveys 

have been sent via email soliciting parent feedback as well. Last spring, our staff 

revisited our Mission Statement, Vision Statement, and Expected Schoolwide Learning 

Outcomes. We updated and simplified our Expected Schoolwide Learning Outcomes 

hoping to  better convey our ESLO’s to our students in grades first through twelfth. Our 

revised Learning Outcomes were reproduced and new posters were made. The 

expectation was that all staff have these visible in their classrooms. Knowing the 
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importance of involving our students as well, it was also agreed upon that all homeroom 

teachers spend time discussing and teaching their children during the first days of 

school.  

The Focus Group Leaders and Profile Group Members 

WASC Leaders 

Jane Lin, Brad Clagg, Jared Gamble 

  CHAPTER 1 
 

PROGRESS REPORT 

    Brad Clagg            Jared Gamble 

 CHAPTER 2 

   STUDENT COMMUNITY PROFILE AND 
SUPPORTING 

 DATA AND FINDING 

    Jane Lin                 Colo Chang   

CHAPTER 3 
CATEGORY A 

 
ORGANIZATION FOR STUDENT LEARNING 

    Jane Lin                 Belle Lin 
    Daniel Fruit            Martina Chen 
    Caron Chen           Lani Chen 

CHAPTER 3 
CATEGORY B 

 
CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION, AND 

ASSESSMENT 

    Rebecca Chen       Christian Keller 
    Jing Wang              Michael Weber 
    Dave Delbridge      Chris Caputo 
    Bryan Dodson        Robert Watson 
    Eva Yang                Arthur Wu 
    Claudia Huang     

CHAPTER 3:  
CATEGORY C 

 
CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION, AND 

ASSESSMENT 

    Amanda Yang         Amanda Purifoy 
    Brad Clagg             Jenny Chen 
    Joy Chen 

CHAPTER 3  
CATEGORY D 

 
SCHOOL CULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT 

    Mindy Wang            Joan Huang 
    Jared Gamble         Louisa Wang 
    Sandy Hsieh 

CHAPTER 4 
 

SUMMARY FROM ANALYSIS of IDENTIFIED 
CRITICAL STUDENT LEARNING NEEDS 

    Jared Gamble            Brad Clagg 
 

CHAPTER 5 

SCHOOLWIDE  
ACTION PLAN 

    All staff members 
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                          WASC Committees (Action Plan and Goals) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Professional Development             Evaluation             Cross Curricular Development           

                               

                 Child Protection and Safety                      Data and Assessment  

 
 

Professional Development Committee  
 

                         Leader: Bryan Dodson           Eva Yang                       Chris Caputo 
                         Admin: Lani Chen                  Joan  Huang                   Brad Clagg                                 
                         Belle Lin                                 Ron DeWitt 

Data Committee 
 

                         Leader: Dave Delbridge         Michael Weber             Rebecca Chen 
                         Admin: Jane Lin                     Colo Chang                                                                         

Cross-Curricular Committee 
 

                          Leaders: Christian Keller        Robert Watson             
                          Admin: Estrella Tsai                 Dennis Wiebe             Jing Wang                                                        

Teacher & Admin Evaluation Committee 
   

                          Leader: Dan Fruit  
                          Admin: Martina Chen             Caron Trembley                                           

Child Protection Committee 
 

                           Leader: Sandy Hsieh             Mindy Wang                 Jared Gamble   
                           Admin: Amanda Yang            Louisa Wang                Amanda Purifoy 
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The Home Group Leaders: 

 

 
 

    

Chinese and CSS: Amanda Yang                                 Math: Caron Trembley / Colo Chang 

Elementary Language Arts: Joy Chen                          Science: Michael Weber 

Elementary Social Studies: Brad Clagg                        Support and Facilities: Sandy Hsieh   

High School Social Studies:  Alan Smith                                                            

High School English: Bryan Dodson                               

 

 

 

                                            Mission Statement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     The mission of the International Bilingual School at Tainan-Science-Park is to serve   

     the bilingual needs of the international community found at the Southern Taiwan   

     Science Park, and to motivate and prepare our multicultural students to become   

     collaborative, creative individuals who think critically, communicate effectively, and  

     become, as a result, lifelong learners and productive members of the global  

     community. 
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Vision Statement 

 

“    In partnership with parents and the community, IBST will inspire, support, and    

  nurture our multicultural students to be well-educated and empathetic citizens.” 
 

 

 

 

                         Expected Schoolwide Student Learning Outcomes  
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School Overview 
 
Nanke Elementary School and Nanke Junior High School began to offer a bilingual 
program in 2003 in order to provide a high quality educational environment for children 
of investors and high-tech experts who return from overseas and are employed in the 
Southern Taiwan Science Park. In 2006, the two schools merged to form National Nanke 
International Experimental High School (NNKIEH).  
 
NNKIEH is a public, nonprofit school and falls under the governance of both the Taiwan 
Ministry of Education and the Taiwan National Science Council, now reorganized as the 
Ministry of Science and Technology. The school buildings feature an open, modern 
design and house advanced learning facilities. The campus includes separate school 
buildings for the High School, Junior High School, Elementary, and the International 
Bilingual School at Tainan (IBST).  

IBST operates similarly to a magnet program. Students come from different zones and 
towns, and the school, which is actually a school within a larger public school, has 
separate admission requirements as well as semesterly tuition and fees. IBST graduated 
its first students in 2009. With grade levels 1-12, IBST adopted an integrated curriculum 
to serve students from the English-speaking community who seek an American college-
preparatory education yet wish to retain the option of transferring to a local school or 
attending a Taiwanese university. In order to offer a bilingual program in line with foreign 
educational systems, IBST utilizes English language textbooks and learning materials. 
Except for Chinese and some Chinese social studies courses, the students receive most 
instruction in English. Historically, the overwhelming majority of our graduates attend 
foreign universities, mostly in English-speaking countries. Some of our most recent 
graduate students have attended the following colleges and universities: University of 
California at Berkeley, Brown University, University of Edinburgh, University of California 
at Irvine, University of California at Santa Cruz, University of Arizona, University of South 
Carolina, University of Amsterdam, Ohio State University, University of British Columbia, 
Purdue University, University of Manchester.  
 

Community Description  
 

The National Nanke International Experimental High School (NNKIEH), situated in the 
Southern Tainan Science Park, is one of four high-tech, science-based industrial parks 
in Taiwan. The other parks are: National Experimental High School in Hsinchu and the 
new Science Park in Taichung (NEHT). Founded in 2006, NNKIEH endeavors to ensure 
a good academic environment for the children of both local Science Park employees as 
well as overseas-hire high-tech professionals. NNKIEH, a public, co-educational school 
serving grades 1 – 12 maintains a distinct multi-cultural character. Three of the school’s 
departments are primarily for Taiwanese local students who follow Taiwan (R.O.C.) 
national curriculum. The Bilingual Department (IBST) serves students who will attend 
either a Western or Taiwanese college. So IBST must address both of these needs. IBST 
parents work in tertiary education, the business sector, and the fields of science and 
medicine. Over 82 percent of the Bilingual Department parents hold advanced degrees. 
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Out of a total school enrolment of 2300, the Bilingual Department includes 163 students 
from 16 different countries. 
 

WASC History 
 
IBST was first granted WASC Accreditation in 2015. There was a midcycle visit by WASC 
in 2019. This self-study document constitutes the findings and reflections of  IBST’s 
second self-study. After seven months of preparation, the school is submitting its self-
study with a WASC visit scheduled for early March, 2021.  
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Chapter I: Progress Report 

 

At our Mid-Cycle Visit in March 2019, WASC shared the following recommendations. 

 

 Recommendations:  

 

1. That the Board, Administration, Faculty and other stakeholders work to create a vision 
statement for IBST that will work as a guide for decisions on an action plan for the future 
of the school.  
 
2. The Board works to create equal opportunities for professional development for all 
administration and faculty to allow them to grow professionally and enrich the learning 
experiences of their students.  

3. That the administration and faculty consider ways to effectively evaluate data received 
from quantitative data sources such as MAP, PSAT, SAT and AP testing to inform and 
drive decisions on future development of initiatives as well as curricular instruction across 
the school.  
 
4. The Administration and Faculty work to improve the cross-curricular alignment of  
courses, including more cross-curricular instruction by grade level teams.  

5. The Board, Administration and Faculty work together to clarify and articulate the 
expectations of both overseas and Taiwanese teachers at IBST. This would include a 
transparent process of faculty evaluations, clear policy and procedures, and the role of 
administration in decision making.  
 
6. The Board, Administration and Faculty work to finalise and put into operation a child 
protection policy that allows for the social and emotional support of all IBST students.  

The recommendations were shared with our staff. Soon after, our school developed 
separate WASC Committees to address the recommendations. Cross Curricular, Data, 
Professional Development, Evaluation, and Child Protections and teams were formed. 
Each team worked on developing measurable goals for their team. These goals became 
our school’s Action Plan. In addition, the staff work together to address and create a 
Vision Statement, Mission Statement, and Expected Schoolwide Learning Results.  
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                                                           Action Plan  
       (2019-Present) 

 

     Main strategic goals: 

 

1. The IBST administration and faculty will work together to create a vision statement for 

the school. This vision statement will be a guide for future decision making for 

improving the school, supporting teachers, and increasing student learning. 

 

2. To increase teachers’ PD hours and opportunities  in order to  improve students’ 

achievement. 

 

3. Create a school wide system of data collection, analysis, and actionable 

recommendations to inform administrative and classroom decisions. 

 

4. The Administration and Faculty work to improve the cross-curricular alignment of 

courses, including more cross-curricular instruction by grade level teams. 

 

5. The teacher evaluation committee, which is composed of both administrators and 

teachers, Western and Taiwanese, will design and implement  a transparent process 

of faculty evaluations and hiring process in order to ensure that all teachers are held 

to fair and high standards to guarantee quality learning at IBST.  

 

6. IBST places a high value on children and strives to provide a safe, caring 

environment for our students. We are committed to cultivating an atmosphere in 

which all students are treated with respect and feel safe and protected. 
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Goal 1 -The IBST administration and faculty will work together to create a vision 
statement for the school. This vision statement will be a guide for future decision 
making for improving the school, supporting teachers, and increasing student 
learning. 

                                                        

                                          2019 - 2020  Academic Year             

Task Responsible 
Person(s) 

Resources 
Needed 

Evidence of Student 
Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 
What Now? 

Introduce concept of 
vision statement to 
whole staff, collect 
ideas 

Lauren Massman 
(WASC 
Coordinator) 

See post mid-
cycle visit 
presentation  

Teachers will pay closer 
attention to planned 
instruction and align it with 
our school vision. Efforts 
made by all other 
improvement committees 
will align with bettering the 
whole school and all 
students in accordance to 
our vision.  

April 2019 
(Completed) 

Survey staff on vision 
statement options 

Lauren Massman 
(WASC 
Coordinator) 

See voting May 2019 
(Completed) 
 

Have Vision Statement 
approved by NNKIEH 
principal, IBST PTA, 
and Science Park 
Board. 

Director Director will 
present at 
scheduled 
meeting times 

June 2019 
(Completed) 

 

                                           2020 - 2021  Academic Year    

 

Vision and Mission 
Statement will be 
revisited with staff prior 
to the school year. 
Expected School-wide 
Learner Outcomes will 
also be reviewed with 
staff. 

WASC 
Coordinators 
Staff 
Director 
 
 

Reprinting quality 
posters for each 
classroom. 
 
 

Staff will be aware of and 
familiar with our Vision 
Statement, Mission 
Statement, and Expected 
School-wide Learning 
Outcomes. 

To be continued 
each year 

Staff will present and 
discuss with students 
during the first days of 
school. 
 

Staff, 
Administration 

Posters mounted 
in classrooms, 
lessons and 
discussions with 
students. 

Students will understand 
these statements as well. 
Lessons will be connected 
with these statements and 
beliefs. 

To be continued 
each year 

Vision Statement, 
Mission Statement, and 
Expected School-wide 
Learning Outcomes will 
also be posted in Staff-
Teacher-Parent 
Handbooks as well as 
the school's website. 

Admin 
WASC 
Coordinators 

Technology and 
Website Editor 

Students, parents, and 
community will be more 
aware of school-wide 
Mission Statement, Vision, 
and Student Learning 
Outcomes. 

Website 
completed 
 
June,  2022 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OQML5aw9vlVotQA80uSaVY3BO3kA1B-qalv_Vtcpndw/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OQML5aw9vlVotQA80uSaVY3BO3kA1B-qalv_Vtcpndw/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OQML5aw9vlVotQA80uSaVY3BO3kA1B-qalv_Vtcpndw/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1YWiV9xeKDBwd38QVJSc8JNwYO-k0q3Z1aLmQrcenK9Y/edit
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Goal 2:  To increase teachers’ PD hours and opportunities  in order to  improve students’ achievement. 

 

 

 

January 2020 Goal(s): Collect PD information and licensure renewal procedures of different states/provinces. 
 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date 
of Completion/ 

What Now? 
 

Announcing 
2020~2021 PD 
committee goals and 
PD google doc to 
IBST faculties 

Belle Lin N/A Teaching and learning 
environment improves. 

November 10, 
2019 

Setting a deadline for 
completing the form of 
general PD 
information and 
Licensure Renewal 
Procedures 

PD Committee 
Members 

Shared Google 
Document of 
General PD 
Information 
and Licensure 
Renewal 
Procedures 

Teaching and learning 
environment improves. 

December. 10, 
2019 

Going around 1 by 1 
to confirm and 
complete the PD 
google doc 

PD Committee 
Members 

Shared Google 
Document of 
General PD 
Information 
and Licensure 
Renewal 
Procedures 

Teaching and learning 
environment improves. 

January 8, 2020 

Reflections on Progress:  
 
It’s difficult to show how the rise of  PD hours affects student success. We need to develop goals that focus on 
student achievement. We also need to send out more reminders to get teachers to complete the PD information 
sheets.   

 
 
 

June 2020 Goal(s):  
 

● Teaching and learning online 
● Organizing compiled information about PD and Licensure Renewal Procedures and highlighting differences 

in various state/provincial licensure renewal procedures. 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 

 
(Intended) Date 
of Completion/ 
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 What Now? 
 

Asking the new-hired 
teacher to check and 
add licensure renewal 
information. 

New-hired 
teachers, 
Director, and 
Foreign 
teachers’ 
Liaison 

Shared Google 
Document of 
General PD 
Information 
and Licensure 
Renewal 
Procedures 

N/A Dec. 31 of the first 
hired year 

Checking IBST 
teachers’ certifications 
and PD needs for the 
new school year.  

Director/Foreign 
teachers’ 
Liaison 

Teaching 
license 
PD hours 

N/A Nov. 1 of each 
year before the 
letter of intention 
and the new 
contract are 
given. 

Meeting to discuss 
online teaching 
formats and download 
Google Hangouts,  
Google Classroom, 
and Zoom 

Admin and 
Individual 
teachers 

WIFI, 
electronic 
devices, apps, 
software  

Survey End of 2019~2020 
School Year  

Reflections on Progress:  
 
Formal school-wide online teaching/learning training should take place. It would be beneficial to set aside time for 
teachers to share personal experiences and strategies. Perhaps once a month, faculty could give a demonstration 
of how they approached online teaching/learning. 
 
Our goals have become clearer and more well defined this term.  
 

 

 

 

 

January 2021 Goal(s): 
 

● Collecting and compiling  sources from which IBST teachers can earn CEUs 
● Having teachers share opportunities for professional development 
● Providing school-wide workshops 

 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date 
of Completion/ 

What Now? 
 

Collecting more 
specific information 
about where to get 
CEUs 

IBST Faculties Shared Google 
Document of 
Specific PD 
Information 

N/A Jan 1, 2021 
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and Licensure 
Renewal 
Procedures 

Inviting speakers to 
run workshops 

Admin In-house PD or 
Outsource 

Documentations and workshop 
handouts and photos 

June 15, 2021 

Reflections on Progress: 
 
Finding a speaker- Budget clarified at 2000 nt per hour. 

1.) When to have a workshop 
2.) Who can/wants to present a skill or teaching strategy? 

 
Sharing experience - AP training, cultural activities- certification?- selfie from cultural experiences? -share this 
experience as a PD and the school should be able to present a certificate for sharing. 

3.) Not many teachers responded to our efforts to collect more specific information about where to get CEUs. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

June 2021 Goal(s): 
 

● Organizing and sharing a list of CEU access points for different states/provinces 
 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date 
of Completion/ 

What Now? 
 

Making and sharing  a 
list of CEUs access 
points and PD 
information and links 

PD Committee 
Members 

Shared Google 
Document of 
Specific PD 
Information 
and Licensure 
Renewal 
Procedures 

Teacher Survey June 30, 2021 

Inviting speakers to 
run workshops 

Admin In-house PD or 
Outsource 

Documentations and workshop 
handouts and photos 

June 15, 2021 
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Reflections on Progress:  
 
While COVID-19 has made it impossible to invite a guest speaker, efforts to provide high quality professional 
development for all staff have continued with resources shared via Google Drive and LINE messaging groups, 
focusing on resources helping teachers adapt to online learning. 
 
Certificates of training awarded to teachers who required a certificate to acquire CEUs or for licensure renewal 
requirements. 

● survey 
 
We have compiled three links to CEU access and PD information. We also have a document with state-specific 
licensure guidelines and resources with professional development opportunities that meet those guidelines. 
 
Feedback from administration has been positive for our school's adoption of online learning resources. 
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Goal 3: Create a school wide system of data collection, analysis, and actionable recommendations to inform 

administrative and classroom decisions. 

 

 

January 2020 Goal(s): 
 

● Provide training for new and returning staff about the faculty grading software 
● Create a system of data collection in a location that is accessible to all staff 
● Define who is responsible for evaluating different sources of data 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of 

Student Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date of 

Completion/ 
What Now? 

 
Set up a location for data 
collection that is in an 
accessible place for all 
staff 

Colo Chang   These data should be 
used by the admin, 
departments, school 
improvement 
committees and 
individual teachers 
following 

Have subject teachers  
and departments analyze 
MAP data for their 
courses and write 
recommendations to 
improve instruction 

David 
Delbridge 

MAP data Improved MAP 
scores 

October 

New grading software, 
training during semester 
prep day in August 

Registar Time during the prep 
days 

Students and parents 
use the software 

September 

Assign roles and 
responsibilities for 
analysis of SAT, PSAT, 
and AP Scores 

Michael 
Weber 

Access to: College 
Board admin 
dashboard  
 
SAT/PSAT admin? 
 
IBST grades (as 
admin) 

Average IBST scores 
higher than regional 
averages 

January 

Reflections on Progress:  
 
The Data folder has been set up in the school Google Drive within the Data Committee folder. Teachers, admin, and 
subject departments can access the information here to help make decisions on curriculum, classroom instructions, 
ELL support, etc. 
 
Due to switching to the ALMA grading system and changing registrars halfway through the summer, the new 
grading system did not get set up until well into September. As a result, the new teachers did not get training before 
the start of the semester.  
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Subject teachers and departments have begun analyzing MAP data throughout the year. A list of recommended 
ELL students was created and shared with administration at a staff meeting. The math department discovered that 
there is a trend of our students performing relatively weaker on Geometry. However, as this is the final unit in most 
of our textbooks, this is not unexpected. 
 

 

 

June 2020 Goal(s) 
 

● Create a document defining roles and procedures for data collection and evaluation 
● Have departments discuss how they can use the data 
● Find what data they want 
● Winter MAP (student intervention) 
● MAP for Grade 9? 
● Deep analysis of year to year MAP, (P)SAT, AP data 

 

Task 

 

Responsible 
Person(s) 

 

Resources 
Needed 

 

Evidence of 
Student Success 

 

 

(Intended) Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

 

     

     

     

Reflections on Progress: Due to the COVID outbreak, meetings were cancelled for the 2nd term. 

 

 

 

 

 

January 2021 Goal(s): 

 

● Implement “Data Roles and Responsibilities” plan 
● Continually update and revise “Data Roles and Responsibilities” plan 
● Create a long term set of data for MAP performance by grade and class 
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● Organize SAT Data (and AP?) 

 

Task 

 

Responsible 
Person(s) 

 

Resources 
Needed 

 

Evidence of 
Student Success 

 

 

(Intended) Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Create a long term set of 
data for MAP 
performance by grade 
and class 

David 
Delbridge 

MAP Data Track the progress of 
grades levels and 
classes over an 
extended period of time 

End of June and 
continually updated. 

Create AP Rubric Michael 
Weber 

Access to: 
College Board 
admin dashboard  

Average IBST scores 
higher than regional 
averages 

 

Organize Data Folders Jane Lin and 
Colo Chang 

   

Communicate with 
departments 

Rebecca Chen    

Reflections on Progress:  

The Data Roles and Responsibilities was completed and shared with the staff. This document should be integrated 
into the new Teacher’s Handbook and new teacher orientation. The administration needs to develop a plan/system 
to ensure teachers are performing their duties.  

After a good start last year, many teachers are not completing their analyses of the MAP Data for their class. A 
Google questionnaire was sent out but many teachers did not complete it. The members of this committee don’t feel 
that it is their responsibility, nor do they have the authority to chase down their co-workers to give them extra work.  
This is something that the administration needs to take charge of. Many recommendations to the administration 
concerning how to integrate the new Data Roles and Responsibilities plan  will be provided in the Data Report at the 
end of the Semester. 

 

 

June 2021 Goal(s):  
 

● Create the First Annual Data Report and Recommendations for internal use 
● Create the First Annual Data Report and Recommendations for external marketing use 
● Training for Alma 
● System for setting up parent and student accounts in ALMA 

 

 
Task 

Responsible 
Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of 

Student Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date of 

Completion/ 
What Now? 
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 PSAT/SAT Colo Chang   Update PSAT/SAT 

annually 

 AP Michael Weber  See Data Committee 
report. 
Also, see here: 

All Exams Mean 

Scores, up to 2021.xlsx 

Update AP annually 

Student Demographics     

Compiling Marketing 
Report 

Rebecca Chen    

Grades Calculation     

Compiling Internal David Delbridge    

MAP Section David Delbridge   Update MAP data after 
each test administration 

Reflections on Progress:  

  
The Data Committee is very happy with this Data Report. We feel that an information system has been set up that 
will benefit the school for years to come. The administration can use this information to make informed decisions 
about curriculum changes, textbooks, and teaching assignments.  
 
A MAP data spreadsheet has been created that tracks the growth of each class over time compared the norms for 
each year. Also, we can track the performance of each grade level over time. This will be useful to the school 
because if the performance of a grade declines over time, that might be a sign that our curriculum needs to be 
updated. 
 
A similar system has been set up to track the progress of our students’ performance on PSAT and SAT  and AP 
scores. If our scores on average appear to be declining, the administration can investigate and try to come up with 
ways to change the curriculum or instruction to improve our performance. 
 
Continuity for instructors and classes makes it critical to gather data and assess our strengths and weaknesses. 
Shuffling teachers to different classes leads to invalid and inconsistent data, and blurs the conclusions and insights 
that the data committee hopes to achieve. Having continuity of teachers allows them to develop the curriculum. 
Evidence for this would include Ms. Rebecca and Mr.Colo’s modifications of the math curriculum, moving geometry 
ahead of other subjects. 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1d7l6JzXoUNdcHqtLOVcyykorbwjxeggf/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116196023810476417317&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1d7l6JzXoUNdcHqtLOVcyykorbwjxeggf/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116196023810476417317&rtpof=true&sd=true
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For some classes, a low number of students can lead to sample size errors, where data is less reliable because 
there are so few data points. 
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Goal 4: The Administration and Faculty work to improve the cross-curricular alignment of courses, 

including more cross-curricular instruction by grade level teams. 

 
 

January 2020 Goal(s):  
 

● Open lines of communication between grade level teachers. 
 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date of 

Completion/ 
What Now? 

 
Create a shared 
document between 
grade-level teams 
regarding essential 
topics/big ideas, 
and begin to use it. 

Cross-Curricular 
committee 
(create 
document) 
 
All teachers (fill 
out document) 

Google Drive; 
Unit plans 

Written evidence from 
teachers on chart 

June 2019/ Now 
teachers start using it 

Create LINE groups 
with grade level 
teachers 

Homeroom 
teachers 

LINE Multiple perspectives 
considered from different 
grade levels and integration 
of ideas/subjects 

Oct. 29th (by the 
department meeting) 

Create shared 
Google Drive 
between grade level 
teachers 

Estrella Tsai Internet :) Evidence of student work 
will be uploaded to the drive 

Fri, Oct. 25 

Upload evidence of 
cross curricular 
activities (at least 
one per grade level) 

Homeroom/  
subject teachers 

Google drive, 
photos/other 
evidence of 
student work 

Evidence/evaluation of 
cross curricular work 

January 2020 

Reflections on Progress:  
 
Created shared documents, LINE groups, etc. Many teachers have begun to use the shared grade-level documents 
to communicate broader plans and cross-curricular ideas. Students have an opportunity to spend more time 
practicing what they have learned. Hooray! 
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June 2020 Goal(s):  
 

● Organize and document evidence of cross-curricular activities. 
 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date of 

Completion/ 
What Now? 

Find a way for 
teachers to collect 

photographic 
evidence of their 
cross-curricular 

instruction/activities  
 

Estrella Tsai 
(initially) 
 
Subject teachers 
to provide 
evidence 

Google drive 
folder on IBST 
staff drive 

Reinforce concepts through 

repetition and providing 

various contexts and 

content overlap. 

Setting up documents 
was quick. The next 
step is getting teacher 
submissions to the 
google drive folder. 

Reflections on Progress:  
 
We have created a Google Doc for each grade level and made it available to all teachers. We have created grade-
level LINE groups for regular communication. Teachers have begun to use both of these resources.  

 

January 2021 Goal(s):  

 
● Schedule regular grade-level meetings at major points in the semester to plan and discuss cross-curricular 

activities. 
 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date of 

Completion/ 
What Now? 

 Having a specific 
time for grade-level 
teachers to meet to 
formulate ideas for 
cross-curricular 
activities 

Administrative 
Staff or School 
Director to allot 
time for meeting 

A short period of 
time during the 
work day 
dedicated to a 
meeting between 
grade level 
teachers 

An increase in cross-
curricular activities due to 
increased/focused teacher 
planning 

Due to COVID-19, 
teachers were not 
able to meet and 
discuss/plan cross-
curricular activities. 

Use Edublog to 
allow students to 
write reflections of 
their cross-
curricular activities. 
 

Robert Watson Robert will use 
the computer lab 
in the school  

Students will Reinforce 
concepts through 
repetition/reflection.  

Edublog is running 
and students will be 
adding reflections 
through the course of 
the year. 

Reflections on Progress:  
 
Teachers still need to hold grade-level meetings (postponed due to COVID-19 prevention measures).  In spite of 
not having an official time to meet and discuss, teachers still were able to work on cross-curricular activities as 
evidenced by the photos in the Google drive folder. The cross-curricular evidence folder was renamed to make it 
easier for teachers to find. 
Send a cross-curricular evidence folder link to all teachers  
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June 2021 Goal(s):  
 

● Reflect on and evaluate cross-curricular activities 
●  Make “orientation” plan for new teachers to inform them of our plans/procedures regarding cross-curricular 

 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date of 

Completion/ 
What Now? 

 Add Edublog link to 
IBST home page 

Administrative 
staff in charge of 
IBST website. 

A clickable icon 
can be designed 
on the computer. 

Stakeholders (students, 
parents, and teachers) will 
have access to cross-
curricular reflections.  

By September 2021 or 
when schools open to 
students. 

Insert a sample  in 
the cross-curricular 
evidence folder of 
the format for 
teachers to follow 
when adding 
evidence on Google 
Drive . 

Cross-curricular 
committee can 
discuss the 
format. A sample 
can be created 
by Christian 
Keller 

An uploadable 
sample can be 
designed on the 
computer. 

A consistent format for 
cross-curricular evidence 
will make it easier for 
teachers and administrative 
staff to catalogue evidence 
of student learning. 

By September 2021 or 
when schools open to 
students. 

Questionnaires for 
students and 
teachers regarding 
cross-curricular 
activities  

Cross-curricular 
committee 

Student 
questionnaires 
can be printed or 
done online. 
Teachers can do 
questionnaire 
online 

Getting student and teacher 
feedback regarding cross-
curricular activities will be 
invaluable data that can 
inform our future direction to 
increase student success. 

With COVID-19 
lockdown, the time 
doesn’t seem right for 
a questionnaire based 
on in-class 
experience. Students 
and teachers are 
getting familiar with 
the on-line teaching 
format. Beginning of 
2021/22 school year 
should be better. 

Reflections on Progress:  
 
Teachers will be more willing to upload cross-curricular evidence if they know the format. Some evidence that has 
been uploaded is not labelled which makes it harder to identify. The addition of information such as teachers, grade 
level, and subjects will be beneficial. 
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Goal 5: The teacher evaluation committee, which is composed of both administrators and teachers, 

Western and Taiwanese, will design and implement  a transparent process of faculty evaluations and 
hiring process in order to ensure that all teachers are held to fair and high standards to guarantee 
quality learning at IBST.  

 

 

January 2020 Goal(s):  
 

●  IBST administration will improve its communication with teachers.  
 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date of 

Completion/ 
What Now? 

 
Decide on, write, 
and implement a 
hiring calendar for 
Western teachers, 
including 
formalizing 
notification 
procedures. 

Director (Martina 
Chen) 

Agreed upon 
calendar from 
admin and 
previously used 
notification letters 

Making teachers feel 
more comfortable so they 
are able to focus on 
students and remain at 
the school for longer 
 
Given the longevity and 
goals of the staff, this is 
not necessarily good.The 
school has VERY little 
"new blood." 
Allows admin to plan for 
future needs of the school 
and students. 

October 2019 
Letter of Intention in 
Nov. 
Confirm if teachers are 
staying by the end of 
Dec. 
Post the positions on 
ISS end of Dec. 
Recruiting new teachers 
Jan-March. 
 

Reflections on Progress:  
 
Due to changes in administration, although the parent concern policy was written last spring, it has yet to be 
implemented; this will be done in August 2020. Teachers greatly appreciated being notified about the hiring process. 
Administration is now able to plan for next years’ teaching needs and begin the recruitment process to be able to 
attract the most qualified candidates. The administration and teaching team have begun the observation and 
evaluation process. This has been beneficial to student learning because teachers are able to receive feedback 
about their methods and classroom culture, suggestions for improvements can be implemented to help meet the 
learning needs of all students. I think that has been largely visited.  
 

June 2020 Goal(s):  
 

● Administration will become more familiar with instruction taking place in the classroom. 
 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 

 
(Intended) Date of 

Completion/ 
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 What Now? 
 

Administration will 
complete formal 
observations 
throughout the year 
for all teachers. 

All administrators  Lesson Plan 
Template 
Observation 
Instrument 
Scheduling and 
time 
considerations 

Teachers received 
feedback from 
observations for strategies 
they can use to improve 
instruction to better 
support student learning. 

June 2020 

Reflections on Progress:  
 
Progress this semester was put on hold as the school needed to redirect efforts away from intended improvements 
in order to keep students and staff safe during COVID-19. We are very happy that most teachers completed a full 
clinical-cycle of observation during this school year. We feel that a continuation of this process will lead to greater 
student achievement because teachers are receiving feedback as to how they can be more effective to meet the 
learning needs of all IBST students. Covid-19 continues to affect full implementation. It’s suggested that we have a 
back-up procedure to evaluate on-line teaching.  
 

January 2021 Goal(s):  
 

● Administration will work with involved parties to set high expectations for all teachers. 
 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date of 

Completion/ 
What Now? 

 
Implement a parent 
concern policy that 
allows for no parent 
concerns to be 
accepted and 
validated without 
being shared and 
discussed with the 
staff member(s) 
involved. 

Director (Martina) 
Other 
administrators as 
involved with 
parent contact 

Introduced at the 
first PTA of the 
1st  semester 
 
Use the Parent 
Representative 
to share/pass/ 
revise the policy 
 
Ask homeroom 
teachers to meet 
with parents 

This only affects students 
indirectly, but it seems 
more parents have 
successfully reached a 
resolution with their 
teachers. 

September 2020 

With all involved 
parties, 
administration will 
formalize teaching 
and other 
expectations for all 
teachers.  

Director/ admin/ 
parents/ 
teachers. 

Conference room This will only indirectly 
affect the students. But 
teaching should improve. 

October 2020 
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Administration, with 
input from involved 
parties, will write 
and edit a new 
teacher handbook. 

Admins. Homework policy 
and Electronic 
device policy 
have been 
passed by the 
committee 
consisting of 
parents, 
students, 
admins, 
teachers, and 
students 
representative in 
March. 2021. 
 

This will only indirectly 
affect the students. But 
teaching should improve. 

June 2021 

Reflections on Progress: 
 
They now have a form for the teacher complaints which the teacher gets to eventually see and to which they can 
respond. The teachers do not get to see the actual form, but they get the gist of it. We look forward to seeing 
whether this has resulted in more/fewer complaints from the administration. This, according to the administration, 
has resulted in more positive teacher communication. Once parents complain about teachers, the director will 
encourage the parents to meet with the teacher directly. This semester, there were at least two Parent/Teacher 
conferences being hosted and the director attended those meetings. This has been somewhat affected by Covid-19.  
 

June 2021 Goal(s): 
 

●  IBST teachers will support each other in their professional growth to ensure quality learning in every 
classroom. 

 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date of 

Completion/ 
What Now? 

 

 The teacher 
evaluation 
committee will 
begin creating a 
peer observation 
system. 

Dan Fruit 
Martina Chen 
Caron Trembley 

Evaluation form 
available and we 
already include 
peer into our 
formal teachers 
evaluation now. 
Teachers will 
invite an admin 
and a peer to 
observe their 
class formally at 
least once a 
year. 

Students would become 
more aware of this 
process when seeing 
other teachers observing. 
So they do not act 
abnormally and invalidate 
the evaluation process. 

May 2021 

Teachers will be 
educated about the 
purpose of peer 

Martina Chen 
Dan Fruit 

By pre meeting/ 
observing/ post 
meeting, the 

Students will become 
more aware of the value 
of the process. 

June 2021 
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observation and 
how it can be 
effectively used. 

teachers can 
benefit from their 
peers' comments 
and 
recommendation
s. Knowing that 
peers and 
admins are here 
to help not to 
criticize. 

Reflections on Progress: 
 
The school implemented peer evaluation. The members of this committee somewhat disagree on the purposes and 
ultimate goals of this process. The administration comments that teachers understand that evaluation is not 
necessarily dependent on performance but might depend on other factors. This was also effected by Covid-19.  
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Goal 6: IBST places a high value on children and strives to provide a safe, caring environment for our 

students. We are committed to cultivating an atmosphere in which all students are treated with respect 

and feel safe and protected.  

 

                             

January 2020 Goal(s): 
 

● Complete plan and put together the different components, such as a lock-down drill, campus safety protocol, 
field trips clarification, and policy statement/aims.  

● Begin professional development course on Child Safeguarding as a committee group. (Topics include 
background/legislation, safeguarding in an educational setting, signs of abuse and neglect, specific issues, 
dealing with concerns, and putting it to practice.) 

 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) Date 
of Completion/ 

 
Establish lock down 
drills and 
earthquake drills 

Jenny 
Chen/Sandy 
Hsieh 
 

See Campus Safety 
Protocol in our folder 
for the Disciplinarian’s 
protocol.  

Students effectively carry 
out lockdown drills and 
Earthquake Drills.  
Right before the official 
drills, IBST Disciplinarian 
brings up the 
announcement and 
instruction by simulating it 
with some students during 
regular morning assembly. 
Posters will be posted 
outside the office bulletin 
board, too.  

For Earthquake 
Drills, in memory 
of September 
21st, 1999 in 
Taiwan. Annually, 
this type of drill 
takes place in 
September.  
 
Completed 

Campus safety Jenny Chen Same as above IBST has a structured 
organization of crew 
members including 
counselors and a licensed 
guidance teacher and 
homeroom teachers, 
including administrators 
and community police 
officers to help out and 
assist students on the 
regular basis.  

IBST has Anti-
bully Day, and a 
professional 
guidance class 
caters to 
individual grades 
once a week. 
Moreover, Gender 
Education has 
been 
implemented by 
teachers once a 
year. Completed 

Centralize forms into 
one document 

Meredith Hilton Completed Child 
Safeguarding Policy  

When this policy is added 
to the student handbook 

Completed this in 
Spring 2020 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nh_h1FbiUngrBai4b_gJrOeay3w_aZUjnQ2WmaZxtNw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nh_h1FbiUngrBai4b_gJrOeay3w_aZUjnQ2WmaZxtNw/edit
mailto:mhilton1289@gmail.com
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10k50tEj8IgS7ti1G5hi6A4UjrFtgGUAZBwJxqUSsj5w/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10k50tEj8IgS7ti1G5hi6A4UjrFtgGUAZBwJxqUSsj5w/edit
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and we see the measures 
of reporting being carried 
out, if needed 

Add policy 
statement 

Jared Gamble  Added to centralized 
form 

Added to centralized form Completed in Fall 
2019 
 

Reflections on Progress:  
 
In order to have a clear understanding of the specific goals of this committee, we focused our time first on educating 
ourselves in child protection and safeguarding. We are taking an online course together that will help us identify safe 
working practices in education settings, identify what to do if we have concerns about children, and recognize any 
signs of abuse and neglect. Learning what safeguarding looks like in daily practice will enable us to create a 
purpose-driven safeguarding policy for our own school.  

 
 

 

June 2020 Goal(s):  
 

● Complete professional development course on safeguarding and child  
            protection. If possible,  work with other committees to complete the teacher handbook. 
 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) 

Date of 
Completion/ 
What Now? 

Complete professional 
development course 

All Online course from 
https://www.virtual-
college.co.uk/  

Students feel supported 
and that they can trust 
anyone they report things 
to. 
 
Teachers know the proper 
protocol for reporting. 

By June 2020 

Reflections on Progress:  
 

We intended to complete this training this semester, but due to Covid19 our efforts and time had to be put toward 
more pressing matters. We also avoided meeting in group settings. Due to Covid-related concerns, we returned to 
school two weeks later in February than expected. After that, much of our energy, time, and resources during the 
spring semester were put towards ensuring safety measures for school and staff. Therefore, we put all non-essential 
committee meetings on pause. Going forward, we need to make sure that all committee members are efficiently 
trained on safeguarding practices. Additionally, it would be recommended to actually hire a safeguarding expert to 
come to campus and train the whole staff. Finally, administration must play a more active role in these committees - 
the Student Affairs admin, for example, did not come to a single meeting this year. 
 

 

January 2021 Goal(s):  
 

● Work with other committees to complete and implement the teacher handbook and safety plan. Obtain 
safeguarding training for all staff. 

https://www.virtual-college.co.uk/
https://www.virtual-college.co.uk/
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Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) 

Date of 
Completion/ 
What Now? 

Evaluate the teacher 
package given to new 
teachers, and add to it 
to make a handbook 
that covers all 
safeguarding policies 

All Child Safeguarding 
Policy  
 

Students are aware of the 
safeguarding policies. 

By January 2021 

Obtain adequate 
training on 
safeguarding practices 
for entire staff 

All Child Safeguarding 
Policy  

Students feel the 
consistency of different 
teachers handling the 
incidents. 

By January 2021 

Reflections on Progress: 
 

We double check the current policies on Teachers Handbook and Parent/Student Handbook with the current 
policies with the ones the Taiwan government set. Unfortunately, admins are still working on updating the 
Teachers Handbook and the final version has not been released. Therefore, it limits the Child Protection 
Committee to move on to the next step. We explain the procedure to the entire staff at staff meetings and 
make sure teachers know what to do if any incident has happened. Also we have attended child protection 
related workshops to clarify the procedure of dealing with issues. 

 

 

 

June 2021 Goal(s):  
 

● Review plan 

 
Task 

 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

 
Resources 

Needed 

 
Evidence of Student 

Success 
 

 
(Intended) 

Date of 
Completion/ 
What Now? 

Put together all the 
procedures we have 
and share 

All Child Protection 
Folder  
 

Students can easily find 
child protection related 
policies on school website 

By June 2021 

Review the current 
policies to see if any 
updates needed to be 
made 

All Child Protection 
Folder 

Students know what to do 
or where to seek help 
when incidents happen. 
And students did not raise 
concerns of  child 
protection related policies. 

By June 2021 

Reflections on Progress:  
 

Regarding June 2021’s Task 1, “Put together all the procedures we have and share”, the Child Protection 
Committee’s procedure exists in a shared folder on the school’s shared Google Drive, which is accessible to 
teachers. The parent/student handbook, however, has not been updated on the IBST website since 2018 and 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/10k50tEj8IgS7ti1G5hi6A4UjrFtgGUAZBwJxqUSsj5w/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10k50tEj8IgS7ti1G5hi6A4UjrFtgGUAZBwJxqUSsj5w/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10k50tEj8IgS7ti1G5hi6A4UjrFtgGUAZBwJxqUSsj5w/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10k50tEj8IgS7ti1G5hi6A4UjrFtgGUAZBwJxqUSsj5w/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13OmBVpEBigow0KAiJHSUpezRXZxl-QEm
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13OmBVpEBigow0KAiJHSUpezRXZxl-QEm
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13OmBVpEBigow0KAiJHSUpezRXZxl-QEm
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13OmBVpEBigow0KAiJHSUpezRXZxl-QEm
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does not include the current Child Protection Policy. The policy has also not been added to the IBST website 
upon first glance (has not been individually uploaded in a way that is easily accessible/clearly labeled for 
parents/students). 
 
After seeking clarification on IBST's ability to make independent policies about child protection, student discipline, 
and training for teachers, foreign staff at IBST have been forced to defer to local administrators and wait for 
training and updates. Previous administration promised to provide training in the fall of 2021, but new 
administration has not provided any updates. Requests from faculty that administration formally request 
clarification and training from the governing body (the Ministry of Education) have gone unanswered. 

 

 

Summarize progress on each section of the current schoolwide action plan that 
incorporated all schoolwide critical areas of follow-up from the last full self-study 
and all intervening visits. Comment on the original critical areas for follow-up not 
in the current plan. 

 

 School Accomplishments or Recommendations Progress 

 

 
In the spring of 2019, after the March mid-cycle visit, IBST rewrote its action plan to 
focus on the recommendations given to us by the visiting committee. For each 
recommendation, with the exception of recommendation 1, a school improvement 
committee was created; the committees are: Child Protection, Cross-Curricular, Data, 
Professional Development, and Teacher Evaluation. Teachers and administrators 
were divided into these committees according to areas of interest, expertise, and 
school role. Each committee was tasked with setting goals and writing their own action 
plan for the next three school years, until the self-study visit due to take place in 
winter/spring 2022. This process was led by the WASC coordinator and administrative 
team.  

 

A schoolwide vision statement was written and adopted to guide teachers, 
administrators, and other stakeholders in decision-making for IBST. Efforts were 
made by the Professional Development Committee to guide and organize 
professional development opportunities, especially for supporting foreign teachers in 
re-licensure requirements. The Data Committee provided homeroom and language 
arts teachers with detailed MAP score reports for all of their students and were asked 
to identify students who have potential language deficiencies who may be in need of 
support. In an effort to build greater cross-curricular integration in the IBST curriculum, 
The Cross Curricular Committee created ‘go-to’ spreadsheets for each grade level 
where teachers entered course unit pacing. Teacher LINE chat groups were created 
to make communication across grade-level subject teachers easier. A comprehensive 
Child Protection and Safeguarding Policy was written by the Child Protection 
Committee. A foreign-staff rehiring calendar was written by the Teacher Evaluation 
Committee, it was followed in fall 2019. All teachers had a full lesson observation 
done by an administrator, which included turning-in a lesson plan and having pre and 
post conferences. 
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A. Indicate how the school through its action plan has accomplished each of the 
critical areas for follow-up that were stated in the Visiting Committee Report. 

1.  That the Board, Administration, Faculty and other stakeholders work to create 
a vision statement for IBST that will work as a guide for decisions on an action 
plan for the future of the school.  

IBST has accomplished this goal. Following our Mid-Cycle visit, the concept and 
purpose of a school vision statement was introduced, the faculty gathered ideas, 
voted on statements written from those ideas, and finally adopted the below 
statement. The vision statement was then approved by the NNKIEH principal, IBST 
PTA, and Science Park Board. Our vision is publicly available via our ibst.org.tw 
website. 

 

“In partnership with parents and the community, IBST will inspire, support, and nurture 

our multicultural students to be well-educated and empathetic global citizens.” 

 

2. That the Board works to create equal opportunities for professional development 
for all administration and faculty to allow them to grow professionally and enrich 
the learning experiences of their students.  

 
Some equal opportunities for professional development were made available this past 
year. Taiwanese staff have been given access to professional development funds. The 
Covid-19 pandemic and Taiwan’s measures in response meant to keep the country safe 
have drastically affected teachers’ ability to make use of professional development funds, 
and opportunities for travel are almost non-existent.  

 
3. That the administration and faculty consider ways to effectively evaluate data 

received from quantitative data sources such as MAP, PSAT, SAT and AP 
testing to inform and drive decisions on future development of initiatives as well 
as curricular instruction across the school.  

 
Efforts were made after the first administration of the MAP to have homeroom and 
Language Arts teachers in grades 2-8 analyze data to find students who are in need of 
English language support. As a result, there are plans to offer ESL support to students 
who qualify based on MAP scores, grades, and professional opinions of instructors. 
MAP data was analyzed by the Language Arts and Math departments to identify any 
areas of instruction that our curriculum is lacking.  A calendar was set by the Data 
Committee to identify our key sources of data, when they should be analyzed, and by 
whom. Relevant data has been uploaded into a Google Drive location for easy access. 
There is a gap in data for grades 9-12 students since grades 9-12 students do not take 
the MAP test and grade 9 students do not take the PSAT. Teachers and admin have 
begun to engage in planning to possibly extend MAP testing through the high school 
grades.  
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4.  The Administration and Faculty work to improve the cross-curricular alignment 
of courses, including more cross-curricular instruction by grade level teams.  

 

As a school, IBST teachers are being more mindful of possible cross-curricular 

activities and communicating with other grade-level teachers. Examples of cross-

curricular alignment and projects are being documented.  

 
5. The Board, Administration and Faculty work together to clarify and articulate the 

expectations of both overseas and Taiwanese teachers at IBST. This would 
include a transparent process of faculty evaluations, clear policy and procedures, 
and the role of administration in decision making.  

 
Past Evaluation Committees have set procedures for the hiring and rehiring 
process, but administration has not adhered to those policies or even the 
established timelines. 
 
 
6. The Board, Administration and Faculty work to finalise and put into operation a 

child protection policy that allows for the social and emotional support of all IBST 
students. 

 

The Child Protection Committee has created a comprehensive Child Protection and 

Safeguarding Policy that is in the process of being added to teacher and student 

handbooks. Members of this committee completed an online Professional Development 

course from a UK service (Virtual College UK) called “Safeguarding Children in 

Education” during the 2019-2020 school year. 

 

B. Cite evidence, including how progress in each area has impacted the 
accomplishment of one or more expected schoolwide learning results 

Evidence of our school improvement efforts improving student achievement can 
most clearly be seen in the work done by the Cross-Curricular and Data 
committees.  

 
The Cross-Curricular Committee has made great efforts to improve teacher 
communication and planning across subject areas. This school year many more 
cross-curricular projects and activities were done at IBST. We believe that by 
increasing the amount of cross-curricular learning done at IBST, students have 
more opportunities to apply knowledge in creative ways. 
 
While still in-progress, work done by the Data committee has helped to create 
systems to use test data to identify students who are in need of more 
support. Elementary teachers have worked together to design and implement 
intervention systems aimed at improving struggling learners’ outcomes. 
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Teachers are using team data analysis to prioritize areas of need in curricular 
decision making. 

  

C. Particularly discuss progress since the last interim report. Include an 
explanation where no progress has been made. 

During these past two school years, many planned school improvements have had to 
be postponed for a variety of reasons, but in large part due to the complete changeover 
of the administrative team from the previous year and the outbreak of COVID-19.  
During the second semester of the 2020-2021 school year, the school needed to re-
focus efforts on keeping all students and staff safe during COVID-19; in-person 
meetings outside of regular classes were discouraged by the Tainan government in 
order to prevent potential community spreads. In-person staff meetings resumed in the 
fall of 2021, but student meetings did not resume until nearly the end of the first quarter 
of the current school year. 

 2. That the Board works to create equal opportunities for professional development for 
all administration and faculty to allow them to grow professionally and enrich the 
learning experiences of their students.  

While many teachers had registered and planned to attend professional development 

conferences and then host mini-sessions at school to share what they had learned, all 

conferences and meetings during the second semester were cancelled. The opportunity 

to attend professional development has continued to be very limited and only online 

training or conferences within Taiwan have been available recently due to COVID 

protocols. Taiwan’s Ministry of Education announced that local teachers will begin 

receiving professional development funds during the 2020-2021 school year, which will 

help to equalize opportunities for PD between the local and foreign staff. Again, this 

opportunity has been limited due to COVID restrictions.  At the moment, our professional 

development team is working on bringing a local professor to our campus.  

 

3. That the administration and faculty consider ways to effectively evaluate data 

received from quantitative data sources such as MAP, PSAT, SAT and AP testing to 

inform and drive decisions on future development of initiatives as well as curricular 

instruction across the school.  

 

While efforts have been made to create systems and collect data, IBST, school-wide, 

has yet to implement any curricular or instructional changes due to data collection and 

analysis.  

 

Other areas IBST has improved outside of the Critical Areas for Follow Up: 

IBST has accomplished much in areas not specifically related to the Critical Areas of 
Follow Up. 

● Weekly ESL classes were made available to first and second graders in 
need of greater support. 
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● A full-time counseling position was established for the 2019-2020 
school year and has continued. This role includes the teaching of a 
weekly guidance class for grades 1-12, one-on-one and group social-
emotional counseling, college counseling, and behavioral support. 

● Establishment of a new science lab, including materials for IBST. 
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Chapter II: Student/Community Profile and Supporting Data and 
Findings 

 

School and Community 

International Bilingual School at Tainan Science Park (IBST) is one of the departments in 
the mother school, NNKIEH, founded in 2006 to provide an excellent education for the 
children of the employees working in the Southern Taiwan Science Park and to establish 
an educational foundation for the development of the science park and the local 
community.   IBST serves students in the English-speaking community who seek an 
American college-preparatory education.   
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IBST Organization Chart  
 

 
 

Faculty  

IBST has 28 full-time teachers in 2021-22. We have 16 local teachers and 12 western 
teachers, and all IBST teachers are certified to meet the teacher criteria for Taiwan’s 
public schools.   

 

 

Students 

In fall 2021, there are 161 students enrolled in IBST from Grade 1 to 12. The average 
class size is 14 students, and the student teacher ratio is about 6 :1.    
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Student Demographics ( Fall 2021)  

 

 

 

The enrollment number of students increased steadily due to the revision of admission 
policy change and the ongoing development of STSP. Starting Sept 2019,  IBST started 
to accept the children of  non-Taiwanese foreigners. Starting in the 2021-22 school year,  
there was another surge in the student number due to the expansion of semiconductor 
companies.  Their overseas employees have been returning to STSP for on-site training, 
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and their children have relocated with their parents and come to IBST to continue their 
education without interruption. 

 

Parents 

Students whose families meet certain criteria listed below can apply for admission to 
IBST and need to pass the English Proficiency test to be accepted for enrollment. See 
Admission Criteria 

1) A parent works either in the Science Park or a research institute in Tainan city. 
2) Children of Taiwan’s Diplomate Corps. 
3) Foreing passport holders residing in Tainan 

 

Parents Demographics 

  

IBST Curriculum  

IBST follows the school calendar set by the Ministry of Education, and is on a two 
semester system with a 200 -day school year starting from late August till the following 
June.  There is a one-month winter break between January and February.   

 

IBST is an A-G school, and its curriculum standards are developed by the staff by 
incorporating educational standards of North American and Taiwan national standards.  
IBST also has adopted textbooks in alignment with the adopted curriculum standards.  

Subjects Learning Standards 

Language Arts following US Common Core Standards 

Mathematics following US Common Core Standards 

https://www.ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=51
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Social Studies Following US curriculum and integrating ELA 
standards into social studies contents. 

Science adopting US Next Generation Science Standards 

Chinese 
Chinese Social Studies 

adopting the curriculum framework laid out by  
Ministry of Education, Taiwan 

Advanced Placement 
courses 

College Board Course and Exam Description  

 

IBST Graduation Requirements and Course Sequence  

IBST is a college-preparatory school as it provides rigorous curriculums to prepare students 
for advanced study after graduation.  
 

Table 1: IBST Graduation Requirements 

Subjects Year of Study Periods /Week 
One Year of 

Credit 
Graduation 

Credits 

Chinese 4 5 1 4 

English 4 5 1 4 

Social Studies 4 4 1 3 

Math 4 5 1 3 

Science 3 5 1 3 

Physical Education 4 2 0.5 2 

Electives 4 
5 1 

4 
2 0.5 

Total 23 

 

Table 2: GRADES 9-12 COURSE SEQUENCE 

Course Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 

Chinese Following Taiwan National Standards 

English General English World Literature American Literature British Literature 

Social  Studies Ancient Civilization 
Modern Word 
History 

US History US Government 

Science Biology Chemistry Physics Senior Electives 

Mathematics Geometry Algebra 2 Pre-Calculus Calculus 

Physical 
Education 

2 hrs. /wk. 2 hrs. /wk. 2 hrs. /wk. 2 hrs. /wk. 

Electives 4 hrs. /wk. 4 hrs. /wk. 4 hrs. /wk. 4 hrs. /wk. 
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College Matriculation for Classes of  2016-2021 

IBST is a college-preparatory school and it provides rigorous curriculums to prepare 
students for advanced study after graduation. All students after graduation went directly 
to universities in the US, Canada, Europe, and Taiwan. Information for college 
matriculation is shown below; the schools with multiple students accepted are indicated 
with  (*) sign.

 
United States
 
Brown University 
Cornell University 
University of California Santa Barbara 
(*) 
University of California Berkeley 
University of California Davis 
University of Southern California (*) 
Washington University 
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign (*) 
Northeastern University 

University of Pittsburgh 
New York University Abu Dhabi (*) 
Santa Clara University 
Boston University 
Drexel University 
University of Arizona (*) 
University of North Dakota 
D’Youville College 
North Carolina State University 
University of Oregon

   
 
Canada, Europe, Australia

Imperial College London  
University of British Columbia (*) 
University of Waterloo 
University of Ottawa 
University of Queensland 

University of Bologna 
University of Amsterdam (*) 
Jacobs University 
Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam 
Istanbul University

 
Taiwan  
 
National Taiwan University (*) 
National Taiwan Ocean University 
National Central University 
National Taiwan Normal University
National Tsing Hua University 
Southern Taiwan University of Science and Technology 
Chung Yuan Christian University 
I-Shou International School
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Performance Data 
 

MAP General Introduction 

Students from grades 2 through 8 take the NWEA MAP growth test three times a year.  
Each testing session includes assessments in mathematics, reading and language.  
The following graphs show the class average MAP scores of each class compared to 
the norms. The number shown on the lines indicate grade levels. 

Grade 8 – Class of 25_ 

 

Grade 7– Class of 26 
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Grade 6– Class of 27 
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Grade 5– Class of 28 

 

 

 

Grade 4 – Class of 29 
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Grade 3 – Class of 30 

  

 

 

Previous years   Grade 9 – Class of 24 
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 Previous years Grade 10 – Class of 23 

 

 

  Previous years Grade 11 – Class of 22 
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Previous years Grade 12 – Class of 21 

 

 

These next MAP graphs show the change for each grade level, not each class as they 
move up through the school. The trends of the class average and norms are shown. 
These graphs will be quite skewed due to missing our Spring session in 2021, as that is 
usually the highest average of the year. However, there does appear to be a worrying 
downward trend in Grade 2. This could be due to many factors, but it should be looked 
into. 
 
Grade 2 (2015 ~ 2021) 
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Grade 3 (2015 ~ 2021) 
 

 

 
 
 
Grade 4 (2015 ~ 2021) 
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Grade 5 (2015 ~ 2021) 

 

 
 
Grade 6 (2015 ~ 2021) 
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Grade 7 (2015 ~ 2021) 
 

  

 
 
Grade 8 (2015 ~ 2021)  

 

 
 

 

Overall, the trends look good for IBST. Generally, classes in grade 2 score very close 

to, if not below, the norm. Over time, our class averages begin to grow at a significantly 
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faster rate than the norm, as seen in the linear trend line for each set of data, 

particularly in Math. The Reading and Language scores stay a bit closer to the norm, 

but this is not unexpected as we are a school where English is not the native language 

of the majority of students. 

One area of concerns is the drop in scores from spring to fall. While the so-called 

“summer slump” is a known and common occurrence, it would be beneficial to the 

students, and our school, to take some sort of action. One possible solution would be 

having teachers assign summer assignments. This is something that needs to be 

discussed by staff and subject departments. One potential issue with summer 

assignments is the high turnover rate of teachers and late job assignments for the next 

year. 

Unfortunately, due to the COVID 19 lockdown restrictions, we were not able to complete 

the Spring MAP tests this school year. The spring exam scores are generally the best 

indicator of our students’ growth for the year, as it occurs after two terms of instruction. 

An issue with the other tests is that they fall after the vacation; the fall test occurs after 

summer break and the winter test occurs after winter vacation. As a result, the final 

scores of 20-21 (winter) should be taken with a grain of salt, as the most growth is 

usually shown in the Spring test. 

The Math Department has switched textbooks in September 2021, and the LA 

department has changed textbooks in Grade 7 and 8.  Moving forward, we need to 

monitor the effect that this has on MAP scores. 

MAP also offers a Science aptitude test. We have discussed the possibility of giving this 

to the students, however, this would lead to an increase in cost to the parents.  One 

issue with this test is that our curriculum for each grade in junior high is broken up by 

subject area (grade 7: Life Science, Grade 8 Physical Science, etc.), whereas the MAP 

tests are generalized. 

Since our MAP doesn’t continue on after Grade 8, and PSAT data begins in Grade 10, 

there is a gap in data for Grade 9. We have discussed the possibility of extended MAP 

testing to Grade 9, but this is something that needs to be discussed with the parents, as 

they will be paying the costs. 

Recommendations 

● Have staff and subject departments discuss the possibility of summer 
assignments 

● Discuss with staff/parents about offering MAP testing in Grade 9 and for Science 
● Monitor the effect that the new LA and Math textbooks have on scores 
● Offer ESL support for lower elementary students and struggling students.  
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Performance Data for Upper Grades 

In IBST, all Grade 10 students take PSAT/NMSQT in October. High school teachers 
examine the score reports to modify teaching and instructional strategies.  It is not 
compulsory for Gr. 11 students to take the PSAT/NMSQT test.   For the 10th grade 
classes in 2019 and 2020, the student numbers were 2 and 20 respectively.  Therefore 
the PSAT score result for  2019 was not comparable to 2020 due to the difference in 
class size.   

 

 

IBST Senior’s SAT  

IBST students have maintained a steady performance record in SAT testing, and the 
school average has been well above the global average in the past three years.  

 

 

Advanced Placement (AP) Programs at IBST 

The following AP Courses are offered to Grades 9-12 at IBST: 

2-D Art and Design, 3-D Art and Design, Drawing, Biology, Chemistry, Calculus, 
Statistics, Psychology, Human Geography,, Computer Science, Environmental 
Science, US Government, Comparative Government.   
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AP Exams and Data Analysis 

 
 

 
 

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

IBST Average 4.0 4.3 3.9 4.2 3.8 

World Average 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.0 2.8 
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Most high school students at IBST take multiple AP exams before they graduate.   
Grade 9-11 students would only take one AP exam each year, while Gr 12 students 
would take up to 3 AP exams.  It has been noticed that more high school students have 
taken the initiative to self-study for AP exams.    

 

Considering the AP exam in 2020, the number of exams taken are almost twice the 
number of students.  Besides, all the AP exams in 2020 were administered online due 
to the Covid-19, which might have led to a significantly higher AP average score 
compared to other years.  The trend clearly shows that the IBST AP score average has 
been consistently higher than the world average. 

 

Extracurricular Activities  

The academic experience at IBST is accompanied by the various extracurricular club 
program including several student-run organizations, 

Model United Nations 

Interact  

Student Council 

Debate  

German 

Science Club 

Home Economics 

Table Game  

Soccer 

Volleyball 

Bouldering Club 

 

Interact Club offers free student tutoring services on Thursdays during naptime, 
participates in many volunteer services such as beach cleaning,  charity sale, etc.  
Interact also goes to elementary school to host a 4 or 5 days of camp during summer/ 
winter break, teaching English class, Arts class, Music class, Sports, etc.  MUN also 
plays an important role in IBST student life as it promotes the student learning to meet 
ESLRs. MUN students have been actively attending MUN events organized by other 
international schools in Taiwan. 

 

NNKIEH also has clubs that IBST students can join, such as Tennis Team, Wind 
Orchestra, and Robotics Club.  These activities enable students to participate in various 
competitions as a group. 
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Chapter III:  Self-Study Findings 

 

1 Category A:  Organization for Student Learning 

Evidence Folder 

 

A1. School Purpose Criterion 

The school has established a clear vision and mission (purpose) that reflects the beliefs 
and philosophy of the institution. The purpose is defined further by adopted schoolwide 
learner outcomes that reflect global competencies1 and form the basis of the educational 
program for every student. (Note: school purpose is a general term for terminology used 
by schools such as core beliefs, vision, mission, or philosophy and objectives.) 

Examples include: every student will demonstrate knowledge and understanding of 
diverse cultures that fosters tolerance for individual differences; every student will be a 
collaborative worker; and every student will demonstrate higher order thinking skills of 
application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard A: Mission Statement: The mission statement of a quality online program 

clearly conveys its purpose and goals. It serves as the basis for the program’s day-to-day operations, as well as a 
guide for its strategic plans for the future. Communication between and buy-in from stakeholders is a critical 
component of a mission statement. [iNACOL Standard A, 2009] 

Indicators with Prompts 

Beliefs and Philosophy 

Indicator: The written mission and vision reflects the beliefs and philosophy of the 
international school and its constituency. 

Prompt: Evaluate the written purpose in relationship to the beliefs and philosophy of the 
school and its constituency served. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The mission statement has two specific parts. The first 
defines it as relating to the "South Tainan Science 
Park." The Science Park employs many high-tech 
professionals from abroad who need the bilingual 
education found at IBST for their children.   The second 
part describes the ideal learner who can collaborate, 
create, communicate and become a lifelong learner and 

Mission and Vision 
Statement 

Admission Policy 

 

NNKIEH Introduction Video 

(IBST featured starting from 

                                                 
1
Global competencies include 1) the use of concepts, knowledge, skills and languages of various disciplines to 

research current global issues; 2) the understanding of the interdependence of economic, political, technological, 

environmental, and social systems worldwide; 3) the understanding of multiple perspectives; 4) the valuing of 

diversity; 5) the ability to communicate with multilingual skills, through fluency in reading, writing, speaking, and 

listening and through the use of technologies; 6) engaging responsibly in action and service to improve conditions 

both locally and globally; and 7) the ability to function effectively in an interdependent world. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1XYBCI_0Aqq54JNFFbIAsJ_YdN8gr0Dpo
https://www.ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=40
https://www.ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=40
https://www.ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=51
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NHPrwsXllU
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part of the global community. The original school 
mission, more reflected the belief that the school exists 
more to provide a valuable service to the Science Park, 
thereby encouraging overseas Chinese to return. Most 
students at IBST go to Western universities, but with 
Covid-19 and the subsequent closing of borders more 
students went to Taiwanese universities, and in either 
case, Western or Taiwanese, their IBST education 
served them.  

3 min 42 sec ) 

 

 

Purpose, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, and Profile Data 

Indicator: The student/community profile data and identified global competencies have 
impacted the development of the school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide learner 
outcomes. 

Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the development of the school’s vision, mission, and 
schoolwide learner outcomes have been impacted by pertinent student/community profile 
data and identified global competencies, and current educational research. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The Mission statement received treatment in the prompt 
above. The new Vision statement more pertains to the 
multicultural character of the school with students to 
become "empathetic" and "global" citizens. The ELSRs, 
revised 6 years ago, give a more generic vision of 
"acquiring knowledge," "applying knowledge," and 
"aspiring," i.e. self-development. Together, these pretty 
accurately express IBST's purpose. Students do well 
academically, but great effort goes also into preparing 
them to become "culturally '' competent in two worlds, 
the one of Taiwan and the Western world. While most 
students, as typical of "third culture" kids, favor one 
more than another, most can perform reasonably well in 
their alternative environment. 

Mission and Vision 
Statement 

  

Community Profile Data  

(Chapter 2) 

College Matriculation 

 

 

 

Involvement of All  

Indicator: The school has a process for involving representatives of the entire school 
community in the defining of global competencies and the development/refinement of the 
core values, mission, vision, and schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Prompt: Evaluate the processes 1) to ensure the involvement of representatives from the 
entire school community in the defining of global competence and the 
development/refinement of the core values vision, mission, and schoolwide learner 
outcomes and 2) to determine their effectiveness. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

In a good WASC process, all stakeholders sit down Letters to Students and 

https://www.ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=40
https://www.ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=40
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Spgr9IawFe5GZ-h60BpNdo8if9STj6KX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vjtYjDNgWjmOJYHTusJHsSMBmzThvN6i/view?usp=sharing
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together for these important tasks. In the case of the 
Mission and Vision Statement and the ESLRs, this took 
place at the beginning of this six-year cycle, but the 
current community remains committed to these goals. 
The staff had worked together to revise mission 
statements and ERLRs and the parents and students 
were asked for input on the revision. The parent survey 
was conducted to  

Parents about changes in 
Mission Statements and 
ESLR 

Parent Survey Result. 

 

 

Consistency of Purpose, Schoolwide Learning Outcomes, and Program 

Indicator: There is a strong degree of consistency between the school core values, vision, 
mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes, and the school program that reflects the 
school’s explanation of global competencies. 

Prompt: Provide a range of examples that the school vision, mission, schoolwide learner 
outcomes, and program are consistent. with the school’s explanation of global 
competencies. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST’s curriculum, IBST Mission Statement and ESLRs 

align with the bilingual, bicultural WASC definition of 

“global competencies.” While the IBST curriculum is a 

combination of United States Common Core and 

Taiwanese learning standards, the IBST Mission 

Statement and ESLRs both align with the WASC 

definition of global competencies.  

Global competencies are also evident in our extra-
curricular activities, e.g., Model United Nations, debate 
competitions, and Interact Community Service Club, 
MUN, NIFTy. In addition, IBST students participate in 
national tournaments that reflect the ideals of the global 
competencies, such as Debate, Ocean Challenge, etc.  

Our school has changed the admission policies and we 
accept any foreigner as long as they can pass the 
entrance exams with tuition differentiation. For this new 
policy, we can be more globalized.  

Curriculum Standard 

Interact Club pictures  

Interact Tutoring Program 

Interact Club website 

NIFTy Video 

MUN  

Ocean Challenge   

 

Admission Policy Change 
Article 4-1 

Communication about Vision, Mission, and Schoolwide Learner Outcomes 

Indicator: The school has means to publicize the vision, mission, and schoolwide learner 
outcomes to the students, parents, and other members of the school community. 

Prompt: Examine the effectiveness of the means to publicize the purpose and the 
schoolwide learner outcomes to the students, parents, and other members of the school 
community. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vjtYjDNgWjmOJYHTusJHsSMBmzThvN6i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vjtYjDNgWjmOJYHTusJHsSMBmzThvN6i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vjtYjDNgWjmOJYHTusJHsSMBmzThvN6i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18_Bgx56XLD4PREk474DZVQXcuDSZAeqt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FIgHxzxTKDw_JGQ2x0WFEVRP8TIxY5eA?usp=sharing
https://ibst.org.tw/EN/view/video/detail?num=6&page=2
https://www.ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=69
https://ibst.org.tw/EN/view/video/detail?num=3&kind=8&page=2
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10GaRU_wA6DO3CADiTCyE_H5k9PyJvZtw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dh8w044oTzIUnG--hB76QakLuncoQLng/view?usp=sharing
https://www.ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=51
https://www.ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=51
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The school does publish these important documents 
and express their beliefs in a number of places. These 
include the student handbook, the school's website, as 
well as the colorful new posters in each classroom of the 
school. 

Mission Statements and 
Vision on school website and 
poster 

 

Student Handbook 

Regular Review/Revision 

Indicator: The school has a process for regular review/revision of the school’s vision, 
mission, and  schoolwide learner outcomes based on current and future learner needs 
and other local and global trends and conditions. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the regular process for review/revision of the core 
beliefs, school vision, mission, and the schoolwide learner outcomes. Include the degree 
to which the review/revision process addresses current and future learner needs and 
other local and global trends and conditions. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Before the initial accreditation, all stakeholders 
assembled to agree upon the revised mission statement 
and ELSRs. Vision statement had been created after the 
2019 midterm visit by IBST staff and other stakeholders 
in decision-making for IBST  . Since this time, several 
opportunities to revise these occurred, but the originals 
continued with little change other than to reflect the 
somewhat altered student demographics. 

Vision Statement Voting 

 

https://www.ibst.org.tw/EN/home
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DLbyGN-b4EuAWndbNZlsW-M6WM_Wsaf-/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=109450781989173373793&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://www.ibst.org.tw/upload/web/General/2018-2019S1Handbook.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VWUYD0iUEDJ4JIhkAw2orso52Pb7SZqO/view?usp=sharing
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A2. Governance Criterion 

The governing authority (a) adopts policies which are consistent with the school’s mission 
and vision and support the achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes, i.e., global 
competencies, (b) delegates implementation of these policies to the professional staff, 
and (c) monitors results. 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard B: Governance Statement: Governance is typically provided by a Board of 

Directors, an Advisory Board or an ISEP Board. In a quality online program, governance and leadership work hand-
in-hand, developing the operational policies for the program and its leadership and staff. [iNACOL Standard B, 2009] 

Indicators with Prompts 

Written Procedures and Coherent Practices 

Indicator: The governing authority/ownership has written procedures and coherent 
practices that define their roles and responsibilities. 

Prompt: Evaluate the clarity of the written procedures and coherent practices regarding 
the roles and responsibilities of the governing authority/ownership. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

 IBST functions as a school within a larger school 
(NNKIEH) and is recognized as a public school in the 
Taiwanese national system.  The board (governing 
authority) of IBST is composed of chief officers from the 
Ministry of Education, and the Southern Taiwan-
Science-Park administration (STSP).  In general, MOE 
oversees the school’s educational systems and 
programs and STSP provides a financial budget to the 
school.   

Document of School Initial 
Establishment 

 

Organization and Duties of 
School Boards for National 
Science-Park-Schools. 

 

Indicator: (Only for Governing Authorities with an Appointed/Elected Board): There are clear 
policies and procedures with regard to the selection, composition, and specific duties of 
the governing authority. 

Prompt: Evaluate the clarity of the policies and procedures regarding the selection, 
composition, and specific duties of the governing authority. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST falls under the policies and procedures created by 
the Taiwan Ministry of Education and strictly adheres to 
these policies, which govern most activities at IBST.  
MOE has a set guideline for the election of public school 
principals.  The IBST director appointment is decided by 
the school principal.  

Senior High School 
Education Act 

Hiring and Evaluation of 
School Principals 

Pretraining of Potential Board Members 

Indicator: Individuals who seek board membership or are being considered as appointees 
by the board will have some form of training in the principles and skills essential to the 
effectiveness of the school board. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fGUvmXj-lZue4lvBCdAuRf09xKBrno_f/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fGUvmXj-lZue4lvBCdAuRf09xKBrno_f/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12Hpe3pzolTk9JSlpRYEn93wHm5Bo5KGt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12Hpe3pzolTk9JSlpRYEn93wHm5Bo5KGt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12Hpe3pzolTk9JSlpRYEn93wHm5Bo5KGt/view?usp=sharing
https://edu.law.moe.gov.tw/EngLawContent.aspx?lan=E&id=146
https://edu.law.moe.gov.tw/EngLawContent.aspx?lan=E&id=146
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fKhLng55y4LAImkR3LHyjm4BQNtcnjDF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fKhLng55y4LAImkR3LHyjm4BQNtcnjDF/view?usp=sharing
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Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the training that is offered to prospective or new 
school board members. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST is not a private school with a board but a public 
school. As a Science Park school, in effect, a magnet 
school, the Science Park Administration serves as the 
school's board.  Serving as IBST board forms only one 
portion of their responsibilities, so they do not interact 
very much with the school, leaving that to the principal 
and director, respectively.  

 

Relationship to Professional Staff 

Indicator: There is clear understanding about the relationship between the governing 
authority and the responsibilities of the professional staff. The governing authority limits 
its actions to policy making and strategic planning — authorizing the administration to 
implement its decisions. 

Prompt: Determine whether there is clear understanding about the relationship between 
the governing board and the responsibilities of the professional staff and how that 
understanding is developed and maintained.  

Findings Supporting Evidence 

As noted above, in theory MOE exerts authority over the 
school. In fact, the day to day running of the school falls 
under the supervision of the Principal and Director.  

STSP  provides full funding for the school’s operation, 
including funds for teachers' salary and the school's 
daily expenses. When IBST needs extra expenditure, 
like establishing a science lab, STSP would agree to 
allocate  the required budget in the next fiscal year.   
IBST is in charge  of carrying out the plan.  The duties of 
the board and the school are clearly separated. 

Meeting Notice for Email 

Science Lab Floor Plan 

Relationship of Policies 

Indicator: The governing authority’s policies and financial/educational plans are directly 
connected to the school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes that focus 
on student achievement of global competencies and the governing authority is involved 
in their regular review and refinement. 

Prompt: Evaluate the adequacy of the policies and financial/educational plans to support 
the school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes through its programs and 
operations and the degree to which the governing authority is involved in their regular 
review and refinement. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST policies must comply with both the standards of the 
Science Lab Budget  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jdwHHDVL5oL9idr9yEfsCeYt9S7qk81N/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11NabmdLH89bBxxdBAz3k70yN_U6uZSvI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bv0u_glc_2DhsbsXfKgQEtVIRlEaKQTG/view?usp=sharing
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MOE and must be approved by the NNKIEH principal. 
The principal, however, does not often intervene in 
policies regarding IBST except when they counter those 
of the larger school. 

Every year, the school proposes the financial planning 
to the science park admin for review and approval.  In 
2021, the governing board raised the  manpower ratio 
from 2.5 teachers per class to 3 teachers per class as 
IBST is understaffed. 

For example, IBST shared Science Lab with other 
school departments.  In 2021, IBST secured a budget 
from STSP and established its own lab.   

 

 

 

 

Budget Proposal 

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the policies related to online instruction for 
effectiveness in clarifying the vision for the school’s use of various types of online 
curriculum, instruction and support methodologies; this includes, upgrading or updating 
technology, acceptable use policies, CIPA policies, and policies to ensure internet safety. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The school needs to switch to online teaching in order to 
endure the May-October blackout. In support of this, 
some teachers gave the benefit of their experience, but 
generally most teachers followed reasonably common 
and generally widely adopted practices. For example, 
most teachers used Google classroom which allows 
both posting messages and collecting assignments. In 
addition, while initial responses to the lockdown found 
many teachers planning to skip the final exams, by the 
time of the exams, most teachers adjusted well enough 
to offer exams. Most students and parents already used 
Alma, an online grading program that will be replaced 
during the 2021-2022 school year. However, with all 
students online, the school's bandwidth capacity 
suffered, and some students found themselves with 
dated laptops which could not well endure the strain of 
online learning. So online teaching went reasonably well 
considering the quick onset, and the school made some 
upgrades to its technology over the summer. 

Meanwhile, the school supports a reasonably up-to-date 
set of hardware and software. IBST continues to have 
its own computer lab which teachers may schedule for 
their own use. In addition, though some teachers 
choose to use their personal machines, every teacher 
can receive a school assigned, reasonably up-to-date 

IBST Google Classroom List 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QI4eP6OykM8hnlFHm6oicSCr289QSbkq/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1--0yO9p7qsaZ1vXi7iM5RYsrxkOnvuQOLT8p8GOLDL4/edit?usp=sharing
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laptop or desktop. The school updates this technology 
with reasonable frequency. 

In terms of the Science Park and Science council, they 
take some part in the review of the technology at the 
school. However, generally speaking, the technology 
professionals at the school deal with technology on a 
case-by-case troubleshooting basis. 

Of more recent interest has been the overuse of 
technology, especially phones, by older students. This 
has led to a much discussed and promulgated policy on 
technology use. Basically, students can only use 
technology, including phones, at the teacher's request or 
with his/her permission. 

Involvement of Governing Authority 

Indicator: The governing authority is involved in the regular review and refinement of the 
school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes. The governing authority uses 
a variety of strategies to remain current in research-based knowledge about effective 
schools. 

Prompt: Evaluate the processes for the involvement of the governing board in the regular 
review and refinement of the school’s vision, mission and schoolwide learner outcomes 
and remaining current in research-based knowledge about effective schools. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The administration and staff of IBST review the school's 
Mission, ESLRs, and Vision statement in heterogeneous 
groups.  Since the school was established to provide 
education for the children of Science Park employees, 
the school needs to ensure admission policy revision to 
be consistent with the school mission.  The revision of 
the admission policy needs to be reviewed and 
approved by both Science Park Admin and  the Ministry 
of Education (MOE). Admission Policy  

Admission Policy at MOE 
website 

Professional Development of Governing Authority/Ownership 

Indicator: Governing authority/ownership will participate in professional development that 
will enhance their knowledge and skills essential to effective international school 
governance. The governing authority/ownership uses a variety of strategies to remain 
current in research-based knowledge about effective schools. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the training that is offered to the governing 
authority/ownership. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

As mentioned before, the Science Park, while 
technically the "Board" of the school, takes a far less 

 

https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=H0070022
https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=H0070022
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active role in governing the school. Thus, most Science 
Park board members will not receive formal board 
training as would the Board of a private school or even 
as a US School board.  Since the Ministry of Education 
(MOE)is also a governing authority for the school,  MOE 
goes by its elections and training policies for governing 
authorities.  

School Community Understanding 

Indicator:  The school community understands the governing authority’s role. 

Prompt:  To what degree does the school community understand the governing authority's 
role? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The school community well understands the role of the 
school leader, who, again, evaluates primarily the 
Director, and the Director and leadership team who 
communicate regularly with parents, teachers, and 
students via email,  faculty meetings, PTA meetings, 
fliers and visits by parents. 

Because IBST is a public school, the school needs to 
follow the MOE guidelines in many aspects of school 
operations, such as following MOE school calendars , 
guidelines for counseling and disciplining students, and 
the election for Parent Council representatives.  

 

 

 

 

MOE Guideline for 
counseling and disciplining 
students 

 

Parent Council 
representatives 

Stakeholder Involvement 

Indicator: The governing authority/ownership consistently seeks and considers the 
stakeholders views and gains in-depth knowledge about the school. 

Prompt: Comment on the degree of stakeholder involvement in major decisions about the 
school. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

When MOE and Science Park received the opinions 
from staff and parents, they would have discussions to 
resolve the issue and make policy changes as required. 

There are parent-teacher meetings organized in each 
semester. The feedback from the parents is compiled for 
the school to make improvement. 

 

Board Evaluation/Monitoring Procedures 

Indicator: There is clarity of the evaluation and monitoring procedures carried out by the 
governing board, including the review of student performance, overall school programs 
and operations, and the fiscal health of the school. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UMvv6z4mbYLDezFO2IR1YFtLvHFLQ29m/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UMvv6z4mbYLDezFO2IR1YFtLvHFLQ29m/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UMvv6z4mbYLDezFO2IR1YFtLvHFLQ29m/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xrsjwe_D29i1sKSvDkg7GBI3g0itGvuy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xrsjwe_D29i1sKSvDkg7GBI3g0itGvuy/view?usp=sharing
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Prompt: Determine the degree to which there is clarity of the evaluation and monitoring 
procedures carried out by the governing board, including review of student performance, 
overall school programs and operations, and fiscal health of the school. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The school principal reports to the Science Park Admin  
and Ministry of Education about the school operations, 
including student enrollment numbers, staff evaluation, 
and student matriculation.  

The funding for IBST comes in a round-about fashion. 
The Science and Technology Department gives the 
money to the Science Park. They, in turn, give money to 
the school. Parents of IBST students, unlike NNKIEH, 
also pay an additional tuition for the bilingual teaching. 
The director writes the discretionary portion of the 
budget which then gets the principal's approval. As in 
the case of many public schools in the US, the majority 
of the budget, non-discretionary, does not get local sight 
allocation. 

 

Complaint and Conflict Resolution Procedures 

Indicator: The established governing board/school’s complaint and conflict resolution 
procedures as they apply to the school’s stakeholders are effective. 

Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the established governing board/school’s 
complaint and conflict resolution procedures as they apply to the school’s stakeholders. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

There are more than one channels for parents to direct 
their complaints and to resolve conflicts.  IBST officially 
urges parents to direct their complaints to the lowest 
level person in the hierarchy.  Thus a parent's complaint 
about a teacher should go to that teacher first, then 
onward, if necessary, to an administrator, and, if still 
unsatisfied, onward to the school principal to resolve the 
conflict and reach a resolution. 

If parents are not satisfied with the responses from the 
school, parents can submit formal complaints in various 
forms to the Ministry of Education (MOE) or to the 
Science Park Administration.  Once receiving the 
complaints from either governing authorities,  the school 
needs to follow the set guidelines to handle complaints 
in a timely manner. 

Ministry of Education 
Website 

 

MOE Guideline handling 
complaints and conflicts (In 
Chinese) 

 

Evaluation Procedures 

Indicator: The governing authority has clearly defined procedures for the evaluation of the 

https://www.k12ea.gov.tw/En/
https://www.k12ea.gov.tw/En/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oGCp-0QO0dmNoediusBGqri2nehuy8Se/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oGCp-0QO0dmNoediusBGqri2nehuy8Se/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oGCp-0QO0dmNoediusBGqri2nehuy8Se/view?usp=sharing
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school leadership, i.e., Head of School. 

Prompt: Comment on the clarity of the evaluation procedures carried out by the governing 
authority to evaluate the school leadership. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The Ministry of Education with some local input 
evaluates the principal following the MOE policy 
annually.  There is a formal evaluation of the school 
principal every four years to determine the principal to 
be rehired after a 4-year term.  

 

Every four years, the SLOs are reviewed by the MOE  
when the school head is to be elected. The board will 
organize a committee to choose the school head from 
the candidates. 

A2_Hiring and Evaluation of 

Principals.png 

Evaluation of Governing Authority 

Indicator: The governing authority evaluates its processes and procedures. 

Prompt: Review the effectiveness of the evaluation process. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

As a public school with a very specific mission, IBST’s 
governing authorities undergo evaluation in a somewhat 
different manner. The Science Park board members are 
government employees who undergo government 
created performance evaluations. Oversight of IBST 
forms only a small part of that evaluation. 

 

The Ministry of Education, in contrast, evaluates itself, 
just as it evaluates the principal. Thus, the committee, 
which arrives every four years to evaluate the principal, 
would itself undergo their own review in accordance with 
job description. .  

 

 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fKhLng55y4LAImkR3LHyjm4BQNtcnjDF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fKhLng55y4LAImkR3LHyjm4BQNtcnjDF/view?usp=sharing
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A3. School Leadership Criterion 

The school leadership (1) makes decisions to facilitate actions that focus the energies of 
the school on student achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes, i.e., global 
competencies, (2) empowers the staff, and (3) encourages commitment, participation, 
and shared accountability for student learning in a global environment. 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard C: Leadership: The leadership of a quality online program is accountable to 

the program’s governance body, and is responsible for setting and meeting the operational and strategic goals in 
support of the program’s mission and vision statements. [iNACOL Standard C, 2009] 

 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard D: Planning: A quality online program makes planning, managed by the 

leadership and staff of the organization a regular part of the program. There are several types of planning activities, 
including strategic planning, long-range and operational planning, which identifies annual goals. Effective planning 
is not a one-time activity, but instead should provide opportunities for reflection on how to improve the organization’s 
performance. [iNACOL Standard D, 2009] 

 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard F: Commitment: In a quality online program governance, leadership and 

staff are responsible for creating an organization that demonstrates a commitment to attaining the program’s goals 
and mission statement. Everyone within the organization understands the mission statement and works to achieve 
it. [iNACOL Standard F, 2009] 

 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard I: Integrity and Accountability: In a quality online program, leadership is 

transparent in its management of the program, providing regular and timely information on progress towards 
attainment of goals, alignment with policies and standards, and achievement of student learning outcomes. [iNACOL 
Standard I, 2009] 

Indicators with Prompts 

Defined Responsibilities, Practices, etc. 

Indicator: The school has administrator and faculty written policies, charts, and handbooks 
that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making processes, and 
relationships of leadership and staff. 

Prompt: Evaluate these administrator and faculty written policies, charts, and handbooks. 
Determine the clarity and understanding of these by administration and faculty. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

As noted above, the school has a handbook which 
contains the basic laws. In that handbook exists a 
written description of the responsibilities for both the 
administration and for the staff. As separate staff 
handbooks, the new teacher handbook contains the 
current evaluation model which contains both formative 
and summative components as well as peer-to-peer and 
administrator to teacher elements.  

Teacher Handbook 

Existing Structures 

Indicator: The school has existing structures for internal communication, planning, and 
conflict resolution. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iQfbF_Uf3zcZh4KTFHrgJnhMz1nCKZrs/view?usp=sharing
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Prompt: How effective are the existing structures for internal communication, planning, and 
conflict resolution? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

If anything, the school possesses an over-abundance of 
communication channels which sometimes necessitates 
telling staff several elements. First, the administration 
regularly emails teachers on important issues. On the 
school website one can find information such as current 
activities. The Line (messaging app) group somewhat 
overlaps these other forms of communication.  IBST has 
biweekly staff meetings where teachers receive 
informational administrative updates and participate in 
general discussions. These systems allow for ample 
communication and conflict avoidance. 

Frequent Email/ Instant Line 
(messaging app) Group/ 
School website/ Staff 
Meetings 

Involvement of Staff 

Indicator: The school leadership has processes and procedures for involving staff in 
shared responsibility, collaborative structures and actions, and accountability to focus 
ongoing improvement on student learning and teaching in a global environment. 

Prompt: How effective are the processes and procedures for involving staff in shared 
responsibility, actions, and accountability to support student learning in a global 
environment? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Other than the staff meetings, the teachers of the same 
subject areas meet regularly to discuss curriculum 
alignment, instruction and assessments.   

Teachers are also grouped based on their interest  to 
work on the critical areas for improvement proposed by 
WASC. These action plans help student achievement 
toward the academic standards, SLOs and global 
competencies. 

Subject Area Meeting- Math 

WASC improvement meeting 

Staff meeting 

Evaluation of Existing Processes 

Indicator: The school leadership regularly reviews the existing processes to determine the 
degree to which actions of the leadership and staff focus on successful student learning 
and teaching  global citizenship. 

Prompt: To what extent does the school leadership regularly review the existing processes 
to determine the degree to which actions of the leadership and staff focus on successful 
student learning? Evaluate the effectiveness of the school leadership and staff to work 
collectively as a learning community in order to promote the desired global 
competencies? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_npn4DBi6motyssBTE4fCP60MBQP5Oju/view?usp=sharing
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Again, a lot of informal collaboration exists. Students 
take standardized tests at various grade levels.  Gr. 2 
~8, all teachers receive the MAP reports, and this helps 
them to compare various students and to understand 
their difficulties and challenges.  Teachers collaborate in 
terms of teaching strategies to address the needs of 
students.  Administration also encourages teachers to 
attend PD.  

IBST adopts the WASC accreditation cycle to review 
and evaluate the existing administrative processes and 
procedures. 

MAP, PSAT, SAT, AP 
Scores 

 

Data Committee meeting 
records. 

Child Protection 

Indicator: The school has clearly defined leadership responsibilities for child safety and 
duty of care. 

Prompt: Evaluate the clarity and effectiveness of the defined leadership responsibilities for 
child safety and duty of care. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

For child safety, especially in Covid-19, procedures do 
exist. Compared to other places, IBST exhibits little 
physical risk. The greater risks lie with psychological 
problems; homeroom teachers handle most other small 
issues. Troubled students can meet with Ms. Amanda 
Purifoy(IBST Counselor)  as well as with the larger 
school's counselor. During the Covid, a series of 
protocols during the lock-down included daily 
temperature checks as well as check upon entry to the 
school and wearing of masks in all situations with 
dividers between students for lunch. MOE went to the 
step of inoculating all students above grade 6 with a two 
stage inoculation. Injured students go to the school 
nurse. So clearly defined responsibilities do exist. 

Preventative Measures for 
COVID-19 

Interconnectedness of the School to the World 

Indicator: The school leadership involves staff in assessing the school’s 
interconnectedness to the world to promote a globally minded culture. 

Prompt: Evaluate these processes and the results in relation to the school’s 
interconnectedness to the world to promote a globally minded culture. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Staying connected to the world remains a vital part of 

the IBST program.  College Fairs were arranged for 

students to meet with college representatives from 

around the world. Students have been involved in 

Cultural Exchange with 
Czech Republican 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Qm5AY-bSmQFBNSegpdOtIJCKrbn9gu14/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Qm5AY-bSmQFBNSegpdOtIJCKrbn9gu14/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OEylrv0fOgl_FuQ8PQO95bxO6Zjunqw7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OEylrv0fOgl_FuQ8PQO95bxO6Zjunqw7/view?usp=sharing
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cultural exchange activities with students in another 

country. Students, for example, are required to study 

both Chinese and English equally. This gives students a 

connection to their heritage and to the Western culture. 

A diverse worldview is cultivated at IBST. The school 

leadership takes an active role to promote a globally-

minded culture and, to that end, sponsors international 

and national 

competitions

   

College Week 

 

A4. Staff Criterion 

The school leadership and staff are qualified for their assigned responsibilities, are 
committed to the school’s purpose and engage in ongoing professional development that 
promotes student learning in a global society. 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard E: Organizational Staffing: A quality online program recognizes appropriate 

levels of staffing are critical to the success of an online program. Staff should be well-trained in order to successfully 
meet their performance goals, and are provided with appropriate levels of support, resources, feedback and 
management. [iNACOL Standard E, 2009] 

Indicators with Prompts 

Employment Policies/Practices 

Indicator: The school has clear employment policies/practices related to qualification 
requirements of staff. 

Prompt: Evaluate the clarity of the employment policies and practices related to 
qualification/statutory requirements of current and potential staff for all programs, 
including all types of online instruction and specialized programs such as college/career 
preparation. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBT's staff include three elements, Taiwanese teachers, 
local hires, and foreign hires. The Taiwanese teachers 
must meet requirements equivalent to a teacher in the 
regular department, and they must meet the generally 
higher teaching standards of Western nations as well as 
possessing passable English. In return, they get a much 
smaller class load. The international hires represent a 
decreasing portion of the teaching staff and, as Taiwan 
continues to present strict border control measures, it 
becomes more difficult to obtain such individuals. Mr. 
Allen's three months of online teaching would certainly 
discourage Americans or Candians coming. As a result, 
the school now hires more "local hire teachers," i.e. 

Teacher’s police clearance  

Teacher licensing 

 

A3_ Teacher Handbook.pdf 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lVUihJ3_5t_JWCKiN67xKM5WAQxWvVBG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lQnOrv7BR7Wp_OfBpUGveGf0LE4-KsHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y3l3-Z628WEIeMcO4Bn_YknZfd_hbocB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iQfbF_Uf3zcZh4KTFHrgJnhMz1nCKZrs/view?usp=sharing
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Western men with Taiwanese wives. Such hiring solves 
the problem of getting individuals to Taiwan but serves 
to accentuate the decrease in both international 
experience among the total staff and world experience. 
Further, the local hires seldom have advanced degrees. 
The trend, towards localization of the staff as well as 
return of Taiwanese from abroad, makes IBST More of 
an international school in name and more of a "foreign 
school,' a term used in Korea and Japan to denote a 
school of locals taught mostly by locals.  

Qualifications of Staff 

Indicator: The school reviews all information regarding staff background, training, and 
preparation, including international expertise. 

Prompt: Evaluate the procedures to ensure all staff members in all programs, including 
online instruction, based on staff background, training, and preparation are qualified for 
their responsibilities within any type of instruction to ensure quality student learning. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Due to the Covid 19 epidemic, our bilingual director is 
not going abroad to Thailand or the USA to hire foreign 
teachers. Instead she is attending  ISS online job fairs 
and Tai Fair in Taichung Taiwan. 

ISS  

Tai Fair 

Child Protection 

Indicator: The school has recruitment policies and executes rigorous recruitment 
procedures that ensure all employees and volunteers are of sound moral character and 
are suitable people to work with children and young adults. These procedures may 
include criminal records/background checks, training, and/or other such means as may 
be suitable. 

Prompt 3: Evaluate the effectiveness of the recruitment policies and procedures to ensure 
all employees and volunteers are of sound moral character and are suitable people to 
work with children and young adults. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Our school does screen to make sure it hires no child 
abusers. Like many countries, Taiwan requires that all 
teachers possess a police clearance both from their host 
country and from their most recent place of work. In 
addition, procedures exist to report child abuse.  

Police clearance  records 

Student Handbook page 26 
to 27. 

Indicator: The school has developed and adopted a code of conduct and written guidelines 
for appropriate behavior of adults towards children and children towards other children. 
All faculty, staff, volunteers and contractors agree to abide by this code of conduct. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y3l3-Z628WEIeMcO4Bn_YknZfd_hbocB/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QFAW9gD70VEw4atmNP1K5mCiKiVz2eP_/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=115666738440743371909&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lQnOrv7BR7Wp_OfBpUGveGf0LE4-KsHq/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nbUT1FP65OayxurKFu4vCFERThh0SZPkMAzdlAcgWOY/edit?usp=sharing
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Prompt 4: Evaluate the effectiveness of the code of conduct and written guidelines for 
appropriate behavior of adults toward children and children towards other children. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

See the above. While some abuses of students 
periodically occur in public schools, these do not occur 
at IBST. As part of their contract, teachers sign off on a 
code of conduct. Again, all staff must obtain a police 
clearance. 

Teacher Handbook 

Indicator: The school provides training for all faculty and staff in the implementation of child 
protection policies. 

Prompt 5: Evaluate the effectiveness of the training for all faculty and staff in the 
implementation of the child protection policies. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

See above again. Unlike certain countries, Taiwan 
remains a relatively protective place for children. In 
addition, the entire larger school recently received 
training to instill an attitude more like that of a US school 
regarding both treatment of children and toward 
discouraging child abuse. As part of this, procedures 
now exist for reporting alleged child abuse both on the 
part of parents and other students. In addition, once 
more, as in the past, the school is making a major effort 
to reduce bullying, a problem which exists in the larger 
school primarily due to teachers, not students, changing 
rooms. The bullying takes place almost exclusively 
during passing periods. IBST underwent changes to 
prevent bullying and reorganized the school to make 
students travel almost ten years ago as well as 
incorporating anti-bullying programs into its guidance 
program, ten years ago, and its counseling program last 
year. 

 

Anti-bullying activity: 

Pink Shirt Day 

 

Anti Bullying Month 

Gender Education 

Maximum Use of Staff Expertise 

Indicator: The school has a process to assign staff members and provide appropriate 
orientation for all assignments, including online instruction and specialized programs so 
that the expertise of the staff members is maximized in relation to impact on quality 
student learning. 

Prompt 6: Evaluate the process to assign staff members and provide an appropriate 
orientation process to ensure all staff are qualified and prepared or their responsibilities 
including any type of online instruction. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-VCVWfZAI6debdNYUx0YENHHLFx7zp8-tM42Vsr9TgE/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nRBfuoC3-HvWl8ztSTuHO5-G5S3LOUdl/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11rS_w-qzxIPHD-lFOJM7pdq9Jg5vFg5LM9Aja6tDa88/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZEs-QDfDkaHPxTit3jrXyjC3Z-9ty0L0JdFtTtEkiok/edit?usp=sharing
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Two different aspects of this regard the staff and the 
administrators. As mentioned above, administrators also 
teach classes. When administrators switch positions, 
they spend about two weeks working side by side to 
ease the transition. In terms of teachers, less formal 
procedures exist. Teachers continue to get assignments 
relatively late primarily due to the problems related to 
recruiting foreign staff into an increasingly closed 
environment. When those individuals do not show up, it 
increases the trend towards local hires, solving one 
problem while creating another. Still most staff members 
know their classes relatively well. As with most 
international schools, most math teachers can teach 
science classes, and English teachers can teach social 
studies class. As well, most Chinese math teachers can 
also teach either Chinese social studies and/or Chinese. 
So staff switches come relatively easy. 

New hired teachers are provided a new teacher 
orientation before the school starts, and a list of 
applicable standards, online resources and previous 
years course outlines are provided.  

Applicable standards 

Course outline 

New Teacher Orientation 

Defining and Understanding Practices/Relationships 

Indicator: The school has clear administrator and faculty written policies, charts, and 
handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making processes, 
and relationships of leadership and staff. 

Prompt 7: Evaluate the administrator and faculty written policies, charts, pacing guides and 
handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making processes, 
and relationships of leadership and staff. Determine the degree of clarity and 
understanding of these by administration and faculty. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

In terms of explaining teacher and administrative 
responsibilities, the school possesses adequate 
documentation with clear job responsibilities. 
Department meetings every two weeks provide 
important information for teachers. 

Teacher handbook 

Department meeting sign up 
sheet. 

 

Staff Actions/Accountability to Support Learning 

Indicator: The school evaluates the effectiveness of the processes and procedures for 
involving staff in shared responsibility, actions, and accountability to support student 
learning throughout all programs. This includes an evaluation of the collegial strategies 
used to implement innovations and encourage improvement, such as shadowing, 
coaching, observation, mentoring, group presentations. 

Prompt: How effective are the processes and procedures for involving staff in shared 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B774ZGamxJMMLUJDWGsxMlRLU0E/view?usp=sharing&resourcekey=0-qkLmfP2KJ-JdzI_tWV6aDw
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B774ZGamxJMMLUJDWGsxMlRLU0E/view?usp=sharing&resourcekey=0-qkLmfP2KJ-JdzI_tWV6aDw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XsS_lHnqNxapmhjKhEKL-ivYkO4b7Lj2wL5s4LmGra4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-VCVWfZAI6debdNYUx0YENHHLFx7zp8-tM42Vsr9TgE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z48HXH3Rh82YjTUeCldgsQYng5ZyQAZO/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=115666738440743371909&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z48HXH3Rh82YjTUeCldgsQYng5ZyQAZO/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=115666738440743371909&rtpof=true&sd=true
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responsibility, actions, and accountability to support student learning throughout all 
programs? Provide representative examples and data regarding impact on student 
learning? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Walk-through observations by the school principal and 
admins and peer evaluation are conducted to evaluate 
these processes. Open classroom observations are also 
required by the MOE in Taiwan and are implemented in 
our school. Teachers need to open a class to the 
interested teachers/admins/parents for observation, 
sharing teaching professions and receiving feedback or 
suggestions.  

 

The school also provides admins as well as teachers 
with PD subsidies to attend professional training in the 
school staff to receive PD training and encourage the 
participating admins/teachers to share their gains. 

 

While teachers once shared more and exhibited more 
open classrooms, despite initiates to the contrary, this 
has faded a bit. This has coincided, though not 
necessarily stemmed from a decrease in administrator 
visits. Again, however, Covid-19 and the various 
changes in procedure contributed to this as each 
teacher strove to "do his/her best," in an often-changing 
learning environment.  

. Teaching evaluation forms 

. Admin walk-through journal 

. IBST PD budgets and 
national PD system for local 
teachers and admins. 

. Open classroom 
observation plan 

 

. Online teaching and 
distance learning links during 
Covid-19 outbreak 

 

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the processes and procedures for involving 
online staff members in professional development activities that enhance the use of 
technology in the delivery of instruction and support student learning. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

This requires two responses. Recently, IBST 
classrooms are better equipped with class Wifi devices, 
class computers, Smartboards and i-Pads. IBST also 
ran some staff development specifically for the use of 
technology. In addition, several of the teachers prepared 
activities to help teachers use Google Classroom, 
Google Meet, and other programs to survive Covid-19 
and the school became totally online from mid-May until 
the end of last year. This differs from staff members 
taking online training to broaden their teaching 
repertoires. A number of members undertook such 
efforts, but the school did not for such efforts. Mr. 
Delbridge took a class to enable him to teach 

Online PD workshops 
through Google Meet 

 

Smartboard mini-workshop 

 

Online PD resources and 
links recommended by some 
staff. 

 

PD workshop dated in IBST 
Google Calendar and email 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wXRNeDn-HzW9j4cK0OIYrczcFwnSXQXC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lOeRiZN8il4Wl8AojmEiQDC1KRm5fqnA
http://www3.inservice.edu.tw/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SRzUb2vxrph7b4WeTmdlzH9Em2KXrJfKUlzR7YCxyL0/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SRzUb2vxrph7b4WeTmdlzH9Em2KXrJfKUlzR7YCxyL0/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SRzUb2vxrph7b4WeTmdlzH9Em2KXrJfKUlzR7YCxyL0/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CnHd6AFOcIXvjPENawh4L3t6uuNwnCy7/edit#gid=706068040
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CnHd6AFOcIXvjPENawh4L3t6uuNwnCy7/edit#gid=706068040
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0/r?cid=ms.nnkieh.tn.edu.tw_ga4iebfo3e641rcdqrguoi8au4@group.calendar.google.com&pli=1
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0/r?cid=ms.nnkieh.tn.edu.tw_ga4iebfo3e641rcdqrguoi8au4@group.calendar.google.com&pli=1
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Microeconomics while the science teacher prepared for 
and taught AP Environmental Science.  

Public school teachers in Taiwan are also required to 
attend PDs on Environmental Protection and Gender 
Equity. 

notification sent to the school 
staff. 

 

e Environmental Education   

Support of Professional Development 

Indicator: The school effectively supports professional development/learning with time, 
personnel, material, and fiscal resources to facilitate all students achieving the academic 
standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes. Teachers are involved in experiences 
such as visits, exchanges, and professional development to strengthen their 
understanding of global competencies. 

Prompt: How effective is the support of professional development/learning with time, 
personnel, material, and fiscal resources to facilitate all students achieving the academic 
standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes? Provide evidence and examples. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

As commented earlier, the school experienced some 
declines in visits between teachers. On the other hand, 
due to the closure of Taiwan, teachers who undertook 
professional development needed to do so online as 
they could not travel. Some did so and received 
stipends, but, in general, though IBST offers a relatively 
wide course load, not a lot of gaps exist. Relatively little 
training involves skills across the curriculum, like "writing 
across the curriculum," took place.  

As a small school with only one class per grade, 
teachers’ interested grade levels and PD topics vary. It 
is sometimes difficult to run a PD workshop that meets 
most of our teachers’ needs or interests. Therefore, we 
have teachers share and recommend conferences and 
online PDs to cater for individual needs and interests. 

Useful PD Conferences and 
Links 

Indicator: The school supports professional learning of the staff that develops their use of 
important skills that are inherent in developing the global competencies of the students; 
these include collaboration, communication, creativity, and problem solving. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of professional learning in relation to global 
competency skills being applied in individual classes and the learning results. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Once more, IBST does relatively well in this respect. 
Based on the MAP results, IBST kids read more and at 
a higher level and perform higher level math. This 
conforms to most international schools. Still, some 
diversity of levels exists in classes because many kids 

MAP Discussion 

College Matriculation 

https://elearn.epa.gov.tw/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CnHd6AFOcIXvjPENawh4L3t6uuNwnCy7/edit#gid=706068040
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CnHd6AFOcIXvjPENawh4L3t6uuNwnCy7/edit#gid=706068040
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hhdiI6aoF_aitqOSPKBhMw6_HlQkorwh/view?usp=sharing
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returning to Taiwan came from less robust school 
systems abroad. Staff individuals express a high level of 
dedication towards achieving often self-defined goals, 
and few students graduate without at least US norm 
levels of English skills and math skills well beyond that 
as well as some Chinese writing ability and reasonably 
fluent Chinese speaking ability.  More and more 
graduates have successfully applied to top universities 
in Taiwan as well as in English-speaking countries. 

Supervision and Evaluation 

Indicator: The school implements effective supervision and evaluation procedures in order 
to promote professional growth of staff in 21st century skills and thinking. Teachers 
regularly reflect on their approaches to develop global competencies in the students. 

Prompt: How effective are the school’s supervision and evaluation procedures? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The school possesses a teacher evaluation model that 
includes both short and long visits as well as peer and 
administrator evaluation. The Ministry, in addition, 
provides a 2 months bonus salary to individuals who 
perform to expectations or better. This evaluation model 
suffered a bit during the past two years and the influx of 
changing emergencies meant more dedication to 
surviving Ministry mandates and less to teaching. 
Bonuses became, once more, a yearly stipend, 
independent of performance. Most staff look forward to 
a regular model of supervision. As masks come off, or at 
least dividers fall, the school looks forward to a more 
open campus and more positive evaluation and 
interaction. 

MOE Guideline for Teacher 
Evaluation 

 

Teacher Evaluation Plan 

Evaluation Form 

 

 

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: How effective are the school’s supervision and 
evaluation procedures in order to promote professional growth of online instructional staff, 
including their technological competencies and use of technology within the curriculum, 
and their fulfilling requirements for quality student-teacher interaction? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

This question only sort of applies. During May to June of 
last year, everyone taught online. For September to 
October, as staff awaited the maturing of the Ministry, 
Mr. Alan taught online. Now, however, with no classes 
online, online teaching becomes, again, an emergency 
measure. Before and during the school closure, 
teachers learn and share online teaching programs and 
tools to make their online teaching more effective and 

Useful online teaching 
programs (Google 
Classroom and Google 
Meet) and tools (Jamboard, 
Breakout Rooms, 
Whiteboard…) shared in 
teachers’ Line (messaging 
app) group. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1skpwNH_s-qkf9OJVKqqvhTAs6duPyOSR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1skpwNH_s-qkf9OJVKqqvhTAs6duPyOSR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RMTuIGfJQ9NaVUUatGIGhOp0zkeZWPgD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wXRNeDn-HzW9j4cK0OIYrczcFwnSXQXC/view?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1ij6mWIhzEhamS1ZY5mzehm7ZxyeALz7Ii12N73J7qkY/viewer?f=0
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/open-as-popup/iabonpaolfcekbccbiginpdkhlcaeopd
https://whiteboard.fi/
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interactive.  Online Class Instruction 

Measurable Effect of Professional Development 

Indicator:  There are effective operating processes that determine the measurable effect 
of professional development, coaching, and mentoring on student performance. 

Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the processes in determining the measurable 
effect of professional development, coaching, and mentoring on student performance. 
Provide evidence about whether the professional development/learning has had a 
positive impact on student learning, e.g., developing the students’ global competencies. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Perhaps one can consider the processes effective. 
Again, denote that IBST, unlike NNKIEH, contains very 
few new teachers and with a few exceptions, most teach 
basically within the same spectrum of classes each 
year. For example, a Chinese teacher might change 
from teaching Chinese 6-7 and math 5-6 to teaching 
Chinese 7-8 and acting as foreign Teacher Liaison. As a 
result, relatively little per teaching takes place and 
professional development usually takes place with the 
purpose of learning to teach a single course, often an 
AP. As a result the "evaluation," tends to consist of 
evaluating student test scores. Due to local prejudices, 
that means determining who "failed" received below a 5 
or "passed," a 5, but teachers generally maintain a 
broader perspective, but, as noted above, most teachers 
maintain a personal dedication to good teaching..  

Subject Area Meetings to 
review exam papers and 
discuss MAP results. 

 

Reflection on MAP DATA 

 

 Teacher Evaluation 

 

Walk-through visits online 
and in person by the director 
and the principal 

 

 

A5. School Improvement Process Criterion 

The school leadership facilitates school improvement which (a) is driven by plans of action 
that will enhance quality learning for all students, (b) has school community support and 
involvement, (c) effectively guides the work of the school, and (d) provides for 
accountability through monitoring of the schoolwide action plan. 

Indicators with Prompts 

Broad-Based and Collaborative 

Indicator: The school’s planning process is broad-based, collaborative, and has 
commitment of the stakeholders, including the staff, students, and parents. 

Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the school planning process to ensure that it is 
broad-based, collaborative and fosters the commitment of the stakeholders, including the 
staff, students, and parents. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m-Uufpr0WzHJD04ZHjl-gipWyXuLR7vw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hhdiI6aoF_aitqOSPKBhMw6_HlQkorwh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hhdiI6aoF_aitqOSPKBhMw6_HlQkorwh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hhdiI6aoF_aitqOSPKBhMw6_HlQkorwh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19o5xvjNEuA90eXW2hgOXIhDm-LatLTqR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wXRNeDn-HzW9j4cK0OIYrczcFwnSXQXC/view?usp=sharing
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IBST teachers generally remain committed by attending 
the  bi-weekly WASC meetings and sharing the WASC 
tasks through Google shared documents. While 
teachers do not always complete tasks on time, most 
enjoy the relatively rare experiences of working with 
other teachers, especially those in other disciplines.  
Conversations sometimes become heated but not due 
to disagreement about the goal. In the original WASC 
process, the WASC coordinator actually created a 
WASC club for students and regularly invited members 
of the booster club to attend. These processes fell into 
abeyance as subsequent WASC coordinators became 
more teacher-centered. This does not imply that either 
students or parents remain uninterested in school 
improvement, in fact due to tuition increases, parents 
express more interest in getting their money's worth, but 
processes have sputtered in terms of giving them a 
regular means of contributing. Student and parent 
surveys were conducted to hear the students and 
parents’ feedback or suggestions.  

Bi-weekly Meeting Minutes  

 

WASC meetings 

 

Parent surveys 

School Plan Correlated to Student Learning 

Indicator: The school’s action plan is directly correlated to the analysis of student 
achievement data about the critical learner needs, schoolwide learner outcomes, and 
academic standards. 

Prompt: How does the school ensure that the analyses of student achievement of the 
critical learner needs, schoolwide learner outcomes, and academic standards are 
incorporated into the plan and impacts the development, implementation and monitoring 
of the plan? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Like many schools, the commitment to ELSRs remains 
somewhat shakily integrated into the curriculum. The 
IBST ESLRs, relatively vague statements, can however, 
apply to almost anything as can its mission statement. 
Unlike other WASC schools, IBST does not possess an 
"ESLR" month in which staff emphasizes the tie-ins. 
However, the new WASC coordinator has made 
attempts to reverse this trend. With the cooperation of 
the previous director, he created ELSR posters for all of 
the classrooms, and plans exist to "teach the ELSRs" to 
all grade levels. In this respect, a recent change to the 
school schedule, the elimination of the 0740-0800 block 
somewhat hinders such efforts because it means that all 
students really congregate together only at one time, 
lunch. Previous WASC coordinators, however, taught 

Teachers’ discussion and 
votes for critical learner 
needs in WASC meetings. 

 

Students’ academic 
achievement and 
performance data on ALMA. 

 

Midterm/Final Report Cards 
in the school grading system 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R-ixfj8b91j2vFA-ixPy_6SsJ6xBwKAO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sRldzpW72Wy4LfWfRYTZlAEoD7LiQ2yR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18_Bgx56XLD4PREk474DZVQXcuDSZAeqt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sRldzpW72Wy4LfWfRYTZlAEoD7LiQ2yR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sRldzpW72Wy4LfWfRYTZlAEoD7LiQ2yR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sRldzpW72Wy4LfWfRYTZlAEoD7LiQ2yR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vI-CKdboibzb5ZJ6mhLqETsHFBQKiKgp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vI-CKdboibzb5ZJ6mhLqETsHFBQKiKgp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vI-CKdboibzb5ZJ6mhLqETsHFBQKiKgp/view?usp=sharing
http://163.26.206.165/login.aspx
http://163.26.206.165/login.aspx
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these ESLRS during guidance. However, as indicated in 
various places above, a high commitment exists towards 
individual curricular goals even if not tied into the ESLR 
context. Critical learner needs were selected by all staff 
through votes based on their observation and 
references to the students’ academic performances 
recorded on Alma and midterm/final report cards. 

 

 

Systems Alignment 

Indicator: Within the school there is evidence of systems alignment in areas such as 
professional goals, teacher evaluation, and strategic planning for the purpose of ongoing 
school improvement. 

Prompt: What evidence supports the systems alignment in areas such as professional 
goals, teacher evaluation, and strategic planning for the purpose of ongoing school 
improvement? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Since the implementation of the 12-year basic education 
program and curriculum guidelines, school principals 
and teachers have been required to do open class 
observation every semester.  Foreign teachers are 
provided funds for attending PD workshops.  Local 
teachers can  choose to attend PD workshops 
organized by Taiwan MOE.   

Teachers evaluation  

 

PD workshop for local 
teachers (In Chinese) 

Correlation between All Resources,Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, and Plan 

Indicator: There is correlation between allocation of time/fiscal/personnel/material 
resources and the implementation, monitoring, and accomplishment of the schoolwide 
action plan. 

Prompt: Examine and evaluate the degree to which the allocation of time/fiscal/ 
personnel/material resources support the implementation, monitoring, and 
accomplishment of the schoolwide action plan. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The school-wide action plan generally encouraged 
teachers to interact more with others. Online meetings 
through Google Meet were conducted to discuss the 
schoolwide action plan. Line (messaging app) was also 
used to share thoughts and material resources and 
schedule a common meeting time. 

WASC Focus Group 
Meetings 

A6. Resources Criterion 

The resources available to the school are sufficient to sustain the school program and are 
effectively used to carry out the school’s purpose and student achievement of the 
schoolwide learner outcomes, i.e., global competencies. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wXRNeDn-HzW9j4cK0OIYrczcFwnSXQXC/view?usp=sharing
https://www3.inservice.edu.tw/index2-3.aspx
https://www3.inservice.edu.tw/index2-3.aspx
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Indicators with Prompts 

Allocation Decisions 

Indicator: There is a relationship between the decisions about resource allocations, the 
school’s vision, mission, and student achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes 
and the academic standards. The school leadership and staff are involved in the resource 
allocation decisions. 

Prompt: To what extent are resources allocated to meet the school’s vision, mission, and 
student achievement of the critical student learning needs, the schoolwide learner 
outcomes and the academic standards? Additionally, comment on the extent to which 
leadership and staff are involved in the resource allocation decisions. What impact has 
the process for the allocation of resources made on student learning? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The Science Park relationship with NNKIEH means that 

the Science Section of the Ministry of Education 

specifically funds the larger NNKIEH, as well as our 

international section of IBST. Money is also provided from 

the Science Park itself. Within the Taiwanese system, 

both schools receive comparatively generous funding for 

the purpose of enticing workers to move to the Science 

Park and work in the surrounding businesses. The 

additional funds provided from two separate governing 

bodies allows IBST to recruit and hire highly qualified 

foreign teachers to run such programs as MUN, the 

Interact Club and Debate, which provide students the 

opportunity to become involved with their communities as 

well as to apply their education on a global scale, as 

encouraged in our ESLRs. 

Year-End Operational 

Budget Summary before 

Redistribution 

Practices 

Indicator: The school develops an annual budget, has an annual audit, and at all times 
conducts quality business and accounting practices, including protections against 
mishandling of institutional funds.  

Prompt: Evaluate the school's processes for developing an annual budget, conducting an 
annual audit, and at all times conducting quality business and accounting practices, 
including protections against mishandling of institutional funds. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

All IBST purchases and expenditures must be approved 

twice: firstly, through our own office, and secondly 

through the larger NNKIEH accounting office. 

  

The small amount of discretionary spending undergoes 

Purchasing items under 

NT10,000 accounting form 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Uon3Yso9C1J0XV9Kjhdwm9nnqfFLOvfl/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113314960198766086138&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Uon3Yso9C1J0XV9Kjhdwm9nnqfFLOvfl/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113314960198766086138&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Uon3Yso9C1J0XV9Kjhdwm9nnqfFLOvfl/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113314960198766086138&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FRIk7Crzkavvwt4_pmQnMn_Mq21Zznv7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FRIk7Crzkavvwt4_pmQnMn_Mq21Zznv7/view?usp=sharing
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approval from the director. Purchasing items less than NT 

10,000 can be approved by the director. The accounting 

office must approve all purchases.  

Facilities 

Indicator: The school’s facilities are adequate, safe, functional, and well-maintained and 
support the school’s mission, desired learner goals, and educational program. 

Prompt: Evaluate the adequacy of the facilities in relation to the health and safety needs 
of students and supporting the school’s mission, desired learner goals, and educational 
program. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST’s facilities adequately support its teaching 

objectives, ESLRs, and Mission Statement. High 

technology is newly available to develop global 

competence: Campus Wifi, Science Lab, Smart boards, 

PC in each classroom, iPads, online teaching resources 

of publishers. In addition, 4 soccer goals and 1 PE 

equipment storage cabinet are newly purchased. 

Science Lab 

PC in each classroom 

iPads 

Smart boards 

& Online teaching resources 

of publishers 

Soccer goals and 1 PE 

equipment storage cabinet 

Child Protection 

Indicator: Due regard is given to building and facility design, layout and use to ensure best 
practice in child safety and protection. 

Prompt: Evaluate the building and facility design, layout and use with respect to child safety 
and protection. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST’s building is with 24 hours security, high balconies 
and cameras at the corners on each floor,  and gates 
are shut during night time. Admins patrol on a regular 
basis during work hours. Counselors randomly observe 
all students in our classes.  

Gates and cameras 

Instructional Materials and Equipment 

Indicator: The policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate 
instructional materials and equipment, such as textbooks, other printed materials, audio-
visual, support technology, manipulatives, and laboratory materials are effective. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the policies procedures for acquiring and 
maintaining  adequate instructional materials and equipment, such as technology tools 
and software, the support systems for technology, software, textbooks, other printed 
materials, manipulatives, and laboratory materials for instruction. 

Evaluate the effectiveness of the policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u-N0VSLlAbrivu-naZ9fkOyDS6jABXjK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15AEARH1QByssSKqgJiZxhHKiAQXb7Hd-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KXYRtYNJULitDXi3ZdcH7p2WmEzeq3M9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OnPhIUHeA_G7AdgJ29zAa7i6j1aMN2ys/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OnPhIUHeA_G7AdgJ29zAa7i6j1aMN2ys/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OnPhIUHeA_G7AdgJ29zAa7i6j1aMN2ys/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OnPhIUHeA_G7AdgJ29zAa7i6j1aMN2ys/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oxolkW6cgP0CBFz3gxUtY8lDLIpqDGFj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oxolkW6cgP0CBFz3gxUtY8lDLIpqDGFj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zm_hxjc6LO1e4TLYR1wfb6fkeH6QOV5m/view?usp=sharing
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adequate technology and software for all instruction. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Teachers and students have access to several school 
computer labs, which can be booked for classroom use. 
IBST has its own computer lab. 

 

IBST Mobile Learning: 20 iPads, 10 wireless access 
points for campus wireless network. 

 

Due to Covid-19, we have applied to Google 
Workspace: google classroom e-learning and meeting 
purposes. 

Campus wireless network 

Google Workspace 

Well-Qualified Staff 

Indicator: Resources are available to enable the hiring, nurturing, and ongoing professional 
development of a well-qualified staff for all programs such as online instruction and 
college/career. 

Prompt: Determine if the resources available enable the hiring, nurturing, and ongoing 
professional development of a well-qualified staff for all programs, including online 
instruction and college/career. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST displays a reasonable level of strength in the hiring 
and development of personnel. Annual Professional 
Development Reimbursement: Stipend for professional 
development is provided to every foreign teacher. The 
professional development plans should be related to the 
teacher’s subject areas taught or school assigned 
projects and need to be approved by the school. The 
amount of PD stipend varies from year to year, 
depending on the school budget availability. The current 
(year 2020-2021) budget is NT$50,000 per teacher per 
school year. There is no budget for local teachers to go 
abroad so far, they may only join the workshops held by 
local schools around Taiwan. 

IBST Teachers’Benefits 
Packet Annual Professional 
Development 
Reimbursement 

 

 

 

 

A7. Resource Planning Criterion 

The governing authority and the school leadership execute responsible current and future 
resource planning. 

Indicators with Prompts 

Long-range Resource Plan 

Indicator: The governing authority and the school has developed and implemented a long-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BFEAYDVJG-WXs__BuUCz85ailk-Xlalp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MZg9N6zxN3EBgGz_Trw9CLUvJ421Y6UK/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kolaWje6PQr6yaCZ3Orw8QKbhlLWXUGn/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113314960198766086138&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kolaWje6PQr6yaCZ3Orw8QKbhlLWXUGn/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113314960198766086138&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kolaWje6PQr6yaCZ3Orw8QKbhlLWXUGn/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113314960198766086138&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kolaWje6PQr6yaCZ3Orw8QKbhlLWXUGn/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113314960198766086138&rtpof=true&sd=true
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range resource plan. The governing authority and the school have a process for regular 
examination of this plan to ensure the continual availability of appropriate resources that 
support the school’s vision, mission, and student learning of schoolwide learner outcomes 
and academic standards. 

Prompt: Evaluate the process for regular examination of the long-range resource plan to 
ensure the continual availability of appropriate resources that support the school's vision, 
mission, and student learning. 

Provide evidence that the school has financial reserves and a strategy in case of natural 
disasters and/or economic fluctuation. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The annual budget planning takes place every two 
years: 

 

In July, the majority of the following school year’s budget 
is determined based on proposals submitted by 
department heads, which are then prioritized by the 
school administration. In August, the proposed budget 
will be sent to the Bureau of Taiwan Science Park as 
part of the annual budget planning, being the school is 
one of the Science Park institutions. From February to 
March, the completed proposal will be sent to the 
legislative body to be evaluated for final approval. The 
following December, once the proposals have been 
approved, the funding is distributed for the approved 
two-year period. 

 

When the department receives funding, the chief of the 
department of academic affairs will notify staff members 
to submit their requests for their teaching resources for 
the immediate upcoming school year or current 
semester. Not all teaching resource requests are 
approved due to the limitations of the budget. 

Budget planning notice by 

the accounting director 

 

Use of Research and Information 

Indicator: The governing authority and the school use research and information to form the 
master resource plan. 

Prompt: To what extent do the school leadership and staff use research and information 
to develop the long-range plan? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The resource plans come from the budget requests and 

inventories submitted by each department head. This 

information is used to determine funding requests and 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1-YQJyN7Jk1ikbDPbVamswsTcWfirSjzR/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113314960198766086138&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1-YQJyN7Jk1ikbDPbVamswsTcWfirSjzR/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113314960198766086138&rtpof=true&sd=true
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budget allocation. Because budgets are approved on 

this two-year interval, the school must then plan 

accordingly and prioritize funds on a two-year plan. 

Involvement of Stakeholders 

Indicator: Stakeholders are involved in the future planning. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the involvement of stakeholders in the school's 
future planning. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

During August, the governing authorities at the Bureau of 

Taiwan Science Park finalize the school’s proposed 

budget. They will then meet with the department heads 

and the accounting director to discuss the financial needs 

of the school. Not all the school proposals will be granted.  

 

Monthly Science Park meetings are held with the school 
principal and director to discuss and solve any future 
budgetary issues. This consistent open dialogue 
between stakeholders and the school does effectively 
inform all parties of the plans for future spending  

Meeting memorandums 

Informing 

Indicator: The governing authority and school leaders are involved in informing the public 
and appropriate governmental authorities about the financial needs of the organization. 

Prompt: Comment on the evidence that the governing authority and school leaders are 
involved in informing the public and appropriate governmental authorities about the 
financial needs of the organization. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST must submit a regular budget request, and its Office 

of Financial Affairs does this as part of its larger NNKIEH 

school budget. This budget must be approved yearly by 

the government before money is distributed. 

 

 

 

Marketing Strategies 

Indicator: The school has marketing strategies to support the implementation of the 
developmental program. 

Prompt: How effective are the marketing strategies to support the implementation of the 
developmental program? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Due to the fact that IBST has entrance requirements 

beyond what is typical of a government school (students 
Nanke Times 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q8EF6OJFt1WADyyEeuiac45MdK6uoirb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sTnHEocGYVwaNIv6hvgDgIQyuKuGeEhA/view?usp=sharing
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must have a parent employed with the Science Park; 

students must meet a minimum English requirement), 

conventional advertising for the school will not work. 

 

That being said, the school still does promote the school 

with several publications in order to inform the public 

about the school and to promote the school to families 

within the Science Park. 

 

School information pamphlets have been created to offer 

interested parties more information about both 

departments of the school as well as the Science Park as 

a whole. The regular NNKIEH department also produces 

a newsletter every 3 months, highlighting events and 

achievements made by the school and its students. IBST 

for the past two years has offered a journalism course that 

produced its own English school paper to feature teacher 

and student achievements as well as major IBST events 

and activities. 

 

An advertisement is created each year and posted 
online to attract new, potential hires from overseas. The 
school director also evaluates the processes and 
procedures for involving online staff members in 
professional development activities that enhance the 
use of technology in the delivery of instruction and 
support student learning. 

 

NNKIEH Pamphlet  

 

 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dLEGw5uZPnd6rcNn2_bql4zpJuZagF1G/view?usp=sharing
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ACS WASC Category A.  Organization for Student Learning:  
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs 

Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in 
Category A are being met. 

Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address 
one or more of the identified critical student learning needs.  

Summary (including comments about the critical student learning needs) 

. Our school has started to focus on student-centered and self-directed learning.  

. School policies have been revised and updated in accordance with M.O.E regulations. 

. Teacher-class ratio has  increased from 1:2.5 to 1:3. More manpower available to 
cater for the student's different learning needs. 

. Online teaching and distance learning have been implemented due to the COVID-19 
outbreak. 

. High technology available to develop global competence: Campus Wifi, Science Lab, 
Smart boards, PC in each classroom, iPads, online teaching resources of publishers. 

 
Prioritize the areas of strength and growth for Category A. 

Category A: Organization for Student Learning: Areas of Strength 

. Low student / teacher ratio so students get more individual attention and help from 
teachers. 

. Sufficient budgets and stable funding from the Ministry of Technology. 

. Admission policy has been revised and open to foreigners' kids. This has made the 
student body more diversified. 

. The school possesses some areas of strength in terms of organization. First, the 
school possesses a relatively clear description of administrative processes under which 
the school operates. Several of the school documents, criticized for lack of clarity, 
recently underwent revision. A previous error of changing rules, especially student rules, 
without proper input from all stakeholders, now underwent revision as well. 

 

Another area of strength concerns the semi-transitory school leadership team. Teacher-
administrators regularly switch in and out as it suits their individual needs, meaning that 
those weary of administration can “sub out” for someone fresher. The fact that all 
administrators also teach classes makes for a greater understanding between 
administrators and teachers.   

 
 

Category A: Organization for Student Learning: Areas of Growth 

  

  

A weakness of the school concerns the strength listed above. None of the 
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administration underwent formal training for school administration. As a result, they 
lack the “I’ve been an administrator for 30 years” font of knowledge that helps to deal 
with, for example, aggressive  

parents. The Westerners among the staff who have such degrees cannot practice in 
Taiwan. 

 

A related area of growth concerns the issue of aggressive parents. A single parent 
with an individual agenda managed to make havoc not only with individual teachers 
but with the basic running of the school due to possessing a determined agenda and 
a lawyer.  
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Category B: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 

B1.   What Students Learn Criterion  

The school provides a challenging, coherent and relevant international curriculum for 
each student that fulfills the school’s purpose and results in student achievement of the 
schoolwide learner outcomes through successful completion of any course of study 
offered. 

“Schoolwide learner outcomes are interdisciplinary statements about what all students 
should know, understand and be able to do by the time they complete the planned 
program or graduate.” One example: every student will demonstrate higher order thinking 
skills of application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard J: Curriculum and Course Design: A quality online program will 
have a well thought-out approach to its curriculum and course design whether it develops its own courses 
and/or licenses curriculum from other educational providers. [iNACOL Standard J, 2009] 

Indicators with Prompts 

Current Educational Research and Thinking 

Indicator:  The comprehensive and sequential documented curriculum is modified as 
needed to address current educational research; other relevant community, national, and 
international issues; and the needs of all students. 

Prompt: Comment on the effective use of current educational research related to the 
curricular areas in order to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional program for 
students. Examine the effectiveness of how the school staff members revise the 
curriculum appropriately within the curriculum review cycle. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST selects curriculum and resources for the school from 

notable publishers to ensure that the latest educational research 

has been incorporated into the instructional design. Though our 

curriculum revolves primarily around textbooks, teachers 

supplement whenever possible.  New math, social studies, 

English, and science textbooks have been adopted as of 2021 

Work has begun this year on reshaping an outcomes-based 

curriculum drawn from an array of sources. California State 

curricular standards and frameworks, including the Common 

Core Math and English standards used in California, are being 

reviewed and retooled to more closely reflect our ESLRs. This 

fledgling program, in order to better align the curriculum 

vertically and encourage interdisciplinary studies, is slated to 

expand throughout all core elementary subjects before then 

being applied to middle and high school core subjects and 

(research) 

Into Lit Notice and Note 

Write source optional page 
matching 

 

Check policy 

 

Photos of textbooks  

 

 

 

List of textbooks 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pAuzAn4jjrcHCZhLmLFZ9hikBC9HUNxw
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/178YcHW8YXgr3WpoOAD9llPX9P-7eKRYM?usp=sharing
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electives.  

Though the English medium subjects are still highly dependent 

on imported textbooks, the Chinese Department depends for its 

objectives, materials and its assessments upon Ministry of 

Education resources. The MOE takes primary responsibility in 

updating, revising, and researching their materials. The Chinese 

teachers consider these resources to be cutting edge. 

Incorporating the latest smartboard technology, for example.  

As teachers work to obtain degrees or to acquire the knowledge 

to teach new courses, e.g., AP courses, they obtain new insights 

and apply them to crafting their curricula.  Professional 

Development funds are available to all teachers. Teachers have 

used the funds to attend virtual seminars during the pandemic 

as well as using the funds to join national education associations 

(ex. NAEA/National Association of Art Educators) In addition, the 

Professional Development committee has begun distributing 

certificates to foreign teachers who attend PD workshops and 

seminars to help with teaching license renewals. 

 

In response to research indicating students learn and 
retain grammar more efficiently from in-context exercise, 
Secondary Language Arts has adapted the curriculum 
by making the grammar practice workbooks optional, 
and incorporating in-context grammar exercises both as 
given in the newly adapted textbooks and novel studies. 

Staff development 
presentations(Weber) 

 

Link to PD certificate 
template for foreign teachers: 

 

 

 

Link to Jan. 12 2021 IBST 
Faculty PD on Gender 
Equity. Speaker: Dr. Esther 
Wang  

 

 

Link to Aug. 27 2018 IBST 
Faculty PD on Special 
Education. Speaker: Estrella 
Tsai 

 

Academic Standards for Each Area 

Indicator: The school provides a comprehensive and sequential documented curriculum 
that is articulated within and across grade levels for the improvement of programs, 
learning, and teaching. 

Prompt: Evaluate to what extent there are defined academic standards for each subject 
area, course, and/or program (e.g., online instruction) that meet state or 
national/international standards. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

 

The school follows the prescribed CA state standards which 

include Common Core Standards and NGSS in addition to the 

AP Curriculum Standards as set forth by the College Board. The 

Chinese Department follows standards set by the Ministry of 

Education. Many courses rely heavily on textbooks to set the 

scope and sequence, formulate objectives, etc. In addition, the 

Standards guide provided by 
textbooks 

 

 

Handbook draft 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RkYUDPqRsZtu0EQzG6Gh6ihaXKf5cIK1/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116196023810476417317&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RkYUDPqRsZtu0EQzG6Gh6ihaXKf5cIK1/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116196023810476417317&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EvELHbtl_v3veeucfzL9wbTViS0SY9uX/view?usp=sharing
https://www.facebook.com/ibst.ibst.7/videos/864780277696408/
https://www.facebook.com/ibst.ibst.7/videos/864780277696408/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dAaRKtldBPSnS3gtpgidlI_OVd5eZknS?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dAaRKtldBPSnS3gtpgidlI_OVd5eZknS?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10ZbiQBVZt8gojKvN3IGOCviuZiV8KDgD?usp=sharing
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staff developed a set of Expected Student Learning Results 

(ESLRs), which try to describe the ideal student learner. 

Reviewed by the staff in 2013 and 2020, they voted to leave 

them unchanged.  

Drawing from such a diverse array of academic standards and 

offering little orientation for faculty has caused some confusion 

for teachers, especially new incoming teachers. As a result, the 

implementation of standards may rely too heavily on individual 

teacher decisions where more guidance and collaboration is 

needed. For this reason, the various standards are being 

cobbled together to form a unique curriculum that will unify and 

align our Expected Learning Outcomes. A handbook for new 

teachers is being developed to address new teacher 

confusion during orientation.  

 

 

 

 

We have adopted cross-grade level, standards aligned 
curricula. Ex. Journeys, Social Studies Alive and Into 
Literature 

 

 

CA ccs 

Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Evaluate the extent to which the online 
curriculum/courses consistently meet academic standards. Determine if there is effective 
integration of outsourced curriculum into the program. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Posting assignments on Google Classroom and using 
online textbook components has become commonplace. 

The whole staff google drive allows for horizontal and 
vertical integration of high quality resources. 

We have access to elementary online resource 
subscriptions--Journeys, as well as TCi Social Studies, 
online AP resources, and VHS online classes. 

screenshots, photos of online 
textbook in class, science 
class online components, Mr. 
Alan Smith’s Nearpods 

Google drive resources 

 

 

Embedded Global Perspectives 

Indicator: The school leadership and certificated staff ensure that global competencies,2 

                                                 
2Global competencies include 1) the use of concepts, knowledge, skills and languages of various disciplines 

to research current global issues; 2) the understanding of the interdependence of economic, political, 

technological, environmental, and social systems worldwide; 3) the understanding of multiple perspectives; 
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perspectives, and issues are embedded within the curricular areas. 

Prompt: Examine the curricular documentation and observe the delivered curriculum to 
determine the extent to which there is integration of global concepts, perspectives, and 
issues. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST created a list of standards (ESLRs) addressing skills that 

international/bilingual students need. The school offers a 

bilingual education in Language Arts as well as Social Studies. 

American and Taiwanese/Chinese cultural history are both 

emphasized. Several of the ESLRs are geared specifically 

toward cultivating bilingual and bicultural individuals. 

Additionally, our college counseling program has an international 

focus.  

The Chinese Department uses a lot of activities designed to 

broaden a student’s cultural experiences as well as increase 

their competencies in Chinese. The Chinese and Chinese Social 

Studies curricula are well articulated and formulated by the 

Taiwanese Ministry of Education. The Chinese department 

provides some additional support for students whose Chinese 

language levels are low, and grouping by level, not by age, 

allows for the diversity of prior knowledge. In Chinese Social 

Studies classes, some teachers allow students to present in 

either or both languages. All students enjoy an increased 

knowledge of Chinese language and culture. Through the 

adoption of California, Common Core, and other Western 

curricular influences, IBST students are also challenged to 

expand socially and culturally through the English language 

courses. These courses include an American Social Studies 

component and extensive reading of English language literature.  

Conversely, though we have added  some basic ESL support for 

lower elementary students, there exists little formalized ESL help 

for children who struggle with English. A certain proficiency level 

is expected and tested prior to  acceptance into the IBST, but 

the level of proficiency is debated and entrance exam scores are 

highly subjective. A more uniform set of guidelines for entry must 

be implemented and strictly enforced. A rubric for the English 

entrance exams has been adopted. If we decide we are willing 

 IBST ESLRs 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11
XCkrrb6pCxi6UsLd4d89Yby0hyjq
U9K/view?usp=sharing 
 
 
  

College counselor records  

List of students who are offered 

CSL and CSL Placement Lower 

elementary ESL student list 

Notification 

Pictures from CSL classes 

ESL 

English entrance exam 
rubrics 

(student feedback about 8th 
grade LA, adopting I Am 
Malala in 9th grade) 

Textbook resources, Ovid 
Extra Credit-Lord of the Flies 

LA- Curriculum and 
supplemental texts offer texts 
from a variety of cultures and 
international perspectives- 

 

                                                 
4) the valuing of diversity; 5) the ability to communicate with multilingual skills, through fluency in reading, 

writing, speaking, and listening and through the use of technologies; 6) engaging responsibly in action and 

service to improve conditions both locally and globally; and 7) the ability to function effectively in an 

interdependent world. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11XCkrrb6pCxi6UsLd4d89Yby0hyjqU9K/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11XCkrrb6pCxi6UsLd4d89Yby0hyjqU9K/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11XCkrrb6pCxi6UsLd4d89Yby0hyjqU9K/view?usp=sharing
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to accept students who need help with their English language 

skills, then we need to institute an ESL pull-out program.  

Our ESLRs necessitate the integration of global concepts, 

perspectives and issues into our curriculum. In order to meet the 

ESLR indications of producing “responsive citizens” who are 

both “globally aware” and “effective communicators”, global 

issues such as pollution, renewable energy sources, effective 

resource conservation, recycling and other environmental issues 

should be and are being addressed at some length through our 

Science curriculum.  

 

Congruence 

Indicator: There is congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the 
academic standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Prompt: Evaluate if there is congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the 
academic standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

There exists a strong congruence between instruction, the 

academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Starting from the latter, our ESLRs form the basis for developing 

objectives and building lesson plans. These objectives are in 

turn used to assess student achievement on classroom and 

homework assignments.  

Additionally, we believe the ESLRs translate to our after school 

and extracurricular activities as well. We strive to instill a love of 

lifelong learning and global citizenship through participation in 

our Model United Nation, Debate Club, and even our soccer 

team.  

As we begin to solidify and implement the new outcomes-based 

curriculum, this congruence will become more easily evident. 

Outcomes upon which student achievement will be judged will 

be derived directly from the objectives that are delivered in 

class, which in turn are based on various curricular sources, 

including the schoolwide learner outcomes (ESLRs).  

 

MAP testing demonstrates high level student 
achievement on a standard by standard basis.  It 
indicates that instruction is aligned to achievement and 
the ESLRs. 

MAP scores 

ESLRs 
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Student Work — Engagement in Learning 

Indicator: The school’s examination of representative samples of student work show 
consistent critical analysis and application of thought in different contexts. Observation of 
student engagement in learning demonstrates students’ awareness of their own learning 
as well as the purpose of the work connected to a standards-based curriculum and the 
schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Prompt: Evaluate to what extent the examination of representative samples of student 
work show consistent critical analysis and application of thought in different contexts. 
Evaluate observations of students engaged in learning to determine the degree to which 
students are aware of their own learning and the purpose of the work connected to a 
standards-based curriculum and the schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Teachers display student exemplars in the classroom and 
around the school. Examples of student works show 
examples of a standards-based curriculum and the ESLRs.  

Teachers write daily assignments, quizzes, and tests to 

challenge students to become critical thinkers and problem 

solvers and to raise awareness and comprehension. These 

assessments are designed to allow students to work both 

collaboratively and autonomously. Although our teachers try 

to integrate the ESLRs, there is always room to expand this 

even further by integrating more projects that focus on being 

globally and culturally aware.  

 

 

Art work  

Cross curricular project 

 

Classroom bulletin board 
display (G4) 

 

Sport day hw exhibit  

Final/Midterm project/video  

Ocean challenge 
presentation 

Project photos(LA, science, 
SS, AP environment) 

Accessibility of All Students to Curriculum    

Indicator: A rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum  that prepares students to be global 
citizens is accessible to all students through all courses/programs offered. The school 
examines the demographics and situation of students throughout the class offerings. The 
school’s instructional practices and other activities facilitate access and success for all 
students toward achieving the standards. 

Prompt: What has been learned about the accessibility of a rigorous, relevant, coherent, 
and globally focused curriculum to all students through the various courses/programs 
offered, e.g., online instruction? What has been learned from examining the 
demographics and situation of students throughout the class offerings? Evaluate how the 
instructional practices and other activities facilitate access and success for all students 
toward achieving the standards. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST makes an effort to ensure that students admitted to 

https://vhslearning.org - 
Cherry Chiu- talk to Colo 

https://vhslearning.org/
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IBST enjoy a reasonable selection of course offerings that 

are rigorous and relevant. Where necessary, the school 

makes accommodations for students for online courses or 

other modifications to meet their individual learning needs 

and educational requirements. The school also uses online 

courses such as VHS and AP courses self study (with the 

school facilitating exams)  to best fit individual student needs 

based on transcripts and other data.  

All students must take an entrance examination, and this 

helps to further evaluate their individual learning needs. 

Though our entrance exam would allow us to identify the 

learning needs of new students, we have no formalized ESL 

program to aid students whose language skills need 

improvement. In the elementary school, however, there is a 

supplemental ESL class offered and additionally  we do use 

the entrance exam to place students into remedial Chinese 

classes or CSL (Chinese as a Second Language).  

The relatively small class sizes often allow teachers to better 

assess students’ strengths and weaknesses and to spend 

extra time and attention with each individual, remediating or 

enriching their curricular experience. In cases when a 

diagnosis is made that impedes learning, IEPs are drawn up 

after conferences with the Special Education Department of 

our parent school.  

Efforts are being made to use MAP data to inform curriculum 

decisions and give students and parents a better 

understanding of their strengths and weaknesses in English 

language, and Math. During the November 9th 2021 staff 

WASC meeting, the idea of including high school students in 

the MAP test was brought up in order to give seniors a better 

idea of their abilities in relation to their peers and to give them 

a better, more realistic understanding of their future college 

prospects. Currently MAP testing only goes up to grade 8. 

Teachers communicate with students and parents throughout 

the school year about their child’s progress, offering 

suggestions and support to improve student engagement, 

understanding and performance. Parent teacher (PTA) 

conferences have continued virtually through the pandemic 

with parents being able to book video meetings with teachers 

to discuss their child. 

Considering the size of IBST, the school offers a significant 

number of AP Courses to all qualified high school students.  

List of ap classes 

IEP sample 

● Web-based electronic grade 
book in real time (Engrade) ● 
Lesson plans  
● Communication logs  

● AP Course Audit  

● ESLR’s  

● Parent/teacher emails offering 
in-school tutoring support 
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Differentiated instruction is a crucial component to the 

success of students at every grade level of our school. Much 

of the differentiation revolves around the drastically varying 

language competency levels exhibited by students who, 

lacking either Chinese skills or English skills, are offered CSL 

courses and additional tutorials during the school day. At the 

elementary level, students with low levels of Chinese are 

matriculated not by age, but by ability.  

Acceptable Student Achievement 

Indicator: The school identifies and defines performance indicators in order to monitor 
acceptable student progress toward achievement of the academic standards and the 
schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Prompt: What evidence demonstrates a school’s identifying and defining performance 
indicators in order to monitor acceptable student achievement of the academic standards 
and the schoolwide learner outcomes? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST administers the NWEA MAP test four times a year.  

“MAP Growth is the most trusted and innovative assessment 
for measuring achievement and growth in K–12 math, 
reading, language usage, and science. It provides teachers 
with accurate, and actionable evidence to help target 
instruction for each student or groups of students regardless 
of how far above or below they are from their grade level.” 
(NWEA website) 

The Data committee has been working with teachers to 
synergize this evidence with instruction. 

In hopes of better communicating our high standards to 

stakeholders, our Parent and Student Handbooks contain 

Performance Indicators detailing what constitutes academic 

integrity and achievement here at IBST. Our graduation rate 

is another in-house measure of achievement. We also boast 

very high passing rates for IBST students taking standardized 

tests. 

In courses not covered by MAP testing, the school relies on 

the subjective judgment of individual teachers. In order to 

determine more precisely what constitutes acceptable 

 

 
Link to MAP 
https://www.nwea.org/ 

*Find link to  SAT scores of 
students. 

● Student and Parent Handbook 

● Teacher Handbook  

● Common Core Learning 

Standards  

● NGSS learning standards ● 

IBST ESLRs  

IBST Expected Learning  

Outcomes  

 

https://www.nwea.org/
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achievement, frequent meetings of subject teachers  better 

define what outcomes are expected of students in each 

subject of each grade level. Using the California State and 

Common Core standards, as well as American textbooks 

from major publishers and the ESLRs as guide, IBST has 

begun to build its own system of performance indicators and 

expected learning outcomes. As we move toward an 

outcomes-based curriculum, we will encourage teachers to 

use a single broad outcome to derive multiple lesson 

objectives, and use those objectives to write assessments in 

order to measure achievement.  

Integration Among Disciplines 

Indicator: There is integration among disciplines at the school and, if applicable, integration 
of outsourced curriculum into the program for which curricular integrity, reliability, and 
security is maintained. 

Prompt: Evaluate to what extent is there integration among disciplines and, if applicable, 
integration of outsourced curriculum into the program for which curricular integrity, 
reliability, and security is maintained. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Because of the small size of the faculty, there is quite a lot of 

informal collaboration between teachers. Several elementary 

teachers teach multiple subjects to the same group of 

students which allows them to work interdisciplinary lessons 

into their plans. Our challenge is to formalize this interaction 

so that the curriculum can be more horizontally integrated.  

 
Houghton Mifflin Textbooks frequently offer suggestions on 
how to interweave disciplines. Whether a single teacher 
presents multiple subjects to the same class or disciplines 
are taught by different teachers, using these textbooks as the 
basis for lesson planning offers valuable crossover 
opportunities.  
As to the security of the school’s exams and materials, the 
danger remains relatively low. Relatively little cheating 
occurs. For plagiarism, clear penalties exist, and the school 
handbook now holds clear exam procedures. The growing 
number of plagiarism cases, however, remain a source of 
concern.  
For external exams, such as the AP and CTP4, the Dean of 
Academic Affairs keeps all materials locked in a secure 
location and follows all written exam administration rules. 
IBST has recently become an SAT testing center, and we will 
closely follow all proscribed rules inherent in this designation.  

 
Lesson Plans  

Proctoring schedules and sign 

out/in sheets  

Professional development 

workshops  

Parent/Student Handbook 
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Curricular Review, Revision, and Evaluation 

Indicator:  The school assesses its curriculum review, evaluation, and review processes 
for each program area, including graduation requirements, credits, grading policies, and 
homework policy regarding the impact of these processes on providing a challenging, 
coherent, and relevant curriculum for all students. 

Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the school’s curriculum review and evaluation 
processes for each program area and the impact on providing a challenging, coherent, 
and relevant curriculum for all students. Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes to 
assess curricular gaps and modify the curriculum to ensure that specific student needs 
are being met. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST administration and faculty discuss and review the 

curricular needs of each department and subject area. 

Teacher committees decide textbook and other materials that 

support the course offerings.  

Outsourced curricula are reviewed by third parties. Chinese 

language and Chinese Social Studies are evaluated by the 

Taiwanese Ministry of Education; AP course curricula are 

reviewed by the AP board, etc.  

Because much of the IBST curriculum to this point has 

revolved around textbooks, curricular review has revolved 

around the purchase of new text books. But as we move 

toward an outcome-based curriculum, we hope to move from 

the “top down,” beginning with broad outcomes from which 

multiple lesson objectives can be derived; we will then use 

those objectives to write assessments in order to measure 

achievement. The review process will then match student 

achievement to assessments, assessments to objectives, 

objectives to outcomes and outcomes to ESLRs.  

● New Social Studies Texts ● IBST Expected Learning 

Outcomes 

 

 

MAP testing, teacher review 
documents 

 

New Social Studies Texts  

New Language Arts textbooks 

IBST Expected Learning 
Outcomes 

Collaborative Work 

Indicator: The administrators and teachers use various collaborative strategies to examine 
curriculum design and student work in order to refine lessons, units, and/or courses. 

Prompt:  Comment on the collaborative strategies used to examine curriculum design and 
student work and its effect on refining lessons, units, and/or courses. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 
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While teachers and administration do collaborate, this only takes 

place in an informal setting. In a small number of cases, 

individual project outcomes may be shared informally among 

staff, but IBST has a loosely codified process by which teachers 

and administrators design or review curriculum. The 

responsibilities of examining student work and curricular 

documents in order to refine lessons, units, and courses typically 

falls to the individual teachers.  

The administration has not initiated this process except in the 

indirect sense of having WASC meetings (in which some of 

these discussions took place) and in having teachers attend 

workshops. 

We have renewed some subjects’ textbooks, so we have begun 

work to formalize this process, asking teachers and the 

curriculum coordinators to review and rewrite California 

curricular standards, but the process is still in very early stages.  

 

 

 

 
Homework check from and 
photos (google drive)  

https://drive.google.com/driv
e/folders/1YfilCk99xP2FRW
ACT5TWHuFY0_6MIXcc 

 

 

Course outline (google drive) 
 

 

Unit plan (google drive) 

 

 

Lesson plan (google drive) 

 

 

 

Policies — Rigorous, Relevant, Coherent Curriculum 

Indicator: The school assesses the curriculum and its rigor, relevancy, and coherency after 
examination of policies regarding course completion, credits, grading policies, homework, 
use of technology, etc. 

Prompt:  Evaluate the effectiveness of the process through which key stakeholders assess 
the curriculum in relation to these school’s policies. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Other than the students and faculty, the parents and Science 

Park board, two key stakeholders, do not take an active role in 

assessing and setting curriculum policies. The parents have little 

formal access to the educational process. A Parent Teacher 

Association allows parents a forum to discuss educational goals 

and how IBST can help meet these goals. The PTA, however, 

includes parents from the entire school, NNKIEH, and deals 

more with the problems of the larger school. Parents from IBST 

represent only a small percentage of the whole, and their 

concerns sometimes seem unusual or even irrelevant to parents 

in the regular school. Thus, only faculty and students remain 

 

Meet the teacher’s google 
meet  

(screenshots photos and 
email are in the evidence 
folder “PTA meeting”) 

 

 

Email contact information 
(school website) 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YfilCk99xP2FRWACT5TWHuFY0_6MIXcc
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YfilCk99xP2FRWACT5TWHuFY0_6MIXcc
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YfilCk99xP2FRWACT5TWHuFY0_6MIXcc
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1HTzjs5j8FXf_N8fXZSbKz4vugchIlERE
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0B6_rgy1tTXH_cjlmUnRGdERnQ00?resourcekey=0-3q1TAgtgTJld2qhhmTRolQ
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0B6_rgy1tTXH_M3hNV2xhb2xzX00?resourcekey=0-iQVQOiupaMBxIeDYFlSSzw
http://w/about?kind=48
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active participants.  

Parents have several informal avenues to affect curriculum. We 

have tried to formalize parental input with a “Meet the Teachers” 

event where parents are invited and encouraged to raise 

questions, express opinions and ask questions about school 

policies.  

Information on course completion, credits, grading, policies, 

homework, and use of technology are clearly delineated in the 

student handbook. Each section gives detailed information for 

students, parents, and other stakeholders of expectations. 

These policies are tailored by individual teachers to better fit the 

age group and subject they teach. Teachers make grades 

available through Alma, our online grading system. At any time, 

parents and students can access this information to check 

student progress. This is a highly effective system for sharing 

student progress.  

There is also a system of “Homework Checks” in place. The goal 

of the Homework Check is to catch students who have fallen 

behind in their studies before it is too late. By conducting the 

check before the end of each term, we allow students a second 

chance to make up for missing work or better understand a 

concept that they had difficulty understanding.  

 

 

Student handbook 

(Also on school website) 

 

 

A representation for parents 
to introduce Alma 
(powerpoint file in evidence 
folder) 

Alma https://www.getalma.com 

 

New student orientation 
photos on Facebook 
(screenshots photo in 
evidence folder) 

 

Email to parents about 
informing their child’s grade 
below 80 (screenshots photo 
in evidence folder) 

 

Homework check from and 
photos (google drive)  

https://drive.google.com/driv
e/folders/1YfilCk99xP2FRW
ACT5TWHuFY0_6MIXcc 

 

 

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Determine the effectiveness of the school’s policy for 
outsourced curriculum to maintain curricular integrity, reliability, and security. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The school policy towards outsourced curriculum offers 
a strategic framework of support, in which the adopted 
outsourced curriculum is supplemented with teacher 
created materials to best ensure standardized 
instruction. IBST uses California State Standards and, 
by proxy, Common Core Language Arts and Social 
Studies, as well as Next Generation Science standards 
as the basis for our curriculum.  

 

 

Pandemic school closure 
protocols 

 

Google classroom usage 

 

Standards-based textbooks 

https://www.ibst.org.tw/upload/web/General/2018-2019S1Handbook.pdf
https://www.getalma.com/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YfilCk99xP2FRWACT5TWHuFY0_6MIXcc
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YfilCk99xP2FRWACT5TWHuFY0_6MIXcc
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YfilCk99xP2FRWACT5TWHuFY0_6MIXcc
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_Fh0ZQU4g0x3EIeF7uTjLg1Y_4nsFmixFhRSqISsTBs/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_Fh0ZQU4g0x3EIeF7uTjLg1Y_4nsFmixFhRSqISsTBs/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/search?q=google%20classroom
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iDlcma5p5lB8XBkvKY-96FLWsRBpa1lx/view?usp=sharing
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In addition to the above standards, Advanced 
Placement coursework is offered to high school 
students.  

 

Pandemic-related closures last spring forced all classes 
online. Teachers set up Google classrooms for each 
class and met with students virtually each day to deliver 
instruction. 

 

As Common Core is phased out, we will look elsewhere 
for outsourced curriculum  

 

Course outlines, lesson plans 

Articulation and Follow-up Studies 

Indicator: The school conducts student follow-up studies that provide insight to the 
effectiveness of the instruction to prepare students for pursuing further education, 
entering the workforce, or meeting their personal goals. 

Prompt: Share examples of articulation with feeder schools and local colleges and 
universities, including comments on the regularity of their occurrence. What has been 
revealed through the follow-up studies of graduates and others regarding the 
effectiveness of the curricular program? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Curricular articulation from one grade level to the next is 
built into the standards IBST has adopted. Subject-
specific meetings are held regularly where methodology 
and articulation are discussed. This covers grades 1-12. 

 

Incoming first graders arrive from a variety of 
kindergartens including bilingual and monolingual, 
international and local, public and private. There exists 
no formal articulation from the kindergarten associated 
with our umbrella school (NNKIEH), but the majority of 
those students will not attend the IBST. 

 

Our counseling department works extensively to bring 
university representatives from all over the world to 
present to our senior classes. Our counseling 
department has recently subscribed to the Cialfo portal 
to aid seniors in their university application process. 

 

Subject-specific meeting 
minutes 

 

College visits 

 

Parent survey 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B774ZGamxJMMRXNvR3FXRGpJcnc?resourcekey=0-AbdT3eo7uBNa58egD7e3mA
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1d_BCFTLurapki1_pshm2eKGPDjmS18TV
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1d_BCFTLurapki1_pshm2eKGPDjmS18TV
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bwx4y9N3AnVaxevCDNG7ntPhdBL_PzrLoVQyuKBts9E/edit#gid=1150810205
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1amc7U61t9rj6P_cfspza1XLZ7ImzgKkrO4tgZF63jfs/edit#gid=1448649536
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B2.   How Students Learn Criterion -  

The professional staff a) uses research-based knowledge about teaching and learning; 
and b) designs and implements a variety of learning experiences that actively engage 
students at a high level of learning consistent with the school’s purpose and schoolwide 
learner outcomes. 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard H: Equity and Access: A quality online program’s policies and practice 

support students’ ability to access the program. Accommodations are available to meet a variety of student needs. 
[iNACOL Standard H, 2009] 

 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard K: Instruction: A quality online program takes a comprehensive and 

integrated approach to ensuring excellent online teaching for its students. This process begins with promising 
practices but is equally committed to continuous improvement and adaptation to student learning needs through 
professional development. [iNACOL Standard K, 2009] 

Indicators with Prompts 

Research-based Knowledge 

Indicator: The administrators and teachers use a variety of approaches to remain current 
in research-based professional knowledge and apply the knowledge to improve teaching 
and learning. All students regardless of background and ability are actively involved in the 
learning that is based on the schoolwide learner outcomes and academic standards. 

Prompt:  Provide a range of examples that demonstrate teachers are current in the 
instructional content taught and research-based instructional methodology. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

    IBST recognizes the need for teachers to stay current 
in research-based instructional methods. Within the 
IBST, educators/facilitators remain engaged in a wide 
spectrum of professional development to improve their 
pedagogical practices.  

    A survey of the faculty, as of Nov. 2021, indicated that 
25% of our faculty utilized the Professional Development 
stipend within the last 2 years.  The funds covered a 
wide range of curricular interests.  

    It is evident from the survey responses that 
educators/facilitators benefited from this PD in the form 
of new approaches to instructional methodologies. 
Likewise, 20% of IBST  educators have completed at 
least one PD in their area of instruction within 2 of years.  

    Nanke Experimental school and its IBST department 
both provide and facilitate professional development as 
required to meet schoolwide goals and initiatives based 
on data-driven research.  

*Faculty Survey 

*PD (List of PD 
workshops/lectures - within 
IBST and individually 
attended) 

*Teacher evaluations 
achievement 

 

 

● Integrated Technology 

● School provided PD 

● Outside school PD  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1762E1Nc0l7qE5eDQDMqf6anwhKaVMiQX?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1762E1Nc0l7qE5eDQDMqf6anwhKaVMiQX?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GD2GMtZwT6tJ-ijq6sDWkG_Sg9hmFddQ/view?usp=sharing
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This school year, faculty have demonstrated that some 
training has been undertaken; however, it was mostly 
accessed after school hours due to tight scheduling. 
Additionally, individual teachers, upon their own 
initiative, employ an array of current teaching methods. 

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate how teacher technology competencies are 
assessed during online instruction. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

 
  While teachers do utilize Google classroom, to provide 
administration screenshots and sample recordings of  
online sessions, along with admin ‘dropping in’ on online 
classes,  our findings indicate that the IBST department 
is in need of a more robust/codified assessment system 
for evaluating teacher technology competencies during 
online instruction.  

 

 

Online course(Google 
meeting / Google Classroom 
how teacher provide the 
teaching 
material):screenshot / 
recording / online resources 
combined in class 
 

 

Planning Processes 

Indicator: The planning processes, including the use of formative assessment results, 
focus on the engagement of all student activity at a high level of learning consistent with 
the academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes, i.e., global competencies. 

Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the planning processes, including the use of 
formative assessment results, to engage all students actively at a high level of learning 
consistent with the academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

    With an eye to learner outcomes and to the school’s 

ESLRs, teachers at IBST unanimously agree that they 

use formative assessment to help drive their instruction 

and overall assessment of each student. 

   The administration has implemented various 
classroom observations – administrator to teacher and 
peer-to-peer – to provide teachers with feedback 
concerning their instruction.  

- Results of PSAT 
- MAP DATA 
- Homework Check 
- Academic exhibition 
- Monthly Subject 

Meeting  
- Participation 

grades/syllabus 

Professional Collaboration 

Indicator:  Administrators and teachers use various collaborative strategies to examine 
curricular design and student work to improve learning and teaching, including 
demonstrating critical thinking, problem-solving, knowledge, and application. This would 
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include examples of the selection of the instructional approaches based on the learning 
purpose(s) desired. 

Prompt:  Comment on the effectiveness of how administrators and teachers use various 
collaborative strategies to examine curricular design and student work to improve learning 
and teaching, including demonstrating critical thinking, problem-solving, knowledge, and 
application. Include examples of the selection of the instructional approaches based on 
the learning purpose(s) desired. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

    In addition to already having several well-established 

routines and procedures in place, IBST, in an effort to 

be constantly improving, has monthly meetings for 

teachers from both within their departments, across 

grade levels and disciplines collaborate on various 

topics such as: instructional 

strategies, cross-curricular opportunities for student 

work and 

assessment, and classroom management. It is intended 

that these meetings will improve the vertical alignment 

of the curriculum and promote formal and informal 

discussions concerning curriculum and instruction.  

    Moreover, along with formal teacher observations 

occurring at least twice a year, administration performs 

‘homework checks’ each semester to better generate a 

formative assessment of the curricular direction of core 

subjects.   

    To summarize, IBST is working to create a formal 

system in which teachers and administrators can 

collaborate and exchange ideas. 

- Monthly Subject meetings 

- Staff meetings  

- teaching evaluation 

- Parent-Teacher 
Conferences 

- Homework Check in each 
semester 

 

Professional Development 

Indicator: The school uses ongoing professional development to enhance the curriculum 
and improve learning and teaching. This includes learning through worldwide 
partnerships with other teachers and schools. 

Prompt: Comment on how the school uses ongoing professional development to enhance 
the curriculum and improve learning and teaching. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

   For the foreign staff at IBST, professional development 
opportunities are limited because the school is located 
in a non- English speaking country. Additionally, the 
Ministry of Education does not allocate time in the 
school calendar for foreign teacher PD. IBST does 

● School provided PD 

● Adobe PD GoogleDocs 

● Coolidge PD 

● Outside school PD 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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encourage its teachers to attend conferences and 
workshops as they are available. Teachers looking to 
improve their skills and practices often take part in 
professional development opportunities on their own 
time. Additionally, there is in-house professional 
development provided by faculty with expert knowledge 
and proficiency in a specific skill or subject.  
 

  For local staff, the Taiwanese Ministry of Education 
does provide professional development 
opportunities.(depends on teacher’s own interest and 
schedule) 

● OACAC 2014 

● TEA Conference 

● EARCOS 

● Taiwanese PD 

 

 

 

 

Challenging and Varied Instructional Strategies 

Indicator: The teachers strengthen student understanding and achievement of the learning 
outcomes, including targeted global competencies, through the use of a variety of 
instructional strategies that are selected on the basis of the learning purpose(s) and 
effectively engage students at a high level of learning. This includes the integration of 
multimedia and technology as appropriate and the linking of students’ experiences to the 
world. 

Prompt: Provide a range of examples from examining students working and their work that 
give insight to the degree to which all students are actively engaged in learning to achieve 
the academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes. This includes students 
demonstrating critical thinking, problem solving, knowledge, application and the 
development of a wide range of technological skills and global competencies. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

   Students at IBST are consistently engaged in high-
level learning activities, both in classes and clubs that 
demand critical thinking, problem solving, application, 
and technology skills. It is an overall goal of IBST that all 
students work to meet the ESLRs in order to become 
lifelong learners and globally aware citizens.  

    Teachers make a conscious effort to integrate 
technology into their classrooms in order to improve 
students’ technological skills and enhance learning. At 
IBST, this is often accomplished through project-based 
learning where students take classroom knowledge and 
apply it in a broader sense. 

    The instructional strategies used at IBST encourage 
student-centered learning, thus inspiring him or her to 
take agency in the learning process. Students are 
encouraged to synthesize their previous knowledge and 
skills with new ideas and perspectives to investigate and 

Ocean challenge? 

● AP Human Geography 

students campaigned to 

discourage the use of 

drinking straws. 

● Interact Story Telling 

● Interact Club Camp 

● Khan Academy 

● Science lab reports 

● Experiential learning 

● Model United Nations 

● Debate 

● Student created media 

(blogs) 

● Story telling activity 

 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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solve problems to build deeper understandings. 
Learning is a collaborative effort, in which student-
student interaction is central and in which the teacher’s 
role is to scaffold and facilitate the learning process.    

 

Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Evaluate the processes and the effectiveness of the 
strategies used by teachers to make decisions on learning and teaching approaches 
including direct instruction, and other student-teacher interaction opportunities. 

Evaluate the effectiveness of timelines and pacing guides for completing coursework for 
asynchronous online instruction. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

    Previous to the pandemic lockdown of last May, IBST 
did not regularly incorporate much asynchronous 
instruction within our classes. Once fully online classes 
were instituted (May-June), IBST recognized the need to 
evaluate the effectiveness of timelines and pacing in 
particular subject areas. Therefore, IBST deems this as 
an area for which policies and guidelines should be 
created. 

 

Technological Integration 

Indicator: Teachers systematically integrate technology within the school so that all 
students develop a wide range of technological skills. 

Prompt: Comment on the integration of technology within the school so that all students 
develop a wide range of technological skills. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

    Today’s students must be prepared to thrive in a 
constantly evolving technological landscape. The ISTE 
Standards for students – which we utilize within IBST – 
are designed to empower student voices and ensure 
that learning is a student-driven process. 

   Accordingly, on top of the weekly ICT class from 
grades 3 to 8, IBST educators systematically integrate 
technology into their daily teaching practices. The 
teaching staff regularly uses computers connected to 
projectors, iPads, and various in-classroom software to 
facilitate student learning. The school also provides the 
students, at all grade levels, access to technology via 
the computer lab and loaner iPads. 

    The weekly technology course taught in the computer 

Computer Lab (List Software 
used) 

Student Blogs 

Google Education Suite 

Loaner iPads 

(List of teacher introduced 
software) 

● Computer lab 

● Human Geography and 

World Geography 

geographic information 

systems  

● Student created digital 
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lab from third grade to eighth provides the skills required 
for tomorrow’s citizens. These classes consist of, for the 
lower grades, knowledge of the basics of computer 
operation, development of motor skills associated with 
operating a keyboard and mouse, and experience in 
operating a variety of software. In sixth grade, students 
disassemble and reassemble desktop computers and 
document their experience on their personal school 
blogs (a formative assessment to drive pedagogical 
direction).  A segment of the curriculum in each grade 
from 5th to 8th is dedicated to programming  which 
includes blockly and python. Most recently, AP 
Computer Science Principles has been added to our list 
of growing AP electives.   

  Moreover, at IBST, technology is consistently woven 
into the school curriculum and available for teachers and 
students to use in order to enrich learning and foster the 
development of a wide range of technological skills.  

 

 

presentations 

● School website 

● Google Docs 

● Grades 3-10 computer 

classes 

●  Classroom technology 

● Alma 

 

Evidence of Results based upon Challenging Learning Experiences  

Indicator: Students working and their work demonstrate critical and creative thinking, 
problem solving, knowledge attainment, and application skills. 

Prompt: Comment on the student work and how it demonstrates critical and creative 
thinking, problem solving, knowledge attainment, and application skills. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

    Students’ work at IBST not only demonstrates 

knowledge attainment but also the use of critical and 

creative thinking, problem solving, and application skills. 

Teachers regularly challenge students to go beyond 

learning content to real-life applications.  

 

 

 

 

● Model United Nations 

● Debate team. 

● Student work. (stories, 

poems, Math Department 

Story problems, Hands on 

learning, Student 

presentations) 

● Spelling Bee Classroom 

simulations 

 

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate and comment on the effectiveness of 
reviewing student work online and online communications to determine the degree to 
which students are analyzing, comprehending, and conducting effective research. 
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Findings Supporting Evidence 

    Once fully online classes were instituted (May-June), 
IBST teachers exclusively used Google 
Classroom/Meets  as the main hub for communication 
and student communication. IBST believes the 
management tools provided by Google (i.e. student UI 
for submitting work, and receiving feedback) adequately 
allows teachers to determine the degree in which 
students are analyzing, comprehending, and conducting 
research - with the caveat that students are indeed 
doing the work themselves during asynchronous 
learning. 

Link to Teachers google 
classroom assignment 

Student Understanding of Performance Levels 

Indicator: The students know the standards/expected performance levels for each area of 
study. 

Prompt: Examine and evaluate the extent to which students know the standards/expected 
performance levels before beginning a new area of study. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

    IBST has procedures in place to inform students of 
standards and expected performance levels. It is 
required of each teacher at IBST to submit a semester 
outline that serves to inform both students and parents 
of content to be covered. Within individual units, 
teachers differ as to how they inform students of content 
and outcome expectations. 

● Semester outline 

● Review guide 

● Rubrics  

● Unit objective lists 

● Daily objectives 

Student Perceptions  

Indicator:  Interviews and dialogue with representative students inform the degree to which 
learning experiences are relevant in preparing students for college, career, and life. 

Prompt: Using interviews and dialogue with students, evaluate the extent to which students 
understand the expected level of performance based on the standards and the 
schoolwide learner outcomes. Evaluate the effectiveness of the student-teacher 
interaction based on student feedback. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Using the Student Survey as evidence, students 

generally  expressed an acceptable level of 

understanding of expectations and standards.  

 

 

● Student reflections (blogs) 

● Report card comments 

● Student/Parent 
Signature to Syllabus 

Student Needs 
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Indicator:  Teachers address student needs through the instructional approaches used. 

Prompt:  How do teachers address the variety of ways in which students learn and their 
individual needs through instructional approaches appropriate for the subject? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

    The biggest concern in terms of student needs comes in 

the form of English ability. While we give most instruction in 

English, students enter the school with a varying range of 

English abilities. To compensate for such discrepancies, 

ESL programs need to be created in order to address 

individual needs. Currently there are no formal ESL classes. 

However, there are tutoring classes held every Thursday 

afternoon to aid in addressing this issue. 

    Various learning styles are accommodated through 

differentiated instruction. This differentiation is also 

evidenced in traditional and more creative assessments 

(e.g. reflections, posters and drawings). This provides the 

opportunity for all types of learners, and students with 

varying strengths, to learn and demonstrate their 

understanding. 

● Drawing 

● Posters 

● Student work 

Student Use of Resources 

Indicator: Students use resources for learning beyond the limits of the textbook such as 
effective use of collaborative activities, technology, library/media resources and 
community resources and information from various cultures and languages. 

Prompt: To what extent do students use resources for learning beyond the limits of the 
textbook such as effective use of technology, collaborative activities, and community 
resources? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

In short, teachers at IBST are confident in their abilities 
to deliver innovative lessons that utilize various 
instructional methods and sources of information and 
take learning beyond the textbook to practical 
applications.  

Collaborative research 

assignments 

● Student work 

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of opportunities within online 
instruction for real world experiences and applications for the students. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 
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B3. How Assessment is Used Criterion — Reporting and Accountability 
Processes  

The school leadership and staff use effective assessment processes to collect, 
disaggregate, analyze and report school performance data to all stakeholders about 
student progress toward accomplishing the schoolwide learner outcomes and academic 
standards. The analysis of the data guides the school’s programs and processes, the 
allocation and usage of sources, and forms the basis for the development of the action 
plan. 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard L: Assessment of Student Performance: A quality online learning program 

values student academic performance and takes a comprehensive, integrated approach to measuring student 
achievement. This includes use of multiple assessment measures and strategies that align closely to both program 

and learner objectives, with timely, relevant feedback to all stakeholders. [iNACOL Standard L, 2009] 

 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard R: Program Evaluation: A quality online program recognizes the value of 

program evaluation. Program evaluation is both internal and external and informs all processes that effect teaching 
and learning. Internal evaluations often are more informal in nature and may provide immediate feedback on a 
targeted area of inquiry. External program evaluations typically look at the entire program from an objective 
perspective that will bring additional credibility to the results. [iNACOL Standard R, 2009] 

Indicators with Prompts 

Professionally Acceptable Assessment Process 

Indicator: The school leadership and instructional staff use effective assessment 
processes to collect, disaggregate, analyze, and report school performance data to 
appropriate stakeholders. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the assessment processes. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Part 1: Standardized, External Tests. 

 

In 2020, IBST formed the Data Committee, made up of 
faculty members with qualifications and/or experience in 
statistics and data science. One of the first projects 
undertaken by the committee was to aggregate and 
analyze data from the three main external test sources 
at IBST: 

1. MAP (Measure of Academic Progress” testing 
2. SAT and PSAT 
3. AP examinations 

These tests are professionally constructed, using 
statistical validity tools such as Cronbach’s Alpha and  
Kuder-Richardson formulas, and therefore can be 
considered reliable.  

The resulting analyses of these tests yielded largely 

 

 

Report from Data Committee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eTBqMWJrcGvUqlPas7vqkeut56Oexi5c/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116196023810476417317&rtpof=true&sd=true
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optimistic results: IBST consistently ranks ahead of the 
mean (expected) scores for each age group in each 
subject area. There are a handful of exceptions, and 
close analysis of the data has allowed us to identify 
those exceptions easily. 
 
The data has been analyzed both horizontally and 
vertically: we have different sets of data that follow a 
cohort of students, or that focus on a specific grade level 
year after year. Examining the data has revealed 
weaknesses, such as shortfall of growth (versus 
expected growth) in grade 2, persisting over several 
years. The data can also be individualized for each 
student. Again, it can track growth over time, as well as 
current achievement levels as compared to IBST peers 
and global peers. 

 

Given the usefulness and reliability of this assessment 
data, IBST plans on continuing the use of MAP testing, 
and possibly expanding it. There is discussion of 
expanding MAP testing to include science up to grade 5. 
After grade 5, IBST science classes focus on a 
particular subject, and are a poor fit for the general 
science MAP tests. 

 

Part 2: Term Exams 

 

IBST Administers mid-term and final exams for each 
semester. Oversight of these exams to ensure curricula 
alignment and rigor has generally been the purview of 
department heads. There has been a recent initiative to 
formalize and codify this responsibility, but this initiative 
is currently only in a pilot phase. It may be fully 
undertaken by the administration in the near future. 

 

Part 3: Formative Assessments 

 

Teachers are given wide discretion over formative 
assessments, and they range from quizzes to 
worksheets to online “games” which track progress. 
These formative assessments are critical in identifying 
where students are struggling, and shape future lessons 
(see prompt for further discussion). They also allow 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exam Audit for Dept Heads. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notifying Student Who Are 
Failing or In Danger of 
Failing 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LDZKr5F7y-xYXz1rB4_OU376qmHZ_RIT3Bn9C4SGhnM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f736jPUD0O0gLapkdpNM4aJhsMIKM-V5xcBzSRiALYo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f736jPUD0O0gLapkdpNM4aJhsMIKM-V5xcBzSRiALYo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f736jPUD0O0gLapkdpNM4aJhsMIKM-V5xcBzSRiALYo/edit?usp=sharing
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teachers to identify when students are in danger of 
failure, and to notify parents of such circumstances. 
IBST is currently evaluating which is more effective: 
leaving these notifications as the purview of the 
individual teachers, and making the registrar responsible 
for the notifications. 

Basis for Determination of Performance Levels 

Indicator: The school leadership and instructional staff determine the basis for students’ 
grades, growth and performance levels to ensure consistency across and within grade 
levels and content levels. 

Prompt: Evaluate the impact and effectiveness of the basis for which students’ grades, 
their growth, and performance levels are determined. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

The majority of  teachers express confidence with the 
consistency of students' achievements and teachers’ 
evaluation to students.  

 

 

IBST uses two grading systems. One system is Alma, an 

online program where teachers record their daily scores. For 

the most part these are formative assessment scores. There 

are no mandatory categorical designations. Entries could 

include homework, writing, projects, presentations, 

participation, tests and quizzes. Teachers from elementary to 

high school are able to weigh their categories. Alam has a 

comment board for students, parents, and teachers to post 

things and stay in communication. Teachers also regularly 

conference with students and parents when a student’s grades 

and performance is not doing well. 

Summative assessments add to the teacher’s understanding 

of students’ growth and performance but are not usually 

recorded on Alma. Individual teachers make continual 

formative assessments of student learning to determine if 

students require tutorials and/or re-teaching of content. When 

a student receives a low grade on an assessment, the teacher 

may conference with the student about it and also with the 

parents. 

 

Each semester IBST also has a homework check evaluation. 

Students' homework assignments will be randomly selected to 

double check on different students’ work ethic as well as 

evaluating the quality of teachers’ feedback. 

● Alma grading system 

● Grading system screenshot 

● Notification to parents 

● Homework check documents 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15VzthFIb_MdMzvsh0zKOG2lLqr_MKcbM/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=103707606298196869143&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18QbZaHEedNAbJSfzSLIUZgGLFxPmiUko/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=103707606298196869143&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/191jRYomO8k3uUfaflHIgBusTmRBVmdSs/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RRVNkODFwmUSqge4wvkLPGoThiLsQEcq/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=103707606298196869143&rtpof=true&sd=true
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The other system used is the IBST grading system. The IBST 

grading system is the official source for student report cards. 

The only grades that teachers enter into this grading system 

are from Alma. The report card grades represent an overall 

grade that includes both summative and formative 

assessments. The grading system also has areas where 

behavior notes, merits and/or demerits, teacher comments, 

and counselling records can be included. 

There are also quarterly Administrative “Homework Checks.” 

This is another indicator to help teachers, students, and 

parents to determine where students are before the end of the 

term.  

 

Teachers share information regularly. Alma allows all teachers 

to know how their students are doing in their subject classes. 

For the most part teachers feel that Alma and the grading 

procedures are effective. The vertical alignment of the Scope 

and Sequence would also be improved if Alma allowed the 

information to be correlated. Also, we are now in the process 

of merging the two grading systems streamlined into just one 

system. That system will be available for the school year of  

2022. 

 

Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Evaluate the effectiveness for determining if a student 
is prepared to advance to the next unit, course, or grade level. Evaluate how course 
mastery is determined and evaluate the “steps” or “gates” that are in place to prevent 
students from proceeding to the next unit if mastery has not been demonstrated. 

Evaluate the effectiveness of the procedures for grading student work whether it is done 

electronically or individually by the teachers. 

Evaluate how effective teachers ensure academic integrity and determine students are 
doing their own work in the online environment. Comment on the degree to which the 
results for state-mandated assessments and the high school exit exam are used in 
decisions about student achievement and advancement and improving the instructional 
program. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

There were little to no adjustments made to course 
standards in online instruction. Students are expected to 
meet the same standards in online instruction as in 
traditional instruction. There was, however, flexibility in 
the final exam given in the Spring of 2021. This is in 
accordance with the guidelines set by school 

Online Classes 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/183SOE8ORK4Nq1xFGhRtYfADJwjoEb7HaHggiEDHtbj0/edit?usp=sharing
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administration (see right). 

 

Google’s Classroom platform allows for timely feedback, 
keyed to specific parts of an assignment. Students can 
then respond to that feedback, perhaps asking for 
clarification, or can act on the feedback. Language Arts 
teachers found this effective for work that requires 
revision. 

 

Academic integrity is ensured through two main 
methods. Firstly,  school faculty is proficient in the use of 
Google Suite for Education, and uses the built-in 
academic honesty tools offered by that platform (see 
example). Because the Google check is overly sensitive, 
yielding many false positives, teachers are expected to 
use their own judgement and discretion. The second 
method is more old-fashioned: teacher vigilance. 
Teachers are expected to be familiar with the writing 
style and voice of their various students. As we are a 
small school, this is a realistic expectation. Even when 
the Google check is not used, incidents of plagiarism 
have been caught by teachers simply through a 
familiarity with the students’ prior work.  
 
In 2021, the Parent/Student Handbook was updated to 
include a clause about the use of answer keys. This was 
in response to a proliferation of answer keys available 
online, and actual case of a student accessing them 
(see right).  

 

Teachers employed other methods to ensure academic 
honesty in online work. Some examples of measures 
taken by teachers include the use of oral testing, the use 
of cameras during assessments, and shuffling questions 
for each student. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Google Originality Report 
Example 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Plagiarism Update to 
Handbook 

Modifications based on Assessment Results 

Indicator: The school uses assessment results to modify the school program, professional 
development activities, and make decisions about resource allocations to demonstrate a 
results-driven continuous process. 

Prompt: Comment on how assessment results have caused modifications in the school 
program, professional development activities, and/or resource allocations demonstrating 
a results-driven continuous process. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19LqAK07uTAYtY6wWp3j5BlbQARHipdgM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19LqAK07uTAYtY6wWp3j5BlbQARHipdgM/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UIwhxniUbc7h6DasewRhRquelS6_ZEZe0XBULrViw9c/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UIwhxniUbc7h6DasewRhRquelS6_ZEZe0XBULrViw9c/edit?usp=sharing
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MAP testing data has been key in identifying needs and 
problem areas in the school curriculum. Solutions have 
thus far been ad hoc and handled mostly at the 
classroom level. However, there have been initiatives 
from the school administration, such as after school ESL 
classes (see below).  
 

One example of a teacher-led project to address 
curriculum needs was a interlevel co-project undertaken 
by two math teachers in response to deficiencies seen 
in MAP testing, specifically geometry. The teachers 
constructed a hands-on project centered on geometric 
shapes, and fostered collaboration between different 
classes and levels. This project has served as an 
exemplar among our faculty for how to address data-
driven concerns in the curriculum. 

 

In 2019, there were an unusually large number of 
borderline scores in the school entrance exam, 
clustered at the lower grade levels. In response to this, 
ESL classes were offered after school. These classes 
have continued as need is assessed: both MAP testing 
data and entrance exams are factored into gauging the 
need for these classes. 

 

One area MAP data has been very helpful in illuminating 
is teasing out which students require ESL support. This 
is important, as a students’ background and nationality 
may not be a good guide in predicting their level of 
English proficiency, so there is a strong need for a data-
driven approach. There has been a push, from both 
administration and faculty, for a dedicated, in-house 
ESL program that operates during school hours and at 
no extra cost to parents. See the proposal at right. This 
proposal was received positively. Sadly, due to hiring 
barriers stemming from Taiwan’s COVID-19 restrictions, 
it has been impossible to implement. Still, the faculty 
hopes that these restrictions will loosen for a future 
school year, and we will be able to have enough 
teachers to implement the program. 

 

Geometry Co-Project 

 

 

 

2019 ESL Classes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ESL Program Proposal 

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Examine examples and comment on the overall 
effectiveness of changes in the online opportunities, professional development of the staff, 
and the resource allocations to support student achievement and their needs. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/15ewFIkfqO1t32pDc_u7bGGMoS3u5cqb9/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116196023810476417317&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BBdAYxLKTeOoZMU8J5718McFn0QvWhXfYssGK2cMjHc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YppimpnhaOcPe_ZLbOeZRVvGs1RUd0aX4fjtSxux1dE/edit?usp=sharing
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Findings Supporting Evidence 

  

Monitoring of Student Growth 

Indicator: The school has an effective system to monitor all students’ progress toward 
meeting the academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the system used to monitor the progress of all 
students toward meeting the academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Grades are inputted into Alma and/or google classroom 
frequently by most teachers (see data at right). 

 

Teachers analyse MAP data to inform instruction. 

 

MAP data 

Alma usage audit 

Data Report 

Reporting Student Progress 

Indicator: There are effective processes to inform the board, parents, and other 
stakeholders about student progress toward achieving the academic standards and the 
schoolwide learner outcomes, i.e., global competencies. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes that inform appropriate stakeholders 
(governing board members, schoolwide learner outcomes, i.e., global competencies. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Report cards are submitted 4 times a year. 
Homeroom teachers provide a separate non-academic 
report card for each student and home room comments. 
This could be adapted to better include our ESLRs, as 
the current one is the one used by the Taiwan MOE. 

An audit of teacher Alma usage on November 2nd, 
2021, found that the vast majority of teachers update 
Alma on a regular basis (see data at right). 

Parents of students with a Grade of D or below in ALMA 
are notified before the midterms and final exams take 
place. 

 

In the parent survey, parents were asked on a scale of 
1-5, how well IBST communicates student progress. 
42.9 said 5, and only 17.1% responded with  2 or lower. 

 

Ways to improve: ensure that all teachers are frequently 
inputting grades into Alma 

Sample report card 
(academic and homeroom) 

Alma screenshots 

Email to parents 
 
Alma usage audit 

 

Parent Survey  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JAV-16J2FJhfzBwvDgTyKgKRm8v9ttakRX5esrTJuf8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JAV-16J2FJhfzBwvDgTyKgKRm8v9ttakRX5esrTJuf8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1es_DqJkgBDpr8GEnoFt4fFNvChjrFzMDg7OqCFXLsc0/edit#responses
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Security Systems 

Indicator: The school employs security systems that maintain the integrity of the 
assessment process. 

Prompt: Evaluate the selection of and the use of proctors, the security systems for text 
documents, and the means to maintain the integrity of the assessments. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Colo 

1. School Midterm and Final 
a. Elementary school: 

Time Midterm/Final exam week, one 
subject one day for core subjects 

Designer subject teachers 

Proctor subject teachers 

Note Homeroom teachers will organized 
the day for each subject 

Exam 
check 

By subject area department 
meeting 

Security None! 

b. Secondary School 

Time Midterm/Final (two days) 

Designer subject teachers 

Proctor Academic section arranges a new 
schedule, subject teacher won’t 
proctor his/her own subject 

Note Subject teacher patrol hall on  
his/her subject time for QA 

Exam 
check 

By subject area department 
meeting 

Security Subject teachers submit the test 
paper to the office in advance, the 
proctors come to get the test in the 
arranged time. 

 

2. Standardized test 

1. Elementary exam 
schedule 

2. High school proctor 
schedule 

3. MAP/PAST/AP proctor 
schedule 

4. Subject are department 
minutes for exam check 

5. Lock Standardized test in 
a secure area 

 

 

Evaluation: 

1. Subject teachers 
won’t proctor his/her 
own subject. 

2. Exam check by 
subject department 
meeting 

3. Elementary lacks of 
security system 

4. Set up testing 
rooms(homerooms) 
and verify student ID 
while entering the test 
room. 

5. A small school like 
IBST doesn’t have too 
many options for the 
proctors, we should 
have a 
notification/manual 
book such as SAT.  
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a. MAP test 

         

Time Fall/Winter/Summer   
3 times a school year 

Designer NWEA 

Proctor subject teachers 

Note in computer lab(online) 

Exam check Standardized test, no need 

Security Subject teachers won’t proctor 
their subjects 

b. PSAT test     

Time Wed in mid October 

Designer College board 

Proctor subject teachers 

Note G10(compulsory); G11(optional) 

Exam check Standardized test, no need 

Security Follow college board policy 

c. AP Exam 

Time 2nd and 3rd week of May 

Designer College Board  

Proctor subject teachers 

Note G9-G12 students selection 

Exam check Standardized test, no need 

Security Follow college board policy 

 

 

 

https://scores.collegeboard.org/ 

https://scores.collegeboard.org/
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Instructional report (2020 not available) 

 

 

B4.  How Assessment is Used Criterion — Classroom Assessment 
Strategies   

Teacher and student uses of assessment are frequent and integrated into the 
learning/teaching process. The assessment results are the basis for (a) measurement of 
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each student’s progress toward the schoolwide learner outcomes and academic 
standards; and (b) regular evaluation, modification, and improvement of curriculum and 
instructional approaches to support the educational progress of every student. 

Indicators with Prompts 

Appropriate Assessment Strategies 

Indicator: The teachers regularly use appropriate assessment strategies to measure 
student progress toward acquiring understanding of a specific body of knowledge or skills, 
such as critical thinking and communication skills; examples of assessment strategies 
include essays, portfolios, individual or group projects, tests, etc. (This includes the global 
competency areas of students being able to investigate the world, recognize multiple 
perspectives, communicate ideas effectively to diverse groups, and take action to improve 
the situation.) 

Prompt: To what extent do teachers use appropriate assessment strategies to measure 
student progress toward acquiring a specific body of knowledge or skills, including global 
competencies? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Teachers are required to administer four examinations 
yearly.  As also discussed in prompt B3, it has been the 
informal duty of department heads to collect exams 
(both mid-term and final) from the teachers of the 
respective departments for review. This review centered 
on the alignment of the exam to the curriculum, and the 
rigor of the questions and tasks in the exam.  
 
Starting in 2021, there has been a push to formalize this 
duty and create a paper trail to ensure that department 
heads are fulfilling this duty. The introduction of an exam 
audit form has been rolled out to help keep track of 
exam reviews and make sure department heads are 
accountable. See right for a sample of this form. 
 
So far, compliance among department heads has not 
reached 100%. As this is a new measure, it may be 
premature to form definitive conclusions. It does, 
however, elevate the review of exams on a 
departmental basis to an area of concern.  

 

In addition to the quarterly examinations, teachers are 
expected to use formative assessments. These can take 
various forms: chapter tests, “Do Nows” (bell ringers), 
homework, classwork, and projects. These formative 
assessments make up 60% of students’ final grades, 
and teachers are expected to administer several per 

Exam Audit for Dept Heads. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Typical Week of Formative 
Assignments/Assessments 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LDZKr5F7y-xYXz1rB4_OU376qmHZ_RIT3Bn9C4SGhnM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cQA6wl3LaYaY2TDcj3Z_2l7iughIC8itOOK-le4FT_Y/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cQA6wl3LaYaY2TDcj3Z_2l7iughIC8itOOK-le4FT_Y/edit?usp=sharing
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week. 

 

Both formative and summative assessments are a mix 
of professionally (externally) generated assessment 
material and original material crafted by the individual 
teacher. Teachers are free to choose their approach, 
and given appropriate resources to have viable options 
available.  

 

There is not full oversight of every assessment and/or 
assignment that a teacher gives. However, there is 
enough oversight of term exams and external, 
standardized tests that both the administration and 
faculty are confident that our students are making 
sufficient, and sometimes impressive, progress. 

Demonstration of Student Achievement 

Indicator: A range of examples of student work and other assessments demonstrate 
student achievement of the academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes, 
including those with special needs. 

Prompt: Examine and evaluate how student work and other assessments demonstrate 
student achievement of the academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST students are involved in a variety of different activities 
both as part of the regular curriculum within classes and 
extracurricular classes, clubs, and teams. These all bear 
some relation to the ESLRs Student Learning Goals: 
Autonomous Lifelong Learners, Self-Aware, Critical Thinkers 
and Problem Solvers, Collaborative Learners, Effective 
Communicators, Responsive Citizens, and Globally & 
Culturally Aware. 

Teachers of IBST involve students in problem-solving tasks 
that allow students to synthesize what they have learned in 
the required projects. IBST also offers a variety of clubs, 
teams, and events for students to showcase their talents 
such as MUN, Debate, NIFTY, Sports Club, high school 
Futsal (indoor soccer) team, and Interact. The Interact Club is 
a community action club that goes out into the community to 
bring help and awareness to certain issues. Once a year the 
Interact Club provides an English Camp for students in the 
surrounding poorer communities. Students from AP biology 
class also participated in the Taiwan Youth Ocean Challenge 
to compete against other schools on how to improve marine 
ecosystems and preserve marine species. The IBST ESLRs 

● Mission Statement 

● IBST ESLRS 

● Recognitions from Debate, 

MUN, Futsal, and Ocean 

Challenge 

● Curriculum projects  

● CA Common Core standards 

● Science-CA Next Generation 

Science standards 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1EbqJQ6J-aWknNoYWifY1BNYAd0BsQ1z6/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=103707606298196869143&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1EbqJQ6J-aWknNoYWifY1BNYAd0BsQ1z6/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=103707606298196869143&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OKogQij-P5e2Dd-Vd2yZuhW6HtH8eeEu?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OKogQij-P5e2Dd-Vd2yZuhW6HtH8eeEu?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OKogQij-P5e2Dd-Vd2yZuhW6HtH8eeEu?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1h-AUJt4gFj04dfhD2WSlG09iJpicZ9k5?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iDlcma5p5lB8XBkvKY-96FLWsRBpa1lx/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tyAIRM8YMokNv8vGwqiMB6fA2xQxm0m_/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=103707606298196869143&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tyAIRM8YMokNv8vGwqiMB6fA2xQxm0m_/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=103707606298196869143&rtpof=true&sd=true
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and Mission Statement aim for students to become life-long 
learners. Such attainment can be seen easily when looking at 
the various awards and recognitions won by our students in 
their extracurricular activities.  

Summative assessments such as the MAP standardized 
testing demonstrate IBST’s commitment to a high level of 
achievement. The data committee has distributed reports to 
each department so that they could  analyze their data and 
come up with students' strengths and weaknesses in certain 
areas. Teachers then could differentiate their lesson plans in 
accordance to students' learning needs. 

 

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the use of student work and other online 
assessments (formative and summative) that demonstrate student achievement of 
academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

  

Modification/Decisions based on Assessment Data 

Indicator: Assessment data is collected and analyzed and used to make changes and 
decisions about curriculum, instruction, professional development activities, and resource 
allocation. Teachers modify and revise the curriculum and instruction as a result of 
student assessment, both collectively and individually. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of how assessment data is collected, analyzed, and 
used to make changes and decisions about curriculum, instruction, professional 
development activities, and resource allocation. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Winter, 2021 - There is limited information supporting our 
teachers’ use of data to inform instruction during winter of 
2021. However, what information is available shows a strong 
and deep analysis of available MAP testing data. This data 
was used to isolate both problem areas in the curriculum, and 
individual student issues. The analysis was therefore both 
broad and deep.  
 
The only problem with the analysis of this data is that not 
every teacher participated. Going forward, the biggest 
obstacle to be overcome is to achieve greater coverage 
across all teachers and all departments contributing to the 
analysis of the data. This, in turn, will lead to great application 
of data-driven conclusions and recommendations. 
 
The data committee meets on a regular basis to help guide 
teachers through these issues. The committee regularly 

MAP data 

Teacher Responses to MAP 
data 

Data Roles and 
Responsibilities 

Department Meeting Minutes 

 

Data Report 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CnG4cQXOPv2jS1XY9_DdfpDELiZbd8MT2a3tPHq6zEc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CnG4cQXOPv2jS1XY9_DdfpDELiZbd8MT2a3tPHq6zEc/edit?usp=sharing
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parses data from MAP, AP scores, and SAT scores for 
analysis and recommendations. The data submitted to the 
right as evidence was produced by the data committee. 

 

Departments meet to discuss overall trends of MAP, 
SAT, AP data. 

Teacher Feedback to Students 

Indicator: Teachers provide timely, specific and descriptive feedback in order to support 
students in achieving learning targets, academic standards and schoolwide learner 
outcomes. 

Prompt: How effective is teacher feedback in supporting students in achieving learning 
targets, academic standards, and schoolwide learner outcomes? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 
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ACS WASC Category B. Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment:   
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs 

 

 

Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in 
Category B are being met. 

Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address 
one or more of the identified critical student learning needs.   

Summary (including comments about the critical student learning needs) 

 

What follows is a list of areas identified for growth in 2015, and a brief discussion of the 
progress made. 
  

● Better use of data from standardized tests. 
  

The formation of a Data Committee has made data from standardized tests more accessible 
and more readily disseminated to teachers. However, there is still no system in place to verify 
whether or not teachers are using this data to inform their instruction.  
 

The Data Committee has also taken the initiative in identifying trends of concern in individual 
classes. Again, however, there is no evidence that these trends are being addressed.  
 

Finally, the Data Committee has created a solid framework and protocols for the collection, 
aggregation, and analysis of data. This can continue as long as the Data Committee is staffed 
by competent professionals. 

 

● The school needs more support for English Language Learners especially at the lower 

grades. 

There has been worryingly little progress on this point. Recent data analysis confirms that this is 

still a priority. There have been after-school ESL classes implemented for the youngest students, 

but it is recognized that this does not go far enough. While plans to further address this need with 

a full time, in-school ESL program have been drawn up, they have not been implemented. This 

may have been impacted by hiring difficulties during a quarantine lockdown in Spring of 2021. 

 

● The school suffers from a lack of facilities and access to technology. 

Every classroom has equipment for either digital projection or smartboard capabilities. Recent 

purchases of tablets has led to greater use of technology in the classroom. Perhaps most 

importantly, there is a school-wide wifi network accessible from each classroom. Further, as of 

2019, we have online student accounts linked to Google Suite for Education, allowing greater 

collaboration and classroom work in digital spaces. These components were all in place prior to 

the lockdown of 2021, allowing for a smooth transition to online school.  

See the next bullet for further discussion of technology as used in the science department. 
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● Better science and computer labs would go a long way to helping the teachers at IBST 

teach in a manner described in our ESLRs. 

Fall of 2021 saw the opening of the new IBST science lab. The lab does not yet have 100% of 

the equipment needed, but it has enough to see significant, regular use by our science faculty, 

and a complete set of consumable resources is expected during the next fiscal round of school 

purchases.  

 

The science lab also contains a newly purchased 3D printer, which is currently being used for 

science assignments and to fabricate science equipment. A 3D printing club is being planned for 

next year. However, the 3D printing program is currently funded entirely by teachers. The program 

requires a new source of funding to be sustainable. 

 

Additional purchases for the science department include instruments for soil and water. In 2019, 

a purchase was made for underwater robotics equipment, leading to integration of undersea 

robotics into an advanced science class. This equipment was funded by parents. 

The IBST computer lab has not changed much in recent years, and having a single computer lab 

for the department is sometimes a bottleneck, even with the possibility of using of an additional 

computer lab from a different department. However, the system for reserving the computer lab by 

individual teachers has been streamlined, which helps maximize the lab’s use. Nevertheless, with 

an increase in tech-oriented classes that require a computer lab, the availability of computers can 

be a strain. 

 

● A lack of professional development opportunities needs to be addressed. 

In 2019, a committee to address the needs for professional development was formed. In addition, 

the PD budget granted to each teacher was doubled. However, in the last two years, in-person 

PD opportunities have been impossible due to COVID-19 travel restrictions.  In response to this, 

the committee has helped identify online PD opportunities. 

There continues to be a separation between the PD budgets for local teachers and foreign 

teachers. Local teachers are not entitled to the same PD budget per teacher, but they generally 

have PD requests funded and filled. However, local teachers do not get travel expenses to attend 

PD abroad reimbursed. That said,  there are MOE PD opportunities for them to attend. 

 

 
Prioritize the areas of strength and growth for Category B. 

Category B: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment: Areas of Strength 

 

NWEA MAP testing allows for meticulous data analysis to analyze student learning 
and support student growth.The curriculum for various subjects and their textbooks 
have been updated very recently. ALMA grading system allows teachers to 
communicate feedback with parents and students directly and in real time.  
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Our Cross Curricular school improvement group has made progress at encouraging 
teachers to work across subject areas. This allows students to see the 
interconnectedness of materials and topics presented in different areas. 

The introduction of smart board technology in the elementary grades has allowed 
teachers to more fully integrate technology into their lessons. This also allows 
creative assessment options. 

Our faculty now offers more AP courses than ever before. This has increased our 
students’ exposure to college level material in order to better prepare them for 
university entrance. This is in part thanks to the increase in enrollment. 
 

Category B: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment: Areas of Growth 

  

MAP implementation has not been thoroughly formalized and times to meet to 
discuss data as departments are not established, requiring staff to meet as fits their 
schedule. In a more general sense, teachers’ schedules often do not allow for 
consistent availability to meet. 

 

In order to provide for more complete articulation from 12th grade to the tertiary level 
or the workforce, we should issue a survey for our alumni to gather data about how 
well we have prepared them for the goals they are currently pursuing, and what we 
could do better. 

 

Teacher turnover rates remain high. Incoming teachers are often overwhelmed with 
the details of their responsibilities. A clearer system could help to communicate the 
school’s expectations. Department chairs could have an additional responsibility of 
orienting incoming teachers. Rotating administrative and chair positions keeps those 
responsible from mastering their position. Perhaps handbooks could be developed 
to help new administrators and department chairs learn their responsibilities quickly 
and efficiently. 

 

As the Common Core begins to phase out, IBST will need to look for replacements 
for source curricula. This will also affect our plans to transition to a standards-based 
grading system. Forethought needs to be spared for a smooth transition to a new 
curriculum. 

 

MAP testing could be extended up to grade 12. We have found the data collected 
from lower grades to be so helpful in shaping and customizing instruction that high 
school instructors would also like to take advantage. It could also help to shape 
expectations for parents and students by providing a more accurate representation 
of their strengths and weaknesses. 
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Category C:  Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth 

(Evidence Folder) 

C1. Student Connectedness Criterion — Personal and Academic 

Students are connected to a system of support services, activities, and opportunities at 
the school and within the community that meet the challenges of the curricular and co-
curricular program in order to achieve the schoolwide learner outcomes. 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard N: Organizational Support: A quality online program has student support 

services to address the various needs of students at different levels within the organization. The levels of support 
are appropriate and adequate for a student’s success. [iNACOL Standard N, 2009] 

 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard O: Guidance Services: A quality online program has guidance services to 

support students and parents to ensure success of the online program. Depending on the program, these services 
are either directly provided by the program or a service provider, or in the case of supplemental programs, these 
services may be provided by the local school. [iNACOL Standard O, 2009] 

 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard P: Organizational Support: A quality online program has organizational 

support to oversee the instructional learning environment as it is conveyed through technology. Some organizational 
support services may be distributed between the programs and other entities, depending on the physical location 
where the students are taking their online courses. [iNACOL Standard P, 2009] 

Indicators with Prompts 

Adequate Personalized Support 

Indicator: The school has available adequate services, including intervention and referral 
services, to support all students in such areas as health, career and personal counseling, 
and academic assistance. There is appropriate application of assessment tools and 
processes for determining interventions. 

Prompt: Evaluate the availability and the adequacy of services, including intervention and 
referral services, to support students in such areas as health, career and personal 
counseling, and academic assistance. Determine if there is appropriate application of 
assessment tools and processes for determining interventions.(Brad Clagg) 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Health  

Our school provides two separate nursing stations. 
Physical checks are provided for each grade level. 
All students have a basic physical each year which 
includes height, weight, and eye examination. Other 
grade levels have a more detailed physical that 
includes urine and stool samples. This year, our 
school provided a variety of vaccinations (COVID, 
Flu, and HPV).  

To ensure health and safety, parents submit 

Health Card, Health or Consent 
Forms to Parents 

 

Covid19 Vaccine Consent 
Forms 

Vaccine Photos 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1GdKEo8QslrlSHqWFOBa35HIv-_UCCp4L
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_ysDqkEILu8Er82ZT2aaoFbBUtWR0lV6
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_ysDqkEILu8Er82ZT2aaoFbBUtWR0lV6
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F51wga9DM68vN2aEaR8dDdbnhsmcQJOD/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1okkPCEoOLv39xGKI8OLPEs9ypVusN4jJ/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=100827992203656150280&rtpof=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1okkPCEoOLv39xGKI8OLPEs9ypVusN4jJ/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=100827992203656150280&rtpof=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GV9EpMeprUGmahPk9TsSvuop7etFonzD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GV9EpMeprUGmahPk9TsSvuop7etFonzD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aB5ImxUjCQGmihApWp3Qe9m4bkE_rVjR/view?usp=sharing
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emergency contact information that includes any 
information regarding physical limitations. Teachers 
and staff all have access to contact and emergency 
numbers as well as any physical limitation of a 
student (allergies, handicaps). 

Our administration has met with the regular 
department administration team In our effort to keep 
our staff and students safe. They have developed 
some safeguards and procedures that staff have 
adhered to. Some of the protocols include a daily 
temperature check when entering campus. For a 
while, we were required to take student temperatures 
twice a day. Other protocols and information was 
distributed and taught to our students. Some of these 
things included: how to wear a mask appropriately 
and washing hands. Posters were produced and 
have been posted in classrooms. Teachers were also 
required to sanitize desks, door knobs, and tables. 
Distancing and the use of partitions were also used 
during lunch period.  

College and Career Awareness and Support 

Our two counselors have included college awareness 
as part of their student support system. High school 
students have been  provided information regarding 
career and college opportunities. Guest speakers, 
including some of our professional parents, have 
given live presentations sharing about their career. 
Students have also attended a variety of online 
college orientations. Our school celebrated  College 
Week. Staff members participated by sharing at a 
schoolwide assembly  their college degrees and what 
universities they had attended). Staff also wore their 
college attire. Students have been supported in their 
application process for college admission. 

Academic Assistance 

Our school wide enrollment for students in first 
through twelfth grades is 163. With smaller 
classroom sizes teachers have the liberty to provide 
individual assistance and quality Tier I instruction. 
Tier I instruction involves scaffolding and other best 
practices  to assist and support students.  Many of 
our teachers continue to provide additional support 
during non instructional times (before school, during 
nap time, and after school). Our English Language 
Learners in the primary grades are provided extra 

 

 

Emergency Contact 
Information & Physical 
Limitations  

 

 

Brochure on Health and Safety 
(COVID)  

Daily Temperature Check 

How To Wear a Mask Correctly 

Good Hygiene  

Killing Bacteria and Viruses 

Steps of Hand Washing 

IBST’s COVID19 Response 

 

 

 

 

College Week (2020) 

College Week (2021) 

College and Career 
Presentations  

Field Trip to National Cheng 
Kung University College 
English Class 

 

 

 

ESL Curriculum, Lesson  

Tutoring Program (1) 

Tutoring Program (2) 

Scaffolding and Individual 
Support 

Centers and Individual Support  

 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lm0XNnQwh3nkBa5LuGSKGLeulQELtG9i
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lm0XNnQwh3nkBa5LuGSKGLeulQELtG9i
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lm0XNnQwh3nkBa5LuGSKGLeulQELtG9i
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/187mcQKPhNjIkxwLu5ePRkorNd1ME7j4k
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/187mcQKPhNjIkxwLu5ePRkorNd1ME7j4k
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1poznoa7HBIJaIRiY83h_Q3Fg1zsI3uW5l82f-ot-mSY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1poznoa7HBIJaIRiY83h_Q3Fg1zsI3uW5l82f-ot-mSY/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1NSUrUKCR7g8EQ1MyZTAuvTHoKtteiY2K
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iwq536RbwSR-a3Chg71mxXZRqihDud8F/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iwq536RbwSR-a3Chg71mxXZRqihDud8F/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iwq536RbwSR-a3Chg71mxXZRqihDud8F/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lm0XNnQwh3nkBa5LuGSKGLeulQELtG9i
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lm0XNnQwh3nkBa5LuGSKGLeulQELtG9i
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Eno0HIrl-Yb-gK3jwpMnEFsHT-QTRc2xq13EUiEGLjs/edit#gid=750686146
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LwTKqapDoMUR5wNJSPYgOVnnCo_UY1nk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ntti_tdo6L6Vjt2uMahcTSBERstwoCcA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A2BuFuxXRKbNg7EVRpc3WiUG5RpNE50Z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fL6S23VOnaFcm-im5-Z6Ui1uJkppTG9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XOXXnTmz9vMDxXeU5wT6xhQZOnFVmhqd/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1poznoa7HBIJaIRiY83h_Q3Fg1zsI3uW5l82f-ot-mSY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yxu3DcV_RjXes8FEipo8XtkyXnEZSikoNvjkIfpj6jU/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/187mcQKPhNjIkxwLu5ePRkorNd1ME7j4k
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/187mcQKPhNjIkxwLu5ePRkorNd1ME7j4k
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ENBTnQigPOCCyWePAQ0VzsKZG6DlbsJ3
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ENBTnQigPOCCyWePAQ0VzsKZG6DlbsJ3
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ENBTnQigPOCCyWePAQ0VzsKZG6DlbsJ3
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10wohg9K-9zwJ3-hq1r51q8m6GJwO0myQ
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1s5ubxsR4_UZEH3emqEn7cAAYlLmVb20X
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1s5ubxsR4_UZEH3emqEn7cAAYlLmVb20X
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1On490C-FSIf83E1mkz5zvJTqMkYNC812
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1On490C-FSIf83E1mkz5zvJTqMkYNC812
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eYyMkFSipKl6bU06Eq-qZwCyXsHPCFqj/edit
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support two days a week during after school hours. 
In addition, younger students are provided  tutoring 
by our older middle and high school students once a 
week.  

After Tier I and Tier II intervention, our school has a 
system and procedures in place for students that 
may need additional support. Special Education is 
offered for children that qualify for an Individualized 
Plan. Although our numbers are small, we do have a 
handful of students who are  provided  Tier III 
support through our Special Education Program.   

 

Personal Counseling 

In terms of personal counseling, this is provided in a 
variety of ways. Each class in the lower grades 
attend Study Hour. During this time, our counselor 
provides character education and other social skills. 
Other students that need additional support in this 
area are invited to join a Lunch Bunch group. For 
severe or immediate intervention, our counselor will 
work individually with a student.  

 

 

 

Special Education Schedule 

Referral Sheet for Special 
Education 

Special Education 
Identification (testing, 
procedures) 

IEP At a Glance   

Pre-Referral Intervention 
Record 

 

School Counseling Referral 
Process 

 

Lunch Bunch - Small Group 
Social Skills 

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Comment on the availability, adequacy, and 
appropriateness of the academic counseling, college preparation support, personal 
counseling, and health services provided for the students involved in online instruction. 
(Amanda Purifoy) 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Our school does not provide online instruction to our 
students.  However, in the event that online learning 
must take place, we have an appointment booking 
system that is all online so that students are able to 
reach the counselors when they need assistance. 

 

The college counseling services provided by the 
IBST counselors have improved since there are now 
two full time counselors. Our school purchased 
CIALFO Pro, a college counseling program that 
allows students to research and apply to universities 
all in one platform. Additionally, the platform also has 
a feature that allows parents to be more involved in 
the college process.  

 

CIALFO College Counseling 
Platform 

Calendly Online appointment 
booking 

 

 

 

Small Group Google Form 

https://reurl.cc/OkARdR 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MfOQh06uuMIqmK-3Yzw3jzZ2JtBf2pct
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MfOQh06uuMIqmK-3Yzw3jzZ2JtBf2pct
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MfOQh06uuMIqmK-3Yzw3jzZ2JtBf2pct
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MfOQh06uuMIqmK-3Yzw3jzZ2JtBf2pct
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MfOQh06uuMIqmK-3Yzw3jzZ2JtBf2pct
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MfOQh06uuMIqmK-3Yzw3jzZ2JtBf2pct
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JQX8SwMrMzn8t48ufk7nXirh6W2PBRNzWwTf8_uQ1cg/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MfOQh06uuMIqmK-3Yzw3jzZ2JtBf2pct
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MfOQh06uuMIqmK-3Yzw3jzZ2JtBf2pct
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TujjzEMUVh9slczgt_2eSJPMC5bBACd3
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TujjzEMUVh9slczgt_2eSJPMC5bBACd3
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScjFUltU-oZ5DqjyhqYMc3OibIAjFN_KlgRBvQpj3x64gP0Fw/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScjFUltU-oZ5DqjyhqYMc3OibIAjFN_KlgRBvQpj3x64gP0Fw/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0
https://ms-nnkieh.cialfo.co/
https://ms-nnkieh.cialfo.co/
https://calendly.com/purifoy
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1WkH4x-KszgeD9cbwlytMaNX_jNPLOcNwObdAjL27bcM/edit
https://reurl.cc/OkARdR
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In addition to college counseling services, the IBST 
counselors also provide social emotional support for 
all students. The counselors use an online 
appointment booking platform that allows students 
the freedom and privacy to choose a time to see the 
counselor. The counselors provide the following 
services: small group counseling, individual 
counseling, or outside referrals (Online Resources 
from the Tainan City Government for Personal 
counseling - hotline boiaukin.com) 

Strategies Used for Student Growth/Development 

Indicator: Strategies are used by the school leadership and staff to develop personalized 
approaches to learning and alternative instructional options which allow access to and 
progress in the rigorous standards-based curriculum. Examples of strategies include: 
level of teacher involvement with all students, a curriculum that promotes inclusion, 
processes for regular review of student and schoolwide profiles, and processes and 
procedures for interventions that address retention and redirection. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the types of strategies used by the school leadership 
and staff to develop personalized approaches to learning and alternative instructional 
options which allow access to and progress in the rigorous standards-based 
curriculum.(Brad) 

 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Over the last two years, IBST teachers have seen a 
need for additional support and instruction for English 
Learners. Based on teacher recommendations, support 
is being provided twice a week in the lower grades for 
English Learners. Middle School teachers have also 
tried to provide support for older students in the area of 
writing and grammar.  

Many of our teachers at IBST provide individualized 
learning and/or extra support before school, nap time, 
or even after school hours. Older students may make 
an appointment to solicit help from their teacher. Other 
teachers set up their class by creating independent 
student stations which allow individual instruction. 

Interact Club has a tutoring plan on a weekly basis 
every Thursday nap time. Middle and high school 
students provide tutoring during the school wide nap 
time. 

Those students who are on an Individualized 
Educational Plan IEP  may receive academic 
accommodations and support. Some of this support 

ESL Support (Curriculum)  

 

 

 

 

Individualized Learning 

Classroom Centers 

 

 

 

High School Tutoring  

 

IEP At a Glance   

 

 

 

https://calendly.com/purifoy
https://calendly.com/purifoy
https://reurl.cc/OkARdR
https://reurl.cc/OkARdR
https://reurl.cc/OkARdR
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/10wohg9K-9zwJ3-hq1r51q8m6GJwO0myQ
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1On490C-FSIf83E1mkz5zvJTqMkYNC812
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eYyMkFSipKl6bU06Eq-qZwCyXsHPCFqj/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1s5ubxsR4_UZEH3emqEn7cAAYlLmVb20X
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JQX8SwMrMzn8t48ufk7nXirh6W2PBRNzWwTf8_uQ1cg/edit
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and accommodations are provided in the regular 
classroom setting. Other times, additional support is 
provided through our special education teacher outside 
of the regular classroom.  

Within some of our regular high school classrooms, 
there is differential teaching provided by the instructor. 
Some of the students are delivered the regular grade 
level math program and standards. At the same time, 
others are given additional instruction and honor math 
within the same class  

IBST provides AP preparation for those students 
pursuing college units. AP classes are provided in 
Performing Arts, Environmental Science, Chemistry, 
Macro Economics, Statistics, Calculus, and Computer 
Science.  

 

Differentiated Instruction 

 

 

 

Offered AP Classes 

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Provide evidence that the processes and strategies are 
effective for incoming students with regard to orientation or induction and the ongoing 
monitoring and support of the students to ensure all have a full opportunity for academic 
success.(Brad) 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

New students that qualify for our school are given an 
entrance exam. The test identifies various strengths 
and areas of growth. One of the assessments given, 
helps to  identify the student’s level of proficiency in 
Chinese. Each of our new students is placed at the 
level that is most suitable for them.  

 

Prior to the school year beginning, parents and 
students are invited to a New Student Orientation. At 
this orientation, parents and students are introduced to 
staff. Our director and high school students share 
about some of the extra curricular activities of our 
school. Older students then lead students around for a 
campus tour. 

 

Students, parents, and staff can monitor individual 
progress on assignments and assessments through 
our online grading system, ALMA. Teachers are 
required to communicate with parents if a student’s 
grade falls (C or below).  

 

One other measurement or monitoring of student 

Chinese Proficiency 

Assessment Scoring 

 

Chinese Proficiency 
Assessment Rubric 

 

 

New Student Orientation 1 

Student Orientation 2 

 

 

 

ALMA and Other Helpful 
Resources for Parents and 
Students 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B774ZGamxJMMcU9BbXFYSkZQUnc/edit?filetype=msword&resourcekey=0-JKOzZN4OuezA5sWz9Y1GuA
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AyNXE-XSsNzNj7wxHtiQVNj4NOnpp-YmM8fLuM6ui2k/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EiMLKh-q_VzlVxLGNlO_Y9SOmlX6PygbsUivFiGeVR4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EiMLKh-q_VzlVxLGNlO_Y9SOmlX6PygbsUivFiGeVR4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1llT4YYOYCgMyVtE-485TrHUoLSKbj3uqOopP24jHtDU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1llT4YYOYCgMyVtE-485TrHUoLSKbj3uqOopP24jHtDU/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1wT1BbiTeBxLKDUdPobdF7EXOZeBA3bIi
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1wT1BbiTeBxLKDUdPobdF7EXOZeBA3bIi
https://ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=82
https://ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=82
https://ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=82
https://ibst.org.tw/EN/view/about?kind=82
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progress lies in the form of our MAP Assessment. This 
assessment is given three times a year and helps 
teachers to understand strengths and areas to focus 
on. Reports are provided to parents as well. 

 

At the beginning of the year, IBST conducts a Back to 
School Night where teachers share classroom 
expectations, standards taught, and other pertinent 
information. Individual meetings are set up between 
teachers and parents. This allows parents to ask 
individual questions or share pertinent information 
regarding their son or daughter. This year, teachers 
and parents conducted this important event via the 
computer due to COVID restrictions. 

 

Each grade level and student is provided a Study Hour 
which is conducted by our school counselor. During 
this time, new and returning students are provided 
academic and other support.  

 

New students and their parents are also provided a 
handbook of our school. This handbook is an important 
tool to help a student and his or her parents to orientate 
and better understand our school. 

 

 

 

 

PTA Day (Back to School) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IBST Student and Parent 
Handbook 

 

 

 

Support Services and Learning 

Indicator: The school leadership and staff ensure that the support services and related 
activities have a direct relationship to student involvement in learning, e.g., within and 
outside the classroom, for all students. 

Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which the school leadership and staff ensure that the 
support services and related activities have a direct relationship to student involvement 
in learning, e.g., within and outside the classroom. Evaluate the processes that are used 
to identify under-performing or struggling students and the interventions to address these 
identified student learning needs.(Amanda Yang) 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

A small school with a small population creates certain 
advantages: 1. The relatively small staff located in 
close proximity to each other has enabled teachers to 
informally exchange information about classes and 
their difficulties.  

Volunteer List 

In-school club1 

In-school club2 

Interact 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tNIzLD5hiAfzoFnYWkhpJ_WDF2828s1M/edit#gid=1825406083
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nbUT1FP65OayxurKFu4vCFERThh0SZPkMAzdlAcgWOY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nbUT1FP65OayxurKFu4vCFERThh0SZPkMAzdlAcgWOY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DPHT9FyeBK_Nx_RrKkzc-smNVCAu1lbp/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zY_N-jH2mr7TJnpLW9s1DxCUNfNHc796/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jTAAJF7qdbuU6UKZLOde0uJ3gfQ8sXr6/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eb-pig7fQzU
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2. IBST uses Alma , an online grading program that 
gives all stakeholders access to grades.  

3. Homeroom teachers act as a central point of 
information and receive notice of struggling students 
from other teachers, administrators and counselors 
with regard to discipline incidents, accidents, etc.  

4. In the case of discipline issues, the school uses a 
procedure of teacher-first and then a series of 
consequences outlined in the school handbooks. First, 
students receive a warning, parents are contacted and 
a process of steps begins. The Student Affairs section 
chief receives all of the information, first as part of the 
counseling record and then as part of his/her own 
disciplinary records.  

5. Academic referrals could come in several forms. 
Again, teachers first try to identify weak students and 
provide assistance to struggling students.  

6. In addition, the quarterly homework check identifies 
students whose homework lacks quality or completion. 
Here the Academic Chief would receive the referral.  

7.Volunteer work (action plan and records) 

8.Activities which out of campus 

9.In-school club and student organization  

Student Council 

Activities which out of 
campus1 

Activities which out of 
campus2 

Alma System 

Screen shot of Alma 

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which the support services and 
related activities have a direct relationship to student involvement in learning with respect 
to equity of access, availability of computers and internet.(Jenny) 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Our two computer labs are available for all IBST 
students. In addition, classroom teachers and students 
have access to school tablets.       

 

 

                                                                     

In order to reach the status of education equity, 
students 
tablets from the office are taken to the computer lab or 
are offered with tablets as learning e- devices as 
learning tools under teacher supervision. 
 

Mobile devices are allowed under the direction of a 
teacher.                                                                 IBST 

computer lab 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Electronic Policy 

 

 

https://ibst.getalma.com/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dlk9xtSZAKcBI6fUon1ZB72HCOAFYT3cY2Iquc62DSA/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YgSR9YeGgRkkvuYl5xxaQbqJJENVGBXp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YgSR9YeGgRkkvuYl5xxaQbqJJENVGBXp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LKAVmO_EGSv29x2gEWhmBF-9mApXGfwQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LKAVmO_EGSv29x2gEWhmBF-9mApXGfwQ/view?usp=sharing
https://ibst.getalma.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1U4Z-Ls3lNyTrIS8Gwjot4BY2r6Qsv71f/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1oyWNjxO1_EpNYr1uxzg93uV3GnZotWUT?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/15sQa8GmfMzH4WDaVos1JDydVqj5A5W_9?usp=sharing
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students follow the in-school mobile device use 
protocols. 

 

Many teachers use Google Classroom which can be 
accessed at school or at home. Students who are 
absent can view daily lessons using this platform. 

 

ALMA is a schoolwide grading system that allows 
parents, teachers, and students access to daily grades 
and assignments.  

 

IBST Facebook fans page/ IBST website 

newsletter on Facebook fans page 

Disciplinarian is the IBST webmaster as she typically 
updates photos and writes newsletters to share with 
readers interested in IBST. 

clips of students year end performance 

field trip photos album 

 

 

 

Google Classroom 

 

 

Alma Grading System 
( Lessons) 

 

 

 

Facebook  

 

 

Co-Curricular Activities 

Indicator: School leadership and staff link curricular and co-curricular activities to the 
academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes, i.e., global competencies. 
Students have the opportunity to communicate with diverse audiences locally and 
worldwide. Students contribute to local and/or global actions and service opportunities. 

Prompt: Evaluate the extent of the availability and link of curricular and co-curricular 
activities for all students to the academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes, 
i.e., the global competencies. How effective are these efforts?(Jenny) 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

MUN 

Students learn not only how the UN operates and 
discuss current issues. Through imitating ambassadors, 
they learn the status quo of different countries. Due to 
their higher level of English proficiency, IBST students 
generally act as leaders for their NNKIEH peers. 

 

InterAct 

The IBST Interact Clubs help out volunteering multiple 
charity activities outside school and volunteering with 
tutoring during naptime for their younger counterparts. 

MUN Photos 

 

 

 

 

 

InterAct 

 

 

Field Trips (police station 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1b3e5FZU-AvWUIAx1tYRXhWMGrBH-aN8U
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13VtF-PIfXMm9G-Q83AgO_-FGyflTC0fK
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13VtF-PIfXMm9G-Q83AgO_-FGyflTC0fK
https://www.facebook.com/ibst.ibst.7/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i4DmfPhpMClrV0BRoo8OT1mdA6mdI35o/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eb-pig7fQzU
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hu-vchYBCoQVgTxyStHQ0ntQMOwqc7Jy/view?usp=sharing
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Service above self is the club’s motto. 

 

Field trip (i.e., police station and archeology museum to 
learn local culture) 

 

Elementary Level: (G1 - G6) 

The co-curricular activities include grade-level based 
activities, schoolwide events, and afterschool clubs.  
Children participate in swimming courses, Science Park 
environmental field trips, and sports day events. These 
activities are attended by the IBST and NNKIEH 
students. 

After school clubs include sports clubs (badminton, 
dodgeball, soccer, double Dutch, jump rope, martial 
arts, rollerblading, and table tennis). Arts clubs include 
crafts, calligraphy, dance, fine arts, resin and clay hand 
making. Music class includes percussion. Ukulele, and 
violin. Academic clubs include: abacus calculation, 
creative writing, English story, Readers Theater, and 
creative writing clubs.  

 

Lower grade classes have formed relationships through 
pen pals with students in the United States. We are 
using this venue to learn more about our friends in the 
United States and at the same time, we are sharing 
information about Taiwan. 

 

Middle/High School (G7 - G12) 

IBST students are required to participate in one club 
program unless they are taking a science class that 
requires lab time. Some activities, e.g., MUN, allow 
NNKIEH students to participate. In addition to the time 
for clubs during school, there are after-school clubs and 
there’s also student council during the study hour. 

The number of extra curricular activities IBST provides 
is limited by the small size of the school. However, a 
high percentage of students in 7-12 participate in at 
least one of the co-curricular clubs. The academic clubs 
that many of these students participate in have links to 
club activities with global competencies. This is the 
result of efforts made for the benefit of the students who 
come from a diverse international background. 

and archeology museum) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sports Day Event photos 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IBST Science Club Time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Debate Photos 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hu-vchYBCoQVgTxyStHQ0ntQMOwqc7Jy/view?usp=sharing
https://www.shutterstock.com/search/sports+day+event
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12i0Rb_Uzg80UgKyEU8Gs9cGUhX-vjPzt?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UchyrZKGOQIuF41aKNjM-qe0qD7wLUps/view?usp=sharing
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A The Debate Team 

Debate gives students the opportunity to learn how to 
research, take effective notes, write, and speak in 
public. There are several tournaments throughout the 
year that students participate in. These tournaments are 
of different parliamentary and academic styles. 
Teamwork and working with partners is constantly 
reinforced. About %50 of the 7-12 students participate in 
debate each semester. IBST served as the 
headquarters and training center for the First Taiwan 
National Debate Team. Team members participate in 
preparing and instruction at the bi-annual debate camps. 

D. Forensics and the NIFTY Tournament 

The NIFTY (Nanke Forensics Invitational Tournament) 
includes such events as multiple reading, 
extemporaneous speaking, impromptu speaking, solo 
and duo acting, radio play, and Lincoln Douglas debate. 
Most students of eligible age perform and compete. 
Grades 5-6 students serve as runners/helpers, and 
timers. Depending on the forensics events, multiple 
skills are involved.  

E. Interact 

Rotary Interact is an international organization and is 
centered on service projects. The IBST Interact Club 
contracts on a number of local service projects. In 
February and July there are events in which IBST 
students camp out at public high schools in remote 
areas to teach English. As many as half of the 7-12 
grade students participate in Interac. 

F. Student Council  

The IBST student council holds elections and sponsors 
and a number of projects that the council finds to be 
important to them in any given year. Due to the small 
size of the school, 40 - 50% of all junior/senior high 
school students will serve in the student government 
before graduating. 

G. The Soccer Team 

The Soccer Team is IBST’s only permanent sports 
program. Students participate in full 11-player soccer 
matches and also in the smaller 5-player “Futsal” 
matches. Due to the small size of the faculty and the 
need to support three teams (an elementary, junior high, 
and high school), students sometimes serve as coaches 
and scorekeepers. The school has also brought in the 

 

 

 

 

 

NIFTy Photos 

 

 

 

 

Interact Photo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student Council Photo 

 

 

Soccer team photo 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MBoYFyUO9mpyzRGwBYHqof1RKG-8yncN?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10ppE1Pb1v0UPcJeOemuMRUDtU2TWyONx?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EqAM8Qh8RZrC8hnryEcmmyvO3694Befi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FWYw1jz1T3AQvrZY6Iag9zX69jKOXkpc/view?usp=sharing
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expertise of outside coaches. South Taiwan has no 
permanent “league” so students also serve as match 
organizers/liaisons to other schools. 

  

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the school’s processes to address the needs 
of socialization for the students and involvement in the school.(Amanda Yang/Jenny) 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Field trip with regular department  

When students leave the classroom, they see the 
connections between what is happening at school and in 
the ‘real-world’. They begin to see that what they learn 
within the walls of the classroom can help them solve 
the problems they see in the world around them and can 
have a direct impact on who they become as 
people.Students are able to access tools and 
environments that are not available at school.  

MUN/ Debate 

Model UN is a popular activity for those interested in 
learning more about how the UN operates. Hundreds of 
thousands of students worldwide take part every year at 
all educational levels. Many of today’s leaders in law, 
government, business and the arts – including at the UN 
itself – participated in Model UN as students.  

The United Nations Model UN Programme aims to build 
and maintain strong links between the UN and Model 
UN participants across the globe. It does that through 
guides and workshops, which teach students how to 
make their simulations more accurate; by visiting Model 
UN conferences and sharing firsthand knowledge of 
what the actual UN is like; and through encouraging 
Model UN clubs to take real action to support UN values 
and the  Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).  

Study abroad simulation between the regular 
department and IBST. 

Study Hour (Social Skills for Primary Grades) 

Like every machine & any other living being our body 
also has the optimum capacity, if it is utilized in a proper 
way it will work better & for a longer duration. 

 

 

Field Trip Photos 

 

 

 

 

 

MUN Photos 

 

 

 

 

 

Debate Photos 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Study abroad Simulation 
Activity 

Student Involvement in Curricular/Co-Curricular Activities 

http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13kzK_pUwPfv_cROWZUV6k2NW6a50Sr82/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i4DmfPhpMClrV0BRoo8OT1mdA6mdI35o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UchyrZKGOQIuF41aKNjM-qe0qD7wLUps/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l8JoZazGENOckY_QimLvIZR7UcFnU8cr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l8JoZazGENOckY_QimLvIZR7UcFnU8cr/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator: The school has an effective process for regularly evaluating the level of student 
involvement in curricular/co-curricular activities and student use of support services. This 
includes students involved in projects on global issues, joining networks, and exchanges. 

Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the school process for regularly evaluating the 
level of student involvement in curricular/co-curricular activities and student use of 
support services.(Jenny) 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Midterm/ final exam  

Midterm exams and Final exams are given to students 
throughout the semester. A special daily class schedule 
and exam schedule will be arranged for 7th-12th grade 
classes  during the week prior to exams. 

 

Model Students/ Monthly Star 

The Monthly Star Student Program is based on Character 

Education.  1 or 2 students are chosen from every class every 

month based on the theme. 

Monthly Character 

1st Semester 

September – Friendship/Caring  

October –Self-discipline/Self-control  

November –Cooperation  

December – Perseverance 

January – Leadership 

2nd Semester  

February –Respect 

March –Amazing Efforts  

April – Compassion  

May – Commitment 

June –Appreciation 

 

Co-curricular clubs on campus (debate, soccer, etc) 
regularly participate in competitions where students 
receive awards for the preparation and hard work they 
have done throughout the year. These awards and 
accolades are an indication of participation and 

 

 

Midterm exam results 

 

 

 

Monthly Stars 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Debate Awards 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1M-s--3xgrk4_2hi-3O6Ia152p7Sa9Ia1?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1xUyclqUkPZpoXFmIQrZz0aYqKbAtk1Ba?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fO48t3U73z5WyySMLyBMDC-BfsFCJZ7n?usp=sharing
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effectiveness of the instruction.  

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Provide evidence about the effectiveness of the 
students’ involvement in school and community activities, such as clubs, yearbook, 
newsletter, newspaper, field trips, volunteer work, service projects, college courses, 
etc.(Amanda Yang) 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Morning assembly  

Take places twice a month. It is the time for the whole 
IBST to gather up on bi-weekly Weekly Wednesday 
mornings to keep each other updated and united and 
the common award given time. 

Newsletter on Facebook fans page 

Disciplinarian is the IBST webmaster as she typically 
updates photos and writes newsletters to share with 
readers interested in IBST. 

Clips of students year end performance 

Field trip photos album 

IBST Yearbook 

Art Teacher Mr. Keller edits one book per year. The 
sources are based on the photos gathered from IBST 
facebook and himself. And he designs every page to 
make it look delicate. 

 

Nanke monthly newspaper (including IBST part) 

College visit field trip (photos and plan) 

Morning Assembly 

College Visit  Field Trip 

IBST Yearbook 

Nanke Monthly Newspaper  

Year End Performance 

Halloween Photos 

IBST Facebook 

Club Photos 

Student Perceptions 

Indicator: The school is aware of the student view of student support services through such 
approaches as interviewing and dialoguing with student representatives of the school 
population. 

Prompt: Comment on the student view of student support services after interviewing and 
dialoguing with student representatives of the school population.(Amanda Purifoy) 

 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Student surveys are important because they give an 
opportunity for students to voice their concerns about a 
particular issue. The guidance class survey was given to 
students in grades 3-8 at the end of the school year. 
The goal of the survey was to gauge students' 
satisfaction with the counseling services provided to 

Guidance Class Survey 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q2Lw7dFReJEa3-8vUwfGRmosqfN4s8fj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nzCnopC_fBHpYeVqMHoxQkZ8HhJMYdiq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nzCnopC_fBHpYeVqMHoxQkZ8HhJMYdiq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nzCnopC_fBHpYeVqMHoxQkZ8HhJMYdiq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nzCnopC_fBHpYeVqMHoxQkZ8HhJMYdiq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11uxa16ka2lnUeXMCNZXbST258bRMh2JQ/view?usp=sharing
https://hs.nnkieh.tn.edu.tw/modules/tad_uploader/index.php?of_cat_sn=16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eypbKZtZhKU
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T1TkKZI9gUavpPVGmlt6gj86s3AGpeYL/view?usp=sharing
https://www.facebook.com/ibst.ibst.7
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HiDfIZqVguBME8m5Tx_oPluJHlag7Ayf/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1aRbG1-E7SVvPovCO4Nol2_9z35TTTTZhXOwql-C6yjg/edit
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them. The data from the survey showed that students 
had an overall positive experience from the lessons 
provided by the counselors and are eager to learn new 
skills that will help them become well-balanced, 
productive citizens. The counselors use this data to 
drive instruction for future lessons.  
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ACS WASC Category C.  Support for Student Personal and Academic 
Growth:  Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs 

Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in 
Category C are being met. 

Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address 
one or more of the identified critical student learning needs.   

Summary (including comments about the critical student learning needs) 

Through discussion and gathering of evidence with respect to the support for student 
personal and academic growth, we believe that overall we are doing an excellent job 
of meeting many of the critical learning needs of our students. 

Many of our students are bilingual with English as their second language. We 
provide classes in early elementary grades that are specifically designed for ESL 
students to help them make the transition to all English learning. Throughout all the 
grades individual support and scaffolding is given by teachers and staff. We believe 
in the future it would be beneficial to provide ESL classes for students throughout all 
the grade levels and at a higher level of support.. 

The critical learner need for effective communication skills are being directly 
addressed by the extensive counseling services provided by the school. 
Opportunities in co-curricular activities such as debate teach and improve 
communication skills as well. 

Opportunities for global interaction are given to the students through the many co-
curricular activities provided at the school. Most of these opportunities are only 
available to the junior and high school students, therefore an area of growth would 
be to provide more opportunities for younger students to participate in service in 
their community. These same co-curricular activities also provide opportunities to be 
creative in solving problems and to collaborate with fellow students and students 
around the world. 

Overall, support for student personal and academic growth is being adequately 
provided for in all the indicated categories of adequate personalized support, 
strategies for students growth/development, support services and learning, co-
curricular activities, students involvement in curricular and co-curricular activities as 
well as student perceptions. However, as there is always room for improvement, the 
areas that we believe we should focus on for the future are more ESL support, more 
global involvement/service learning for younger students, and development of a 
system for students to give feedback to the teachers and administration. 

Students' social emotional needs are addressed through weekly guidance classes 
for all grade levels. Individual counseling sessions are available to students if 
needed. Outside referrals can be offered to students who need more support outside 
of the services offered by the school counselors. 

 

For my reference and should be taken from the final draft (Joy): 

Critical Learner Needs (taken from Mission/Vision): 

Bilingual Support / ESL support 
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Collaborative Work / Opportunities 

Practicing Creativity 

Critical Thinking Skills 

Effective Communication Skills 

Opportunities for Global Interaction 

Effective Collaboration with Parents 

Staff Collaboration Time 

DATA Driven Instruction 

Standard Based Instruction 

 

 

 
Prioritize the areas of strength and growth for Category C. 

Category C: Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth: Areas of Strength 

While there are always ways to improve, we feel we have done well in several areas. 

Students’ health needs are being met; vaccinations, 2 nurses, extensive health 
checks, Covid awareness and services have been rigorous. 

 

College awareness and support is strong. Our college counseling platform, CIALFO, 
allows counselors, students, and parents to stay connected throughout the college 
planning process. In addition, with CIALFO, we provided more opportunities for 
colleges to visit our campus. Counselors extended college and career awareness to 
the primary and middle school students through the implementation of College and 
Career Exploration month. These activities included college visits and career 
presentations given by community leaders and our parents.  

 

Academic Assistance: There is tutoring by the high school students for the 
elementary and junior high students. There is also  ESL twice a week for young 
children. Teachers often find time to work one-on-one to meet academic needs. 

 

Counseling: There are not 2 full time counselors who facilitate weekly guidance 
lessons for all grade levels. These lessons include teaching social skills, gender 
equity training and college awareness. In addition to teaching classes, counselors 
provide both individual and group counseling to students. 

 

Personalized Approach to Learning: Small classrooms allow for teachers to give 
individualized attention and scaffolding for those in need. There are even cases 
where students are given the same instructions but are given work according to their 
learning goals. (Math class for regular and honors students) 

There are several choices for AP classes that are diverse and fit the needs of our 
students well. 
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Category C: Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth: Areas of Growth 

Some areas of improvement include the following: 

ESL support: While support is provided for students in the low elementary grades, ESL support is 
needed throughout the grades as most grades have students who are struggling because of the 
language gap. 

Co-curricular activities for all students - High school students have many opportunities to participate 
in co-curricular activities. It would be beneficial to extend that opportunity to students in the 
elementary grades as well. This has been done by individual teachers as pen-pal projects, etc. An 
effort on a larger scale by way of service activities or clubs may be the next step. 

Student perceptions: Students are given a survey on their satisfaction toward counseling services but 
there is no survey to find out how students feel about their academic experiences and the services 
provided. This is something we can implement to improve student experience and outcomes. 
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Category D:  School Culture and Environment 

D1.   School Environment and Child Protection Criterion 

The school has a safe, healthy, nurturing environment that reflects the school’s purpose 
and is characterized by respect for differences, trust, caring, professionalism, support, 
and high expectations for each student. 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard G: Financial and Material Resources: A quality online program has 

adequate financial and material resources to accomplish the mission of the organization. These resources are 
appropriately planned for and expended using sound business practices. [iNACOL Standard G, 2009] 

Indicators with Prompts 

Caring, Concern, High Expectations  

1. Indicator: The school demonstrates caring, concern, and high expectations for 
students in an environment that honors individual and cultural differences. 

Prompt: To what extent does the school demonstrate caring, concern, and high 
expectations for students in an environment that honors individual differences and is 
conducive to learning? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

According to a voluntary, anonymous survey of IBST 
parents, 60% of parents responded that they believe 
IBST demonstrates caring and concern for students, 
and 65% of parents said that IBST promotes 
appropriately high expectations for students. There was 
a wide range of parent responses including praise of 
IBST staff’s responsiveness to parent concerns, IBST 
staff’s willingness to “go above and beyond with helping 
students”, and IBST’s “small class size, responsive 
communication, genuine caring of international staff”. 
Additionally, there were concerns about the entrance exam 
being “too lax”,  “resulting in many students who fail to pass but 
are admitted”,  concerns about the classroom management in 
lower grades being “very inconsistent”, and concern about an 
issue of alleged verbal abuse by a teacher having not been 
adequately addressed. 67% of parents respondents said that 
IBST provides an environment that honors individual and cultural 
differences. 

IBST conducted an 
anonymous, voluntary survey 
of parents using Google 
Forms from November 5th, 
2021 to November 15th, 
2021. Thirty five of the 
school’s more than 200 
parents responded.  

Student Self-Esteem 

2. Indicator: The school fosters student self-esteem through high expectations for 
each student and recognition of successes. 

Prompt: To what extent does the school foster student self-esteem through high 
expectations for each student and recognition of successes? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST periodically provides awards like “Certificate of ● Certificate of Academic 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XuBIIhBHIfvTgpdePx6SXe-SLpD4aaCT/view?usp=sharing
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Academic Achievement” for students who have good 
academic performance. The school also provides 
“Cleaning and Class Order” awards for classes which 
have done good cleaning work or have excellent class 
order on a monthly basis. 

Achievement.docx 
● PTA Award Policy  
● TYPES OF AWARDS 

AND PUNISHMENTS 
FOR IBST students (G7-
12) 

Collaborative Culture of Mutual Respect, Inquiry, and Communication  

3. Indicator: A collaborative culture of mutual respect, inquiry, and effective 
communication among and between staff, students, and parents is evident. There 
is understanding of the importance of cross-cultural communication in improving 
teaching, learning, and management. 

Prompt: What evidence supports a collaborative culture of mutual respect, inquiry and 
effective cross-cultural communication among and between staff, students, and parents? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST held at least two Parent-Teacher Associations in a 
school year. 

Survey 

Email office about whether 
they have emails indicating 
“culture of mutual respect 
among and between staff 
and students” 

Teacher Support and Encouragement 

4. Indicator: There is a culture that provides support and encouragement for teachers 
to use innovative approaches to enhance student learning. 

Prompt: How effective is the level of support and encouragement for teachers to use 
innovative approaches to enhance student learning? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

In an anonymous, voluntary survey, IBST teachers and 
administrators mentioned, among other comments, that 
“purchases of i-Pads, online resources, and Smart Board are 
very useful”, that G1-G6 classrooms all have Smart TVs, and 
that the school provides iPads for “students to develop self-
exploration skills.” One staff member said that the level of 
support and encouragement for teachers to use innovative 
approaches to enhance student learning is not effective, and 
another mentioned that “some admin and teachers encourage 
one another verbally, but I don't think there's much real support 
from the top down.”  

IBST conducted an 
anonymous, voluntary survey 
of staff using Google Forms 
from November 5th, 2021 to 
November 15th, 2021. 
Fifteen of the school’s thirty 
staff responded.  

Safe, Clean, and Orderly Environment 

5. Indicator: The school has existing policies, regulations and uses its resources to 
ensure a safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning, including internet 
safety. 

Prompt: Comment on your analysis of the effectiveness of a) the existing policies and use 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XuBIIhBHIfvTgpdePx6SXe-SLpD4aaCT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HfrsuORjEvSsCRnyzjwAIJkoK0meba4Z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eUQzB111PE2wbNQQRZ6MnhANB1jx0ewE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eUQzB111PE2wbNQQRZ6MnhANB1jx0ewE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eUQzB111PE2wbNQQRZ6MnhANB1jx0ewE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eUQzB111PE2wbNQQRZ6MnhANB1jx0ewE/view?usp=sharing
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of resources to ensure a safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning, and b) all 
aspects of the school with respect to safety regulations including effective operating 
procedures for internet safety. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Existing policies ensuring a clean and orderly school are generally 
exactly the same as those of  typical Taiwanese local, public 
schools - IBST’s cleaning is done by students. Homeroom teachers 
are responsible for assigning cleaning roles and monitoring and 
managing daily cleaning. There is a system for rating the 
effectiveness of cleaning that requires that administrators/staff take 
turns rating the cleanliness of various areas of the school. Awards 
are given out for the cleanest classrooms. Regarding the 
effectiveness of cleaning - cleaning standards in Taiwan are 
certainly different from those in the west, and IBST is a semi-
outdoor school (bathrooms are not fully enclosed and all 
classrooms face outside without enclosed hallways). That said, 
asking groups of children to clean an entire campus obviously does 
not result in the same quality/thoroughness of cleaning that 
employing janitorial services would. Additionally, maintenance 
needs such as plumbing and construction repair often take months 
to be fixed.  

Regarding safety, there is a campus guard who is posted at the 
school’s entrance, and a disciplinarian who is a graduate of a 
military academy serves as a discipline officer for the campus. The 
campus is open on several sides, as is common of Taiwanese 
public schools. All sports/outdoor facilities are open to the public 
daily. 

 

Regarding internet safety, this committee is not aware of any 
current measures in place. 

Awards and punishments for 
students 

  

 

Child Protection 

6. Indicator: The school has developed and adopted an appropriate definition of child 
abuse including physical, emotional or sexual abuse, sexual exploitation, neglect 
and commercial exploitation and inappropriate behavior of children towards other 
children. 

Prompt: Evaluate the developed and adopted definition of child abuse to ensure it is 
appropriate. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

  

7. Indicator: The school has specific child protection policies, practices and faculty 
and staff training programs to ensure the safety and welfare of all students within 
boarding facilities, homestay and residential arrangements and on excursions, 
trips and student exchanges. These policies and practices are reviewed regularly. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the specific child protection policies, practices and 
faculty and staff training programs to ensure the safety and welfare of all students within 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eUQzB111PE2wbNQQRZ6MnhANB1jx0ewE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eUQzB111PE2wbNQQRZ6MnhANB1jx0ewE/view?usp=sharing
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boarding facilities, homestay and residential arrangements and on excursions, trips, and 
student exchanges. Determine if these policies and practices are reviewed regularly. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

In an anonymous, voluntary survey of IBST’s teachers 
and administrators, 50% of respondents said that they 
were aware of IBST’s Child Protection and Safeguarding 
Policy. The remaining 50% of respondents said that the 
school has developed a policy, but that they either have 
not been trained or have not been trained sufficiently on 
the policy. No one said they were unaware the policy 
had been developed. 80% of respondents said they had 
never undergone training programs at IBST specifically 
designed to ensure the safety and welfare of all students 
on school trips. 80% of respondents said they  know 
specifically how to report suspected or disclosed 
maltreatment or abuse. Only 13% said they have 
undergone training programs at IBST on student 
safeguarding, child abuse prevention, recognition, 
intervention and reporting. It should be noted that it 
would be virtually impossible for IBST staff to evaluate 
the effectiveness of IBST’s specific child protection 
policies, as in the event of suspected abuse, reporting 
IBST staff are only involved up to the point of reporting. 
Taiwanese law dictates that a committee consisting of 
staff selected by IBST’s sister school NNKIEH, not by 
IBST, is formed to decide whether investigation is 
warranted, and reporting staff aren’t necessarily 
involved in the process or notified of results.  
 

IBST conducted an 
anonymous, voluntary survey 
of staff using Google Forms 
from November 5th, 2021 to 
November 15th, 2021. 
Fifteen of the school’s thirty 
staff responded.  

8. Indicator: The school has a scheduled program of regular, systematic professional 
training for volunteers, contractors, faculty and staff on student safeguarding, child  

9. abuse prevention, recognition, intervention and reporting. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the scheduled program of regular, systematic 
professional training for volunteers, contractors, faculty and staff on student safeguarding, 
child abuse prevention, recognition, intervention and reporting. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST didn’t have student safeguarding related training 
for volunteers or contractors. Some of the student 
safeguarding related training was held by the regular 
department, IBST teachers and staff are part of the 
participants. However, IBST did provide some training 
for teachers and staff. For example, gender education 
seminars. 

The school periodically helds 
gender education seminars 
for teachers and also has at 
least one period of gender 
education classes for each 
grade level of students in 
every school year.  

● 2018 Gender Equity 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-KDD4h0hFzUhOKczslBpSIHwcQPaRyqp/view?usp=sharing
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Education (schedule) 
● 20210112_Gender 

Equity Education 
Sign-up Sheet 

● Gender Education 
Lesson Plans 

● Regulations related to 
gender equality 

● sports coach training 
counseling and sexual 
awareness 

10. Indicator: The school has in place formal learning programs through the school 
experience related to child protection. 

Prompt: Review and evaluate the formal learning programs through the school experience 
related to child protection. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

To the knowledge of current staff, IBST has not 
implemented any formal learning programs through the 
school experience related to child protection. 

 

11. Indicator: The school has developed structured procedures for reporting suspected 
or disclosed maltreatment or abuse and adopts a formal policy identifying actions 
to be taken, including informing appropriate authorities. 

Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the structured procedures for reporting suspected 
or disclosed maltreatment or abuse and formal policies identifying actions to be taken, 
including informing appropriate authorities. 

 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

Based on The Protection of Children and Youths 
Welfare and Rights Act (Ministry of Health and Welfare), 
we will report the incident through the Social 
Administration System. 

According to a voluntary, anonymous survey of IBST 
teachers, 81% of IBST teachers know how to report 
suspected or disclosed maltreatment or abuse. 53.3% 
know how to do by attending training, 26.7% were being 
instructed what to do by IBST administration. 

The Protection of Children 
and Youths Welfare and 
Rights Act (Ministry of Health 
and Welfare) 

Child Protection Act 

 

Teacher survey- 

 

 

11.Indicator: The school is cognizant of cultural expectations and complies with the legal 
and ethical expectations and requirements regarding child abuse within the country in 
which it operates. 

Prompt: Evaluate if the school is cognizant of cultural expectations and complies with the 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-KDD4h0hFzUhOKczslBpSIHwcQPaRyqp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GZ-j2NZ9a7cj37XtoykC3a-WDieoDoKW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GZ-j2NZ9a7cj37XtoykC3a-WDieoDoKW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GZ-j2NZ9a7cj37XtoykC3a-WDieoDoKW/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DPmTSe5VEQcNTPZt10P9PdnOLjCinHb3/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=101164185284803918335&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DPmTSe5VEQcNTPZt10P9PdnOLjCinHb3/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=101164185284803918335&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-KDD4h0hFzUhOKczslBpSIHwcQPaRyqp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-KDD4h0hFzUhOKczslBpSIHwcQPaRyqp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gqfs7BMd5pBNavwXWg5fuIsVtz9wpZ-v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gqfs7BMd5pBNavwXWg5fuIsVtz9wpZ-v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gqfs7BMd5pBNavwXWg5fuIsVtz9wpZ-v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wGLm7-O-c42P2ntqFX4JAs8KWRxyLCT_/view?usp=drivesdk
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1es_DqJkgBDpr8GEnoFt4fFNvChjrFzMDg7OqCFXLsc0/edit#responses
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legal and ethical expectations and requirements regarding child abuse within the country 
in which it operates. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

When finding a child abuse case, teachers can key in  the 
records on the Grading system/ Discipline/Counseling Record 
for Admins, counselers,and school to deal with. 

There have been no cases of child abuse in IBST. 

 

According to a voluntary, anonymous survey of IBST 
teachers, 33% of IBST teachers believe that IBST 
complies fully with the legal and ethical expectations 
and requirements regarding child abuse within Taiwan. 

Survey - 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1es_DqJkgBDpr8GEnoFt4fFNvChjrFzMDg7OqCFXLsc0/edit#responses
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D2. Parent/Community Involvement Criterion 

The school leadership employs a wide range of strategies to ensure that parental and 
community involvement is integral to the school’s established support system for students. 

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard Q: Parents/Guardians: In a quality online program, parents and guardians 

play an integral part in their students’ educational life. They work as a team with faculty, administrators, guidance 
services, and organizational support to ensure a quality educational experience for their students. [iNACOL Standard 
Q, 2009] 

Indicators with Prompts 

Regular Parent Involvement 

12. Indicator: The school implements strategies and processes for the regular 
involvement of parents and the community, including being active partners in the 
learning/teaching process for all programs. The school involves non-English 
speaking parents and/or online parents. 

Prompt: Evaluate the strategies and processes for the regular involvement of parents and 
the community, including being active partners in the teaching/learning process. 
Comment on the effectiveness of involving non-English speaking parents and/or online 
parents. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

 
80% of the lectures arranged during the Career Exploration Month 
are done by parents. Parents shared their careers with students. 

Additionally,  according to a voluntary, anonymous survey 
of IBST parents, 74.4% parents think that  IBST 
provides opportunities for parents and the community to 
be active partners in the learning/teaching process. 
57.1% of IBST parents think IBST fully involves non-
Chinese speaking/reading parents. Also, some of the 
parents think that they have good communication 
between teachers, students, and parents, and are willing 
to share their experiences to students. 

 

 

Career Exploration 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_
WRFaK2eNZHKcLPx-
aOTDhDlhPjvbtgo/view?usp=sh
aring 

Parent survey- 

 

Use of Community Resources 

13. Indicator: The school uses community resources of the host country to support 
students such as professional services, partnerships, speakers, etc. 

Prompt: How effective is the school use of community resources to support students? 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

In order to provide students with opportunities for career education 
and exploration, we invited police officers and firefighters to share 
their experiences in March, 2021. They all come from the same 
community as the school. 

Career Education 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_W
RFaK2eNZHKcLPx-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_WRFaK2eNZHKcLPx-aOTDhDlhPjvbtgo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_WRFaK2eNZHKcLPx-aOTDhDlhPjvbtgo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_WRFaK2eNZHKcLPx-aOTDhDlhPjvbtgo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_WRFaK2eNZHKcLPx-aOTDhDlhPjvbtgo/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1es_DqJkgBDpr8GEnoFt4fFNvChjrFzMDg7OqCFXLsc0/edit#responses
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_WRFaK2eNZHKcLPx-aOTDhDlhPjvbtgo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_WRFaK2eNZHKcLPx-aOTDhDlhPjvbtgo/view?usp=sharing
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aOTDhDlhPjvbtgo/view?usp=shari
ng 

Parent/Community and Student Achievement 

14. Indicator: The school ensures that the parents and school community understand 
student achievement of the academic standards/schoolwide learner outcomes 
through the curricular/co‑ curricular program. The school works with the parents 
to help them understand the focus on global competencies and their involvement 
as partners in the learning. 

Prompt: Determine the adequacy and effectiveness of the school’s strategies to ensure 
that parents and school community understand student achievement of the academic 
standards/schoolwide learner outcomes through the curricular/co-curricular program. 
Evaluate the understanding level and involvement of parents in the focus on students 
demonstrating global competencies. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

IBST has two grading systems. One is the school 
grading system for the periodic grade report. Another 
one is the ALMA system for parents and students to be 
able to get access to students' daily academic 
performance reports. 

Apart from the grading system, IBST also  provides 
NWEA MAP (Measures of Academic Progress) tests for 
G2-G8 students to  check students’ Language Art and 
Math progress and to make sure students' academic 
achievement meets the grade level with the other 
English spoken countries. 

 

According to a voluntary, anonymous survey of IBST 
parents, 63% of parents indicated that “IBST has done a 
good job ensuring that parents understand what student 
achievement looks like,” and 48.6% of parents said they 
are aware of IBST's expectations for students regarding 
global competencies.  

 

ALMA       

● Student_Assignments
_Grades Report 

●  Class 
Grade_Summary 

School Grading System 

●  Grading Regulation
學習評量 

●  School grading 
system grade   report 

MAP 

●  MAP G5 Class 
Report Fall    2019-
2020 

● MAP G8 Class Report 
Fall    2019-2020 

● G4_17students_Famil
yReport_20211108 

● G7_17students_Famil
yReport_20211108 

 

15. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the school’s processes to ensure that 
parents understand the expectations for the online instruction in relation to the 
desired student achievement and to review and counsel families for whom the 
selected online instruction format may not be the best match. 

Findings Supporting Evidence 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_WRFaK2eNZHKcLPx-aOTDhDlhPjvbtgo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_WRFaK2eNZHKcLPx-aOTDhDlhPjvbtgo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iDejsB5YSyn8nSPi5dHb7DuYQUp9N8Xi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iDejsB5YSyn8nSPi5dHb7DuYQUp9N8Xi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LhgklNzmgvVVaceUuaKawVrEFhdqBT75/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LhgklNzmgvVVaceUuaKawVrEFhdqBT75/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10iFjJGBhp4d861f486YbC5KjoRjSxa3x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10iFjJGBhp4d861f486YbC5KjoRjSxa3x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G2MlOmepxvWK3ZB5VYpGTYwvPl9_UNro/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G2MlOmepxvWK3ZB5VYpGTYwvPl9_UNro/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IC-vwNkYjBhyHNCy7dP1rKvsl-sLu94i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IC-vwNkYjBhyHNCy7dP1rKvsl-sLu94i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IC-vwNkYjBhyHNCy7dP1rKvsl-sLu94i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b2omEJSHsJpEDRrpMrRIXqDglYrOqzZ9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b2omEJSHsJpEDRrpMrRIXqDglYrOqzZ9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BnjQZY7ppDich7VIj1ryqlvUIqvqWnmK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BnjQZY7ppDich7VIj1ryqlvUIqvqWnmK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11xLpmsiHXbIGKMyiE79rvX_aT8m3LHqy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11xLpmsiHXbIGKMyiE79rvX_aT8m3LHqy/view?usp=sharing
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IBST’s teachers provided online instruction for a period 
of approximately two months during Taiwan’s semi-
lockdown in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Teachers used a variety of online platforms and 
instructional methods in order to cater to students’ 
needs. IBST administration communicated effectively 
with the student body, parents, and the community in 
order to ensure that all students were aware of the 
school’s expectations and where/how students could 
access online instructional materials and resources. 
According to a voluntary, anonymous survey of IBST 
parents, 86% of parent respondents indicated that 
“IBST's plan for online instruction in the event of an 
emergency is a good match for [their] family” or that they 
were confident IBST was able to arrange something that 
works for their family’s needs. 

School’s Google Sheet of 
online learning resources 
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ACS WASC Category D.  School Culture and Environment:   
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs 

Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in 
Category D are being met. 

Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address 
one or more of the identified critical student learning needs.   

Summary (including comments about the critical student learning needs) 

  

Evidence related to the various prompts about IBST’s culture and environment 
seem to be largely opinion-based (gathered from a survey that only had 35 
respondents), anecdotal, or related to Ministry of Education documents/regulations 
that foreign staff and students have likely never heard of, much less read or 
discussed. It has been several years since concerted, school-wide efforts were 
made to improve the school’s community connection. Many of the criteria in 
Category D focus on outcomes that result from school policies, but almost all policy-
making at IBST is a matter of top-down instruction from the government, not a 
matter of teacher/student/parent/administrator cooperation. There was low 
involvement in both the teacher and parent surveys designed to gauge 
connectedness, satisfaction, and communication.  
 

Regarding the school’s child protection policy - after much work in previous years 
by the Child Protection Committee (formed after this critical need was identified), it 
now seems clear that IBST does not have the ability to even create its own policy as 
Ministry of Education documents seem to supersede all others. The IBST Child 
Protection and Safeguarding Policy exists in a folder on the shared Google Drive, 
but a new handbook has not been released in several years, and so the policy has 
not been shared with students and other stakeholders. Additionally, teacher and 
administrator turnover heavily affect the school’s ability to plan, coordinate, and 
implement meaningful changes from year to year. There are some activities and 
procedures in place that encourage the active growth of the school community such 
as the sharing of student data with parents and the involvement of a handful of 
parents in guidance/counseling activities, but a great deal more needs to be done in 
order to create a true community effort that affects students positively. 

 
Prioritize the areas of strength and growth for Category D. 

Category D: School Culture and Environment: Areas of Strength 

 

IBST is a public school located in the Tainan Science Park, which allows 
students to complete the curriculum from elementary school to high school. At the 
same time, students in different departments of the school can also have various 
exchange activities. 

The school is located in the Tainan Science Park, so it enjoys the resources in 
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the park, such as the Tainan Science Industrial Park Sewage Treatment Plant, the 
Chimei Archaeological Museum, and the History Museum, which are actually helpful 
for environmental education, research on history and geography related subjects. In 
addition, the school is close to many universities, providing students with the 
opportunity to visit. The World Vegetable Center and Southern Biotechnology Center 
of Academia Sinica can provide more educational resources. 

 

Category D: School Culture and Environment: Areas of Growth 

 

1. A clear connection between the existence of administration approved and promoted 
policies, whether created in-house or by the national government, and the ability of 
the school to effectively improve and maintain the school culture and environment 
needs to be understood by all administrators, teachers, staff, and parents. Given 
that IBST functions in the same way that Taiwanese public schools do (top-down) 
and according to the policies of the government, it is imperative that IBST clarify 
how the school’s structure fits into the WASC process as an international school. 
There are various groups represented in the staff and administration that do not 
necessarily come to the school with the same standards and expectations in mind, 
and while it is important to have a diversity of voices at play, it is essential that a 
unified vision for the school is carried forward through the establishment, 
implementation, regular review, and enforcement of appropriate policies and 
expectations based on professional standards.  

2. The communication between parents and teachers should be more sincere, truly 
express their feelings and concerns, understand each other's culture, and respect 
each other. The school’s schedule and activities are mostly the same as those of 
Taiwanese schools, and we feel that students would benefit from adjusting the 
school’s model to be more international. It is suggested that schools can devise 
methods that are more in line with the spirit of multiculturalism, so that students can 
experience the beauty of different cultures. 

3. It is recommended to integrate the concept of multicultural and gender equality 
education into various subjects, so that students can more naturally create a 
friendly environment. 
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Prioritized Areas of Growth Needs from  
Categories A through D 

 

● Category A: Organization for Student Learning 

○ Explore solutions to lack of training for administrators and absence of administrative positions 

for qualified foreign teachers 

○ Develop effective procedures for addressing parent grievances 

● Category B: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 

○ Include teacher meeting times as scheduling priority 

○ Gather alumni data & adjust according to data 

○ Increase teacher retention 

○ Transition to current learning standards set 

○ Extend MAP testing through grade 12 

● Category C: Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth 

○ High school ELL support 

○ Increase number of co-curricular activities for elementary 

○ Implement student satisfaction surveys 

● Category D: School Culture and Environment 

○ Clear policies and expectations 

○ Productive communication 

○ Integration of activities to promote equality  
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Chapter IV:  Summary from Analysis of Identified Critical Student 
Learning Needs 

Summarize the identified critical student learning needs based on profile, progress, and Focus 
Group findings. 

 

The IBST staff has identified Critical Thinking Skills as a critical student learning need. This 
identification was based on several factors including our WASC self-study process’s 
assessment that cross-curricular lessons and activities are important for students’ critical 
thinking skills development. Additionally, the interruptions to PD (due to the Covid-19 pandemic) 
have affected teachers’ ability to learn about and implement new critical thinking teaching 
strategies. The phasing out of the Common Core standards will present challenges to the 
integration of specific critical thinking strategies that must be addressed. Finally, we agree that 
college readiness constitutes more than just test scores, and, as such, we believe this critical 
student learning needs to be of the utmost importance. 

While Dedicated Staff Collaboration Time doesn’t immediately seem like a critical student 
learning need, IBST staff are aware that the lack of such allotted time in the school schedule 
directly impacts teachers’ ability to do the following successfully, and therefore to guide students 
to success to the best of the staff’s ability: 

● analyze, discuss, and make adjustments based on MAP and other student 
success data; 

● plan and schedule cross-curricular lessons and events; 
● codify and enforce expectations for the uses of IBST’s data-collection system 
● regularly discuss and affirm understanding of school changes, policies, 

procedures, and expectations 

The staff have also identified Support and Intervention for English Language Learners as a 
critical student learning need. Demographically, it is a fact that a majority of our students’ home 
language is not the same as the school’s language of instruction, English. As a result, students 
who qualify as English Language Learners need additional support from the school. 
Additionally, the Ministry of Education’s decreasingly difficult requirements for entrance to the 
school have lowered the language proficiency standard for admission, which means IBST will 
need to address the needs of incoming students differently. We are also aware that many of our 
students are trilingual and that progressing academically is a special challenge for students who 
read and communicate in several languages every day. We feel that our students should all be 
held to the same academic expectations, but we also believe that we must set students up to 
succeed by providing additional language support as it is beneficial. 

Support and Intervention for Struggling Students is another critical student learning need 
we’ve identified. Essentially, because a large percentage of our student body is multilingual (and 
many/most students’ home language is not the same as the school’s language of instruction), 
students’ academic needs that are peripherally related to English language proficiency need to 
be monitored and struggling students need to receive support, even when the needed support is 
not English-language-learner centered, assuming that such support is also provided for students 
in need of it. Concomitantly, we believe that extending MAP testing through grade eleven will 
provide data needed to design and implement such supports. Finally, we are aware that positive 
association with the school experience and community, along with regular participation in non-
academic activities, increases students’ chances for academic success. In light of this 
knowledge, we want to extend co-curricular activities, which are now mostly available only at the 
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junior high and high school levels, to elementary students as a way to head-off and also 
address the needs of struggling students. 

Finally, we have identified New Teacher Orientation and Support as a critical student learning 
need. This need, as with Dedicated Staff Collaboration Time, doesn’t seem obviously related 
to student success, but we recognize that IBST’s unique circumstances affect teachers 
differently and that this, in turn, affects students greatly. We recognize that incoming teachers 
are often overwhelmed with the details of their responsibilities and the lack of clear 
communication of policies, procedures, and expectations. We know that clear and consistent 
communication and expectations provide stability and confidence. We also recognize that a lack 
of support contributes to high teacher turnover rates, and we know that students are best served 
by teachers who feel confident in their positions and who stay at a school for several years, 
becoming trusted and contributing members of the school community. 
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Chapter V:  Schoolwide Action Plan         

Critical Learner Need # 1 

Critical Thinking Skills 

 

Goal 1 -  Define and disseminate definitions of critical thinking.   

                                                                 

Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources 

Needed 
Evidence of 

Student Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Define and disseminate 

definitions of critical 

thinking 

 

 

 

Robert Watson 
and Michael Weber 

scholarly article 
access, team 
collaboration time 
 
See the article 
emailed by Robert- 
(Kassem- 
Implementation of 
a school wide 
approach to critical 
thinking 
instruction) 
 
Tangential: 
https://ctwhatwhyh
ow.weebly.com/crt
a-model.html 
 

meta cognitive 
awareness survey 

February to March 
2022 (nebulous) 

 

Goal 2 - Complete an assessment of the school’s current methods for improving students’ 

critical thinking skills. 

 

Task Responsible 
Person(s) 

Resources 
Needed 

Evidence of 
Student 
Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 
Assess current state of 

critical thought and 

development across grade 

levels- gather evidence of 

assignments now 

 

Michael Weber, 
Joan Huang, Louisa 
Wang 

grade/content 
team resources 
(exams, 
assignments, etc) 

assignments, 
evidence of growth 
from year one 
compared and 
contrasted with later 
years 

mid-March 
completion 
deadline 

 

Goal 3 - Provide collaborative staff-wide training that helps teachers improve their 

implementation of strategies in the classroom. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MlvUo0iWtr9uAKK5a2xqTpN0VyIIzpDy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MlvUo0iWtr9uAKK5a2xqTpN0VyIIzpDy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MlvUo0iWtr9uAKK5a2xqTpN0VyIIzpDy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MlvUo0iWtr9uAKK5a2xqTpN0VyIIzpDy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MlvUo0iWtr9uAKK5a2xqTpN0VyIIzpDy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MlvUo0iWtr9uAKK5a2xqTpN0VyIIzpDy/view?usp=sharing
https://ctwhatwhyhow.weebly.com/crta-model.html
https://ctwhatwhyhow.weebly.com/crta-model.html
https://ctwhatwhyhow.weebly.com/crta-model.html
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Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources Needed 

Evidence of 
Student Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Implement sample activities, 

trainings, and shared 

resources, by grade level or 

content 

 

 

 

Bryan Dodson 
and Jenny Chen 

Google Drive, time, 
activities and 
resources 
 
See Bloom’s 
Taxonomy: 
 
https://cft.vanderbilt.e
du/guides-sub-
pages/blooms-
taxonomy/ 

awareness of 
applicable 
activities, 
performance 
results on relevant 
assessments 

June 30th 2022 
Assess needed 
support before 
beginning of 
school year 
 
If resources can 
be implemented 
earlier, acquire 
feedback 
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Critical Learner Need #2:   

Staff Collaboration Time 

 

Goal 1 - Prioritize staff collaboration time in scheduling. 

 

Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources Needed 

Evidence of 
Student Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

1. Complete 
scheduling 

Registrar and 
director 

1. Scheduling 
software 

Completed 
schedule, with 
collaboration time 
included 

Before school 
starts August 
2022 
 

                           

Goal 2 -  Engage in collaborative grade level meetings throughout the school year 

 

Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources Needed 

Evidence of 
Student Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Engage in collaborative 
grade level meetings 
throughout the school year 

Homeroom 
teachers hosts, all 
involved teachers 
participate 

calendar - Integrated 
curriculum 

- Various 
measurable 
improvements in 
student 
performance 
and satisfaction 

Throughout 
school year 

 

Goal 3 -  Establishing a schedule that allows for subject level meetings during school hours 

 

Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources Needed 

Evidence of 
Student Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Engage in collaborative 
subject teacher meetings 
throughout the school year 

Subject head 
teachers host, all 
involved teachers 
participate 

calendar - Integrated 
assessments 

- Various 
measurable 
improvements 
in student 
performance 
and satisfaction 

Throughout 
school year 

 

 

 

Goal 4 - Creating a system that allows for vertical collaboration 
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Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources Needed 

Evidence of 
Student Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Engage in collaborative 
vertical teacher meetings 
throughout the school year 

6th/7th and 
8th/9th grade 
teachers 

Calendar 
- Administrative 

scheduling 
support 

- Integrated 
assessments 

- Various 
measurable 
improvements in 
student 
performance and 
satisfaction 

 

Jan 2023 
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Critical Learner Need #3:  

New Teacher Orientation and Support 
 

Goal 1 - Completing or updating Staff Handbook 

                                                                             

Task Responsible 
Person(s) 

Resources Needed Evidence of 
Student Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Mentor Teacher Program Liaison Lani 
Chen  

Handbook 
Mentor Program Plan 
on the Drive 
Forms / Documents to 
show questions and 
solutions of teacher 

Updated 
handbook 
Filled out forms 
and documents 
Independent 
teachers 
 

Beginning of 
School year 
(2022-2023) 

 

Goal 2 - Creation of a New Teacher Support Form 

 

Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources Needed 

Evidence of 
Student Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

New Teacher Support 
Form 

Member of this 
Committee 

Google Drive Evidence that we 
have addressed 
teachers needs  
Revised 
handbooks 
Teacher 
Retention 

Beginning of the 
school year (2022 
- 2023) 

 

Goal 3 - Establish a Handbook Review Committee 

 

Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources Needed 

Evidence of 
Student Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Handbook Review 
Committee (all can give 
their opinions) 

Person of this 
Committee 

Volunteers to read and 
participate in review 
Handbook available to 
all on google drive 

Revised 
handbook. 

Dec. 2022 

 

Goal 4 - Creating and administering a survey 

 

Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources Needed 

Evidence of 
Student Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 
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Ongoing support - quarterly 
surveys / faculty meetings 
to talk about what is found 
in surveys. 

Person of this 
Committee 

Google Form 
Time assigned for this 
purpose in faculty 
meetings 
 

Meeting minutes 
Non-repetition of 
issues 
Teacher Retention 
 

Surveys complete 
by Sept. 2022. 
 
Surveys 
administered and 
meetings held 
quarterly. 
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Critical Learner Need #4 :   

Support and Intervention for Struggling Students 

 
Goal 1 - Establish a Student Support Team 

                                                                             

Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources Needed 

Evidence of 
Student Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Establish a Student 
Support Team with clearly 
defined responsibilities 

Director/Academic 
Affairs/Counselor/ 
SPED Teacher 

MOE Law/Regulations 
Integrated Multi-tiered 
Systems of Support- 
McIntosh & Goodman 

SST Team is 
created and 
aware of 
responsibilities 

May 2022 

 

Goal 2 - Criteria for identifying students who are in need of Intervention 

 

Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources Needed 

Evidence of 
Student Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Develop criteria by which 
we identify students who 
will qualify for service 

Director/Academic 
Affairs/Counselor/
SPED Teacher 

MOE Law/Regulations 

Improvement in 
student 
behavior/academi
c performance 

May 2022. 
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Critical Learner Need  #5 

Support and Intervention for ESL Students 

 

Goal 1 - Hire ESL teacher(s) 

                                                                             

Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources Needed 

Evidence of 
Student 
Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Hire additional ESL 
teachers to support ESL 
learners 

Director/ 
Academic Section 
Chief/ English 
Teachers 

Hire more English 
teachers/ Either Pull out 
or add ESL teachers to 
the regular 
LA/SS/Science class. 

New ESL teacher 
hired or current 
teachers 
assisting in ESL  

Before new 
school year starts 

 

 

Goal 2 - Selecting and ordering ESL resources and materials 

 

Task Responsible 
Person(s) 

Resources Needed Evidence of 
Student 
Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Select appropriate 
additional ESL 
resources and  materials 

Academic Section 
Chief/ ESL 
teachers/ 
LA/SS/Science 
Teachers 

ESL teaching and 
learning materials and 
online resources 

 Ongoing 

 

Goal 3 - Implement ESL support 

 

Task 
Responsible 

Person(s) 
Resources Needed 

Evidence of 
Student 
Success 

Date of 
Completion/ 

What Now? 

Implement a 
mainstream ESL 
support (pull in/ pull out) 

Academic Section 
Chief/ ESL 
teachers 

Time table/ schedule/ 
Periodic evaluation/ESL 
classroom 
Use MAP as the 
diagnosis test 
Reevaluate the 
admission policy 

Teacher 
Assessment, 
Standardized 
Test 
Performance 

Hire new teachers 
with ESL teaching 
experience.  
 
Continue ESL 
support on 
Thursdays.  
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Critical Learner Needs  

1 2 3 4 5 

Support and 
Intervention for 

English and 
Learners 

Support and 
Intervention for 

Struggling 
Students 

New Teacher 
Orientation and 

Ongoing Support 

Staff Collaboration 
Time 

Critical Thinking 
Skills 

Belle Lin Amanda Purifoy Alan Smith Colo Chang Bryan Dodson 

Claudia Huang Mindy Yang Jared Gamble Brad Clagg Louisa Wang 

Dan Fruit Estrella Tsai Joy Chen Jane Lin Robert Watson 

Martina Chen Caron Trembly Jing Wang Amanda Yang Michael Weber 

Jane Lin David Delbridge Eva Yang Rebecca Chen Joan Huang 

Arthur Wu Chris Caputo Lani Chen Christian Keller Jenny Chen 

 

After category groups A, B, C, and D spent the better part of the fall collaborating in 

order to respond to their categories’ prompts and indicators, gathering evidence, and 

identifying strengths and weaknesses, the entire staff met in order to debrief. 

Representatives of each category served as facilitators during a staffwide gallery walk 

designed to familiarize all staff members with all of the groups’ accomplishments and 

reflections. Afterward, staff members voted in order to select the most important Critical 

Learning Needs for the 2022-2023 school year and the ongoing WASC process. The 

staff identified Support and Intervention for English and Learners, Support and 

Intervention for Struggling Students, New Teacher Orientation and Ongoing Support, 

Staff Collaboration Time, and Critical Thinking Skills as the most important needs. The 

director has agreed to hire support staff for the planned English Language Learner 

support program for the 2022-2023 school year. 

 

In the following whole staff meeting, staff members chose which Critical Learning Need 

group to join and participated in the creation of goals and tasks (an action plan) 

designed to address/accomplish that need. These committees will, beginning in the fall 

of 2022, serve as the primary action committee groupings for next year’s school 

improvement efforts, their action plan tasks serving as the to-do list for the staff’s goals 

at biweekly meetings. The members of the committees will be expected to make 

significant progress on the action plans’ goals throughout the year, continually updating 

the plans as necessary. 


